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WURLITZER
STUDIO UPRIGHT

1. In what great composition of what Russian composer ap¬
pears the French National Anthem?

HERE at Last
is a simplified
and practical
KEYBOARD
HARMONY
Method, most
suitable for
teaching in the
early grades.

2. What is a Requiem ?
3. Who wrote the words and music of Suwannee River?

4.

Who has been mentioned as “The greatest American com¬
poser ever born in Ireland and educated in Germany?”

5. What is a libretto?
6. What two great composers of opera were bo'rn in 1813?
7. What is a doublet ?

An extremely simplified method by
which any student of average intelli¬
gence can easily learn and master
all chords.

8. In which of the operas of Wagner is there a famous
Pilgrims’ Chorus?

'll ill the Gate open for your Child ?

9. What was the original name of Beethoven’s “Fidelio?”

Among leading teachers of modern
methods it is generally accepted that
the study of chords should be taken
up very early. A thorough knowl¬
edge of chords enables a student to
more readily master the keyboard
and develops the ability to memor¬
ize. It enables the student to think
in terms of chords, which helps to
instill self-confidence.

10. What is accent in music?
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’■Playing -Arpeggios

The Shefte Methods

By

are used by the foremost teachers
of this country and endorsed
by its greatest critics.

Charles Knetzger

The first thing to be considered in play¬
ing arpeggios is the fingering. When' the
interval of a fourth comes between the
second ana third tone of the arpeggio,
custom sanctions the usage of the fourth
finger on the upper key of the interval
of a fourth; as,

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

If You Teach Piano Ask Us to
Send
You Without Charge
Some of these Helpful Catalogs

In playing the C major, or G major
arpeggio, pupils commonly use the third
instead of the fourth finger on the second
key in the left hand, playing as in A
instead of as in B:

the arm or elbow. As soon as the second
finger has played its note, the thumb
must begin to pass under the palm of
the hand, with a speed commensurate
with the tempo of the arpeggio. In
descending the fingers pass over the thumb
while it is playing its note; otherwise
the legato will be broken. One should
also tilt the right hand somewhat to the
left, and the left hand a little to the right,
as is customary in scale playing, to secure
smoothness. As soon as a thumb crossing
has been made the hand adjusts itself to
play the arpeggio in the next octave.
A good preliminary exercise is to use
the thumb as a pivot and play the ar¬
peggio note above and below in the form
of a triplet.

It is in 1820. A boy, ragged, half starved, peers
through a gate, listening, all heedless of the rain.
Whence comes this love of music that makes Giuseppe
Verdi, now hailed as a world famous operatic composer, at the age of seven play upon a battered spinet—
at ten become the village organist—at sixteen lead the
Philharmonic Society? His father and mother both
were unmusical. Today, perhaps in the soul of your
own child is this same longing that was Verdi’s—urn
fulfilled. Only by actually playing can he develop his
ability. Is there a modern piano in your home?
WuruIzer STUDIO PIANOS
Two hundred years’ experience has
produced these exquisitely designed
and wonderfully well-built instru¬
ments with full 88-note scale. Con¬
structed for small rooms—especially
suitable for children, whose feet
reach the pedals as they sit in cor¬
rect playing position—perfect, too,
for adult pianists. They possess the
deep, rich volume and crystalline
clarity of tone for which Wurlitzer pianos always have been famous.
With prices so low—$295 and up through a wide range of designs
—every home now can have a Wurlitzer.

Music is your child’s birthright
l.t.

Wurlitzer Studio Grand Regular
Small enough for the smallest rooms, yet
a remarkable instrument.

l.A.

If the second note is a sharp, as in the
D, A and E major arpeggio, either the
third or the fourth finger may be used
on the second key in the left hand, while
the right hand fingering is 1, 2, 3, 1:

$625
In playing this exercise there should be
no unnecessary motion of the hand or
Arpeggios also afford excellent practice
in playing the crescendo and diminuendo,
the former being used in ascending, the
latter in descending passages.
A good exercise for pupils who substi¬
tute the third finger in arpeggios calling
for the fourth finger is the following:
Ex. 5

The fifth finger is generally used on the
highest note of the right hand arpeggio,
and the lowest of the left, but it affords
excellent practice sometimes to substitute
the first finger.
The next important feature in playing
arpeggios is passing the thumb. This
should be done quickly, without jerking

EUROPEAN MUSIC TOUR
with DR. EDGAR STILLMAN KELLEY
and DR. LeROY B. CAMPBELL
HEAR
.

SEES-'
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

h music a gift? Is it an inheritance?
These questions and many others are an¬
swered in our free illustrated booklet.
Childhood and Music." Send coupon
appended.

V/U^UIZER
Grand, Piano Factory

l.A.

De Kalb, Illinois

This exercise, besides being valuable as
a finger strengthener, will form the habit
of using the correct fingering in playing
arpeggios.

“It is sometimes said that the tragedy of an artist’s life is that he cannot
realise his ideal. But the true tragedy that dogs the steps of most artists
is that they realise their ideal too absolutely. For, when the ideal is realised,
it is robbed of its wonder and its mystery, and becomes a new starting-point
for an ideal that is other than itself. This is the reason why music is the
most perfect type of art. Music can never reveal its ultimate secret.”
—Oscar Wilde.

Upright Piano Factory ■
North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Dealers and Branches Everywhere

&£?Adm^
Name.
Address.
City.state

Studio
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Finding the “First'Pests’
By Abbie Llewellyn Snoddy

Why don’t you, too, get new ideas to use in your teaching,
make your work a real pleasure and increase your income at the same time?

University Methods for Home Study
Founded in 1903 and advertisers in the Etude columns since 1908

Theodore Leschetizky, Paderewski’s great teacher.

Walter Damrosch, eminent conductor of the
New York Symphony Orchestra.

Emil Sauer, of the Vienna Conservatory.

Alexander Guilmant, the world-famous
French Organist.

Moritz Moskowski, famous Parisian composer and teacher.

Spare Time and Spare
Money Invested in Per¬
sonal Advancement Pay
the Greatest Dividends.

Twenty-five years’ success in teaching nationally and internationally.

Mr. C. M. Fuller, of Michigan, writes:
“After having four courses with you and now
working on the fifth, I am in position to say that
the University Extension Conservatory gives the
earnest, thoughtful student as much as any other
school in the world.”

Graduates, who have stood the “acid test” for preparedness in whatever manner
called upon.

Miss Alice Tombleson, of Nebraska, states:
“I am Music Supervisor and am very successful,
all due to your Public School Music Course. The
credits received from the University Extension
Conservatory have been readily accepted in the
States where I have taught.”

Institutional Rating
——

Pupils and graduates distributed over the entire North American Continent.

There is no royal road to a good tech¬
nic; of course, some have more natural
facility than others; they have the fingers,
so to speak. But the most gifted and the
best endowed must nevertheless tread
much the same path to success.
A very successful pianist of the writer’s
acquaintance got her technic through
steady practice of finger exercises, scales
and arpeggios for an hour and half every
day. From nine-thirty until eleven, six
days a week, she went steadily at them,
each hand separately, then both hands
together:—scales in unison, in thirds, in
tenths and in sixths, scales in contrary
motion, scales in double octaves, double
thirds and double sixths, very slowly at
first, then increasing to a terrific speed.

She gave two or three hours a day
to pieces, but nearly half her practice
period was devoted to scales. Even dur¬
ing vacation time, she put in one hour a
day on them.
When she went to Paris to study, the
first remark her music master made was,
“What a fine technic! Of course, you
have other faults, but, as for technic, you
are in the class of foremost concert players.
How did you get if?”
She answered:
“Scales and exercises without ceasing
during several years for an hour and a half
a day.”
The moral is, Practice, practice, practice
your scales. The pieces will take care of
themselves.

Picture and Qanvas
By Alice H. McEnLny

Specialists, teaching courses in music only.

Two great elements constitute music,
Imagine the accompaniment to represent
melody and harmony. They play the parts, a tonal canvas on which the melodic pic¬
usually, of master and servant. The mel¬ ture is to be painted. For a melodic pic¬
ody is the master whose prerogative it is ture which is like a dainty pastel, an ac¬
to dictate terms and to demand of his companiment of light shadings and soft
servant, harmony, a complete and subdued nuances is desired. But instead of this,
obedience to his wishes. But too many many a musician paints a tonal background
young music students seek to serve two of crimson or orange, thus completely de¬
masters, playing both parts alike as to pres¬ stroying the effect of the picture itself.
sure and tone. A thoroughly unmusical Let him so mingle his colors—so empha¬
effect is reached in this way, and the pupil size the important and subdue the less im¬
courts disaster. The harmony or accom¬ portant—that the finished product will in¬
paniment must ever subdue itself to the deed be a complete picture, capable of being
part of a sympathetic and submissive serv¬ viewed from every angle, always refresh¬
ant
ing, always satisfying.

SEND IN THE COUPON AND WE WILL PROVE TO YOUR ENTIRE
SATISFACTION THAT WE CAN TEACH ANY COURSE IN MUSIC,
AS THOROUGHLY AND AS EFFICIENTLY BY THE HOME STUDY
METHOD, AS IS BEING TAUGHT BY ANY CONSERVATORY.

University Extension Conservatory

Please send me catalog, four sample lessons and full information
regarding course I have marked with an X below.
□Piano, Course for Students
Violin
□Piano, Normal Training
Mandolin
Course for Teachers
Guitar
□Comet, Amateur
Banjo
□Cornet, Professional
L|VJ
Organ (Reed)
□Sight Singing and Ear Training

LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
Slease mention THE ETUDE

addressing

advertisers.

□History of Music
□Voice
pPublic School Music
□Harmony
pOhoral Conducting
□Advanced Composition

Investigatel
Progressive Teachers are enthusiastic in praise of our care¬
fully selected list of works for piano solos, and for violin
and piano—all unusually helpful for teaching, entertaining
and recitals.
A few of these leading numbers are listed herewith.
Check the works that you want, cut out the marked
list, and mail it to us — your order will be filled
by return mail.
And be sure to send the Coupon—it entitles you to Six Free
Photographs, a Professional Rate Card and full information
about our special Service to Teachers.
Works for the Piano

Diplomas which carry national recognition.

Passed the experimental stage years ago.

Music Teachers-

Works for the PiANo-Cont.

One Pgtad to Good Piano technic

Instruction by the best master artists and teachers in America.

Pioneers in developing the present home study method now used by many leading
Mr. R. C. Bolling, of Virginia, after completing four
universities.
courses, writes:
“The instruction in your Extension Courses is
the best possible for one to obtain. The person
Same quality of instruction as offered by the best resident conservatory.
who knows and can use his knowledge to enable
him to do as well and just a little better, usually
The only conservatory that offers regular conservatory courses in all branches by
gets ahead—regardless of the method by which
he received his information—whether in college
home study method.
’ y
or with a book by an open fire-place, or during
his spare moments under the written direction of
a teacher a thousand miles away. This is my third year in charge of the Music
Department in the Normal School. I have nothing but praise for your courses,
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
Dent ’ A
which have been of inestimable value to me in my work.”
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois

DEPT. A

satisfy his musical sense. It will be noted,
too, that pupils’ tastes change from dec¬
ade to decade. The average pupil of to¬
day will choose a higher type of composi¬
tion than his brother of ten years ago
would have chosen, due, no doubt, to the
constant hearing of good music through
the reproducing machine arid over the
radio. The average second grade student
of a decade ago was satisfied with a sort
of predigested musical pabulum made up
of the simplest harmonic ingredients; but
the pupil of today demands a composition
that arouses his imagination with its va¬
ried harmonies, a Composition, in short,
that “says something.”
The teacher who makes a practice of
compiling such lists will hear less of the
ever-irritating complaint, ‘I don’t like this
piece!” and will enlarge her own percep¬
tions through increasing her understanding
of the class of musical literature students
really loVe.

By Mrs. Norman Lee

To Etude readers we have offered sample lessons from our courses—many are using them with success.
Get these lessons, without obligation, and see for yourself how great a help they would be to you in your teaching.
Courses endorsed by the world’s greatest musicians—such as:
I. J. Paderewski, eminent virtuoso.

Tabulating, at intervals, lists of the
composition's the pupils themselves most
enjoy practicing is a good way to keep
the pupil’s interest at the boiling point. It
cari be done by asking each pupil to make
a list of the three pieces he liked best
during the year’s study. By comparing
these lists and sorting them out according
to grades, the teacher can judge with fair
accuracy which compositions will prove
most successful with future students. The
child mind moves more or less along the
same lines, and it is safe to say that what
one pupil has enjoyed greatly another will
not dislike.
It will be interesting to note, in making
such a list, that the child who is develop¬
ing normally will probably give as his
favorites at least two of the more recent
things he has studied—showing that the
more mature pieces (and therefore those
having the highest musical content) best

Qhec\s — and Qhec\s

BACH-BUSONI, 17 Twc
Instr. Edition.
15 Three-Part Invent
DE COSTA, LEON, Valse Boheme.!.
FLORIDIA, P., Six Poetic Images:
Book I (Ho. U Vox Intima.
Ho. 2, Sursum Cor da).
Book II (Ho. 3. Sorrow.
Ho- 4, Happiness).
Book III (Ho. s. Solitude.
Ho. 6, The Boy and the Bee).
FRIEDMAN, IGNAZ, Elle Danse
(She Dances), Concert Waltz.
Concert Repertoire:
Ho. 1. Henselt, Petite Valse
H°°2P!HummXltoMo Favori.
(Opus 11).
Ho. 3» Brahms, Valse (Opus 39, Ho. 15^
Ho. 4, Mozart, Romance from Serenade
Ho. 5, Handel, Gigue.
GOLZ, W., Impromptu.
Valse Gracieuse..
HARTMANN. A., Three Poems:
Soliloquy—Meditation—Threnody.
KRAMER, W„ Menuetto in Modo
LESTER, W„ In Toy Town.
Suite of six easy pieces.
MACDOWELL, EDW., Opus y
Four Little Poems: Complete
Ho. 1, The Eagle
Ho. 2, The Brook
Ho, 3, Moonshine
Ho- 4, Winter
Op. 46, Twelve Virtuoso Studies.
Ho.
Ho.
Ho,
Ho.
Ho,
Ho.
Ho.
Ho.

I, Novelette.
2, Moto Petpetuo .
3, WEd Chase.
4, Improvisation....
5, Elfin Dance.
6, Valse Triste.
7. Burlesque.
8,Bluette....

Ho. 11,Impromptu..
Ho. 12, Polonaise_
MILLER, H. A. Four Indian Themes:
Ho- I, To the Sacred Bow. Ho. 2, Winn-bago Land. Ho. 3, In the Fire's Gloui.
Ho. 4, Eniwube's Vision. Complete. .
ORNSTEIN, LEO, Scherzino.

SIBELIUS, J., Barcarola, Opus 24
Finlandia, Opus 26.
Idyll, Opus 24, Ho. 6.
Romance, Opus 24»Ho. 9_
Valse Triste, Opus 44.
SINDING, CHR., Humoresque.

Works for Violin and Piano
ALPHERAKY, Serenade Levantine. .60
BALAKIREW, Chant du Pecheur.60
BORODIN. Peasants* Chorus, from
Prince Igor.
*
ELGAR, La Capricieuse..
GLINKA, Mazurka.60
GRETCHANINOFF, Chant D'Automne .60
Slumber Song. .60
GUDENIAN, H., Armenia. .60
Armenian Lullaby.;o
HARTMANN. A., Prayer.7,
A Negro Croon. .60
ILJINSKY, Mazurka.60
KARAGITCHEFF. Exaltation.60
KARGANOFF, Mazurka.60
In the Gondola.60
LACK, Arietta (&tuz# Gavotte).60
LISZT, Au Lac de WaUenstadt.60
MACDOWELL, Midsummer Lullaby.(So
The Robin Sings in the Apple Tree.... .60
MOUSSORGSKY, The Troubadour, From
Tableau D’Une Exposition.60
MOZART, Adagio.60
Andante and Gavotte Gracieuse.60
Andantino Molto Grazioso. .60
Pantos
NEMEROWSKY, Alla Mazurka.
ORNSTEIN, Russian Festival.
PLOTENV1. LaG.on.
POLDINI, Poupee Valsante.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOW, Oriental Roman
RUBINSTEIN, Barcarolle in F.
IU.7S! \\ n.'U.--7U\T:
Matouska Goloboushka.
SCARLATTI, Minuet.
SIBELIUS, Musette.
Valse Triste.
TSCHAIKOWSKY, Barcarolle in G Mine

Soldoquy.
Whims.
VIVALDI, Largo .

ASSOCIATED
MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
i4o West 4znd Street, New York

By D. Little
All present who do not like checks re¬
main standing.
Now that everyone is
seated, we shall hear about some folks
who do not like checks.
How nicely this composition has been
learned—except for the F# that is always
left out and those three rests which are
slighted—oh, yes, and those tied notes
which are sometimes struck twice. If it

were not for these mistakes the piece would
be quite .perfect.
Now for the checks. A pencil mark put
lightly m over a “rough spot” will help
wonderfully, especially if the object of
the game is to see how soon all the checks
may be erased. They are a sign of some¬
thing wrong, and are therefore not per¬
missible in a perfectly rendered composi-

Teachers’ Department
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
140 West 42nd Street, New York

FREE
Fill in and mail
the coupon
NOW

! without obligation, in accordance with your off
phs of Famous Composers and Musicians fi
f charge. Also enter my name for Professional Rates and se
te Professional Rate Card, together with full information abc
our Special Service to Teachers.
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“MUSIC PLAY for EVERY DAY” *
A First Book for Piano Study
of Extraordinary Importance
THE CREATION OF A STAFF OF INTERNATIONALLY FAMED EDUCATIONAL EXPERTS

EMBRACES THE

THIS IS THE

SOUNDEST

MOST

JUVENILE

SIGNIFICANT

TEACHING

ANNOUNCEMENT

PRINCIPLES

MADE IN

APPLIED TO

YEARS IN THE

MUSIC

FIELD OF

FROM

MUSIC

FROEBEL AND

EDUCATION

PESTALOZZI
TO THE

This Book is

PRESENT DAY

Destined to
Jump Into
Immediate

Includes a

and

Section of

Enduring Use

Twelve Classics
By

Many Fascinating

Great Masters

Juvenile Pieces
By Helen L. Gramm

Many Delightful New Features
CLEAR, FASCINATING, WORKABLE
PRACTICAL—Complete in Itself
ONE HUNDRED CAPTIVATING
ILLUSTRATIONS—By F. S. Cooke
A Solid Foundation in Music Study
Embodied in Twenty Charming “Play times”
Demands No Previous Course of Preparation
for the Teacher to Understand Its Practical Use

THIS BOOK WILL CREATE A REAL
SENSATION WHEN IT APPEARS
It is an Independent work, but may be used as an
Admirable Introduction to Any System of Piano¬
forte Education.

Advance of Publication Price, 30 Cents
THIS LOW PRICE CIVES EVERY TEACHER AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE UNUSUAL MERITS OK THIS INSTRUCTOR
—NO ORDERS ACCEPTED AT THIS PRICE AFTER THE BOOK IS PUB¬
LISHED—DELIVERIES ON ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION ORDERS, MARCH
FIRST. Send Your Order with Cash Payment Now to Insure
Obtaining Your Copy.

The Most Recent Publishing Triumph of the

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHU

Copyright MCMIX by Paul Decourcelle

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 35, 43,75
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ADAM GEIBEL

A new lyric piece by a very popular writer. Grade 34.

DANCE OF THE FREAKS
An eccentric dance, in burlesque style. Grade 3.

Allegretto

Copyright 1937 by Theodore Presser Co.
A lively flaarria# movement. Grade 3

Vivace

HUNGARIAN DANCE

m.m.

FREDERICK KEATS

J=ios

British Copyright secured

FELIX GERARD, Op. 6, No. 6

m.m.J=120

'■PJ'rifhl by the Then. Presser Co. for the U. S. of A. only.
■opyright 1913 for all other countries by Joseph Williams, London Ltd.

* From here go back to Trio and play to fine of Trio, then,back to the beginning and play to Fine.
Copyright 1927 hy Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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SWEETHEARTS

A

HAPPY New Year! This is our
hearty greeting to the continually
enlarging group of Etude parents.
It seems but natural with the opening of
the year to begin sermonizing and moral¬
izing. But we restrain the impulse, be¬
cause it is too much like preaching to the
well-meaning folks who fill the pews in¬
stead olj. reaching the reckless joy-riders
on the outside. We realize that the good
Etude parents do not need to be told of
the value and advantages of music study
for their children. Like the preacher, we
may council with them and admonish
against the errors and pit-falls of heark¬
ening to unscrupulous teachers who exhort
them to run after false gods in the form
of foolish fads and untried methods, but
the glorious message of the musical life
is always theirs or they would not be wel¬
coming the Etude into their homes.
We can only hope, then, to inspire every
mother who hears the gospel of good
music preached in these columns to be¬
come a musical missionary and to carry
the wonderful message into the homes of
every unconverted mother of her acquaint¬
ance, that no little children in this land
of plenty and opportunity may fail of the
joy and blessing of a musical education.

Copyright 1927 by Theodore Passer Co.

& With soft pedal throughout.
British Copyright secured

no more is given than is absolutely re¬
quired for satisfactory progress and the
keeping up of the pupil’s interest.
.

The Indulged Child

TN CONSIDERING the problem, how-*■ ever, the capable, efficient mother will
reserve her judgment until she has
weighed the facts. Perhaps the child is
the type who loses interest unless con¬
tinually buoyed up by the variety and
novelty of his new pipces and studies—
the sort who has never been trained at
home to finish a job, once undertaken,
who rebels at enforced discipline and who
pouts and sulks 'at lesson periods if com¬
pelled to work on the same material
twice. Perhaps the teacher knows that
such a child will be allowed to stop lessons
if distaste for the subject is aroused. Of
course, even in such cases, through a wise
selection of material, overcoming, perhaps,
some special defect with each exercise or
piece provided, a good deal of technical
training may be accomplished.
With pupils who will attack every new
composition with enthusiasm and avidity,
but who tire after the newness wears off
and before the selection is learned, the
teacher is always hoping to find something
especially fascinating that will hold the
Pledge for Co-operation
child’s attention until a piece is completely
T ET THIS, then, be your New Year’s mastered, realizing, in the meantime, that,
' resolution. Pledge yourself to hearty while they may be in a sense a partner of
cooperation with your children’s music the parent in encouraging a bad habit in
teacher, to work steadfastly to raise the the. child, at least they are instilling a cer¬
standard of music in your own home and tain amount of music-learning into the
community and to preach, unceasingly, the pupil's mind and are also developing many
salvation of the musical life to your other worth while habits that the study of
music will establish. If you have not
friends and neighbors.
Yours will then be, indeed, a Happy trained your child to finish a task—the
New Year throughout the length of the final test of persistency and stick-to-itiveness—in
all the years you have been at
calendar.
As the teaching season progresses we your job of motherhood, do not expect
have before us again the important ques¬ the music teacher to do it in one or two
tion of the supply of music and materials hours a week.
provided by the teachers for their pupils.
Impartial Judgment
Several mothers have voiced complaints
to this department because of “the high COMETIMES, unfortunate though it is,
cost of the up-keep” of the children who ^ a continual supply of new material is
are studying music. They say it is a good the only way to keep some children happy
deal like the family car—not the original and interested. On the other hand, it is
cost of the instrument, nor the legitimate perfectly true that there are occasionally
expense of its use and care, but the ac¬ teachers who will give their pupils an
cessories and incidantals that put it in the over-supply of music because of the com¬
mission made upon the sales. But they
luxury class.
I appreciate fully that the expense of are not numerous. If your piano and
music and materials is an important mat¬ music cabinet are loaded down with halfter to the average parent. Where several learned and discarded texts, you had bet¬
children are taking lessons, it is bound to ter investigate the situation.
But when you start be open-minded
be more or less a strain on the family in¬
come. If the bill for supplies, sheet music and impartial. Be sure that you under¬
and other accessories is a steadily mount¬ stand conditions before you place the
ing one, it is certain to become a con¬ blame. If it is music that has been welltroversial issue in the home circle. Often learned and out-grown and has therefore
it has even a deterrent effect upon the served its purpose in your family, pass it
childrens’ continuing their music study, on through the settlement schools or some
with the consequent loss of pupils to the other channel where it will help some
teaching profession. Therefore, the wise, ambitious but poorer child. Sit down and
business-like teacher will see to it that the analyze the work your children are doing.
If they come from every lesson with
music provided the pupils is carefully
selected to meet the special need and tem¬ something new, and have no perfected
perament of each particular type, and that
(Continued on page 67)

Fortunate the Child
who, like her mother and grandmother before her acquires
her early musical education on the limpid, sweet-voiced,
light of action-touch,

IVERS & POND
PIANO
Every child’s accomplishments should be enriched by
the graceful art of piano playing—an asset of culture and
refinement, which will endure through life. And so will
the Ivers & Pond piano. Its superb musical qualities
and sterling integrity of construction have made this
famous make the choice of over 600.leading musical and
educational institutions and 75,000 homes.
Under the ownership-management of the original inter¬
ests, its quality was never more jealously guarded than
to-day.

How to Buy
Where no dealer sells IVERS & POND pianos we
quote lowest prices and ship from the factory tho’
your home be in the most remote village in the United
States. Attractive easy payment plans. Liberal al¬
lowance for old pianos in exchange. Every intending
buyer should have our new catalogue. Write for it.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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One Hundred Music Stores in One
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JOHN M. WILLIAMS
says:

WORLD’S FOREMOST MUSIC PUBLISHING AND MERCHANDISING HOUSE

CLinmNS

Over One-Half the
Population of the
United States Is So
Located That It Has
No Immediate Access
to an Adequate Music
Store.
This Great Population
Contains Thousands
of Music Lovers Who
Have Learned That
They Can Get Just
What They Want in
Musical Supplies
When They Want It
by U. S. Fast Mail
from the Theodore
Presser Co.

By MacLachlan

‘‘Is one of those wonderful pieces that h

I SHOULD TERM IT AN ABSOLUTELY 1

The artist in endeavoring to vis¬
ualize the many music stores
our stocks would fill has been
limited for space since nearly ten
city blocks would be required for
the display windows of the retail
music stores that could be most
completely stocked by splitting
up our gigantic collection of
music publications.

This “Whole World” Catalog Free
Expert Music Supply Service for all
We, the Theodore Presser Co., are, in
general, the largest known individual
buyers of the publications of other
publishers throughout the world.
This, together with the huge and
constantly increasing catalog of the
publications of the Theodore Presser
Co. has resulted in the largest and fin¬
est stock of music supplies anywhere.
One Trial Order for Anything Wanted in
Music Publications Will Tell the Story

m

do art have an Adequate Music Store at Hand

All Publishers Represented
Publications of several thousand music pub¬
lishers are in the stock rooms of the Theo¬
dore Presser Co. at 1708-1710-1712-1714
Chestnut St. (buildings shown above) and
at 1713-1715-1717-1719 Sansom St.
Below is a limited list of some of the
publishers whose music works we stock
and when one considers that a number
of music publishers have from twenty
thousand to over fifty thousand individual numbers in their catalogs some
comprehension can be gained of the allembracing immensity of the Theodore
Presser Co. s stock for direct mail
service to music buyers everywhere.

Upwards of four hundred trained cmpoyees, —-a large resident staff of
musiral educators, expert clerks, etc.,
—-and a system of mail order despatch

d^ebped by nearly a half century of
Z» theLfield makes all music
.buying through the Theodore Presser
^ cofnv.ement, profitable and delight¬
ful in the highest degree.

every music lover in the United States (not in
nada) on request. It is an intensely interest!-

listed above. Whether you are a teacher, a st
or a musical amateur, you will find a numb
books for violin, piano, voice, organ, saxop
etc., which will prove the most satisfactory c
tions which you have ever used. Mail us a
card today with your name and address an
catalogue will be sent by return mail.

THE “WHOLE WORLD”
MUSIC SERIES

ASk fZ wlallgl°n A"y
of Music
Which You Are Interested.

is the world’s premier line of
for piano, violin, voice, organ

Our ‘‘0:rSa!,J’%d ‘° Re^uesl Details °t
Co„v
SpCcial Discounts and
Conveniences of Qur Service.

devoted to the choicest classic
positions. Printed from engraved plates on clear
white paper, and substantially bound in either
Here is the Complete List of “Whole World” Collections

-

-

hia
lc Publications

Pa.
-

-

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

Vc 82
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Just Published!
WhatLDoEnstAtThePiano

Nothing So Attractive,
So Interest-Compelling,
So Clever, Exists As Far As We Know

T5he

Musical Home

‘Reading

Page 15

15able

„Anything and Everything, as long as it is
Instructive and Interesting
Conducted by
A. S. Garbett

THE COVER IS IN COLORS
6# CHARMING PICTURES IN THE TEXT
By CLARA ATWOOD FITTS

Theodore T5homas and His “Shop (Concerts’’
The Most Tuneful First Lessons
The Most Practical

mm

One Point at a Time
Trains Ear, Hand and Eye
Makes Teaching a Delight and Study a Joy

HELERLCRAMM

PRICE 75 CENTS

■ OLIVEftDITSOWCOnPANy

Every Teacher Should Know This Book !

A supreme feature is the unique Ditson Keyboard Chart (in two colors) 5)4 x

29inches,

tipped into every copy

Separate Charts, 25 cents each

Theodore Thomas, founder of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra and one
of the greatest of pioneers of music in
America, did not always enjoy performing
the lighter kinds of music with his or¬
chestra, but, according to his wife’s
“Memoirs bf Theodore Thomas,” he was
just as exacting in conducting a Strauss
waltz as in a Wagnerian prelude.
“It must have been terribly tedious to
Thomas to come back from the triumph
and exaltation of a series of great festival
performances, and go to work grinding out
‘popular programs’ every night for the
masses,” we read, “and it is no wonder that
he often alluded contemptuously to this
class of performances as ‘shop concerts.’
“Nevertheless, he did not allow himself

to. slight -the performance of even the
musical trifles of which they were, so
largely composed, but gave infinite care to
the preparation of every number that he
played, and would not permit the least
slovenliness in their execution. He was
especially particular in regard to the
Strauss waltzes which he gave with infi¬
nite grace and a wonderful swaying
rhythm.
“Someone once asked him how he man¬
aged to impart such vitality and lightness
to these dances and he replied, ‘Have you
never noticed that I always beat the first
stroke of the rhythm up instead of down?
You cannot put the life and continuous
motion of the dance into a piece of music,
if you knock the poor tune down at the
beginning of every measure.’ ”

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 179 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
fthe "Meaning of ‘Bfiythm

Chas. H. Ditson & Co., 10 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

Try Your Music Store First

SJJMMJTS CORNER
Announcing Recent Publications
MOKREJS, JOHN
PIANO
In a Toy Shop—Character Sketches for Piano.
The Yankee Sailor. Gr. 2 .30 Sail Boats, Gr. 3.SO
The Bear Dance, Gr. 2... .30 The Indian Pony, Gr. 2-3. .30
numbers that make the practice hour a thoroughly enjoyable one for the
young student. Interpretation, rhythm and dynamics are stressed.
GOODRICH, FLORENCE A.
Etude de Concert, Gr. 3-4. .50 Chromatic Etude, Gr. 3-4. .40
attractiveness0 widi* t™ hnfcal rtudy" Brifij. nt° tastfully{ and s!“ufully combines musical
ENDRES, OLIVE
Childhood Fancies—Gr. 1-2
A Little Dance 1
The Pixie Band / ..
Slumber Song 1
A Story
j .30
t LittI'h M'niatuJes of direct musical appeal to young players. Elementary study in touch,
FRANCES
April Shower—Gr. 2-3 .30
Crisp staccato with fairy lightness.
Entreaty—Gr. 3.
30
pedal Trlhi'in'g a^'welh Wi*h “le accompaniment
between Ae ‘ hands. Excellent
Laughing Brook—Gr. 2-3 .
40
Smooth triplet playing pictures the cheerful brook.
HESSELBERG, EDOUARD 1
A briHiantTh<d V°tfn' Boafmen s SonB—Gr. 4 ..40
NEVIN, GORDON BALCH ^ anBemen °
‘S am°US SOngSilver Clouds—Gr. 3 ..
A bright sketch whose song-like melody is accompanied by an enticing note-figure that
gives it definite individuality. Welcome for program use.
LESTER, WILLIAM
A Southland Song (In Alabama) Op. 30, No. 1.60
A romantic selection that affords ample opportunity for the display of solo stops. Further
flavor is added by a colorful harmonization of “Deep River,” which forms the middle section
HOPKINS, H. P.
In the Park—Gr. 3 ...
paragraph of a descriptive character, which the modern organ and organist
can so easily interpret. A welcome novelty that has genuine teaching usefulness as well
EVILLE, VERNON
VOCAL
SO NEAR TO GOD AM I ..
Inthfs
e.dnnv
• • , appeal,
foem
Johnstone
- fag athZZ
■ ls that saTe aaaot»ce oft spiritual
both by
in Gordon
the words
and music.

SPECIAL TO READERS OF THE ETUDE
To introduce these two Beautiful New Compositions
TWILIGHT SERENADE”, Flower Song
“LOVE’S GOLDEN MEMORIES”, Reverie
By the famous composer Charles H. Masked

TWILIGHT SERENADE

^ T0'day” (Abbott) and "That

429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

The Romance of “Sea Gardens”
Far down in the rainbow gardens of the deep, the
sea fairies float among the brilliant coral, red and
white fringed with anemones of amethyst and gold
amid the emerald grasses, waving, eternally waving.
Voices of lost souls gently sing to them, souls long
since passed to their last resting place.
Jeweled fish float, in and out among the sparkling
caverns of the depths.
Ceaselessly, silently the Sea Fairies swim to and fro.
Storms lash the waves along the rocky shore.
The surf dances furiously along the strand.
The fairies hide in fear.
Again the calm.
Again the sun shining through the turquoise water.
Again the fairies listening to the faint voices from
another world.

“Beethoven’s . . . tapestry may he woven in heaven but we feel that he
has spun the thread of it in hell. Bach lives always in the childish gaiety
of heaven, and so he fills us with a serene and profound satisfaction that
remains unalloyed."—Havelock Ellis.

Keep on drying

LOVE'S GOLDEN MEMORIES
With simplicity

Meditation

CHAS. H. MASKELL

oend for our new free-

F

sheet music containing such number! as:' aSSlCal’ Standard anduP
Beautiful Star of Heaven

of tl

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

A composition of intriguing loveliness,—pecul¬
iarly pianistic in that it “fits the fingers” delight¬
fully—already a standard number in the regular
teaching repertory of progressive teachers every¬
where.

Flower Song

TERRY,

Sweet Story™ Old-^fWelo
"
^
HOARE, HENRY
VIOLIN
VIOLIN BOW TECHNIC
the n

Karl W. Gehrkin’s little book, “The strong and weak, for without such regu¬
Fundamentals of Music,” is valuable for larity of alternation there could not arise
its concise statement of facts that ought that steady, persistent movement that is
to be more familiar than they frequently so basic in music. The accents are re¬
are. Concerning the function of rhythm ferred to as ‘strong beats’ and of course
there could be no accented points without
in music, for instance, he has this to say:
corresponding regularity of non-accented
“ ‘In the beginning was rhythm,’ said
ones. Freedom from monotony is secure
Brahms (a statement also attributed to by variety of tone length. The most
von Biilow), and historians agree that striking characteristics of musical rhythm
the earliest manifestation of what we call are then: (1) regularity of gait in forwardmusic is to be traced back to the rhythm movement—that is, pulsation; (2) ac¬
of primitive dancing. The word rhythm centuation; (3) variety in tone length.”
means literally flow. This directs our
And again—“It is through rhythm that
attention to the continuity of music—it unity, coherence, balance and variety are
involves a constant forward progression. ■achieved. Rhythmic progressions are far
But rhythm implies regularity of gait, as more common than tonal ones, and the
well as forward-movement. It is not a repetition of rhythmic effects is largely
matter of forward progression by starts responsible for the feeling of oneness that
and hitches but a regular, steady flow.
arises when a musical composition is
“This in turn points to an alternation of

"By
JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

I Want the Twilight and You
and many other well known compositions by

central music supplyhouse

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our idvertisers.

.
i Amer,can Patrol
^

Music students prone to discourage¬
ment may find help from the following annecdote taken from Alexander Woollcott’s
“Story of Irving Berlin.” It dates from
war-days.
“A magnificent colonel, on the prowl in
his domain, came upon the buglers at prac¬
tice and suggested, in a sultanic manner,
that they amuse him by learning to play
Over There. They explained nervously
that this was impossible, as the bugle did
not have all the notes with which Mr. Co¬
han’s piano had been blessed.
“ ‘Well,’ said the High Command, baf¬
fled for the moment, but a soldier and a
colonel to the last, ‘keep on trying.’”
Incidentally, the same author reveals
the fact that Irving Berlin “kept on try¬
ing” himself with better results, though
under conditions which may have seemed
equally hopeless at first.
“ ‘Oh, Mr. Berlin,’ cried a pretty girl
at an afternoon tea into which* he had

strayed by mistake, ‘I guess there’s no one
who has written so many song-hits as you
have.’
“Probably his mind ran back to the days
when he used to dash off several songs a
week. Probably he thought, too, of the
long catalogue which contained -so many
efforts of his that never made any im¬
pression whatever. At any rate, he smiled
at the pretty girl and answered:
“ ‘I know there’s no one who has writ¬
ten so many failures.’ ”
(Berlin’s almost innumerable successes
include' Alexander's Rag-Time Band, Oh,
How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning,
I’ve Got My Captain Working for Me
Now, Pack Up Your Sins, All Alone, My
Wife’s Gone to the Country, and a swarm
of other popular tunes that are supposed
to have had their day, but are still sung
on dark nights by whispering baritones
over the radio.)
(Continued on page 57)

The success of this composition is largely due to the fact
that those who know it want to play it over and over.
—Price, 35c
(Grade Foil
Piano, Four Hands—50c
Catalog No. 23450
Violin and Piano—50c
Arranged by Arthur Hartmann
Catalog No. 24027
Concert Orchestra—50c

Two-Part Chorus—12c
Arranged by Nicholas Douty
Catalog No. 20684
Concert Band—$1.00
Arranged by Waesili Leps
Catalog No. 23482

^ Any Arrangement Desired Sent Promptly on Receipt of Price

THEODORE PRESSEr'cO., PHILA;, PA.
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS . . . 1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

The Curtis Institute

of

Music

W

JOSEF HOFMANN, Director

HETHER Joan of Arc did or did not hear super¬

dividual, partly upon talent, partly upon the intuitive guid¬

natural voices commanding her to liberate France,
The query is

ance of invisible forces.
Native talent is a vital factor. The individual who imagines

The fact is that she, herself was convinced that

that ambition alone is sufficient to open the gates of im¬

will be debated to the end of time.
fruitless.

she heard them.

An Rxcerpt from the Christian Science Monitor
“One way of thinking, the piano is an instrument, and pianists are players.
Another way, the piano is a book of the head and the heart; and pianists are
its expositors, each favoring a particular aspect of it.

That , was the luminous idea which fired

mortality may be bitterly surprised.

As we have repeatedly

her with the ambition to do things which in themselves seemed

said: One can not make a race horse from a dray horse.

even miraculous for an illiterate French peasant.

converse is likewise true.

In ancient times ambition was looked upon as a somewhat
reprehensible

trait.

Thus,

Shakespeare paints Wolsey.
Ambition

then

meant

..

. .

The

The race horse is a sensational

animal, but for certain work he is altogether useless.
Ambition focused
.

upon

your natural abilities may
lead to glorious results.

the

Fo¬

“One group, that is to say, views it as a disclosure of sentiment; a second, as
a historic record; a third, as a compendium of speed calculations; a fourth,
as a folio of designs; and a fifth, as a traveler’s guide to new realms, whether
of emotion, fact, mechanism or form, matters not.

quest

is reserved for those who are

are.

“Many a man and many a woman might even lay claim to an understanding
of what all five are driving at. In all likelihood, Mr. Hofmann could."

determined

to become a fine performer,

for the

power to

it may lead to pathetic fail¬

This

connotation of the word is

ure.

lost in this age.

your

to

Ambition

rise in the

Find first of all what
natural

qualifications

If you are not destined

world to finer things and who

resolve

have the resolution to fight all

composer or a fine teacher.

to become

a

fine

In

We have seen, many times,

our times ambition is not the
“sin by which the angels

poor students and underpaid

fell”

voice

peaks of fame and prosperity,

which enables one to soar to

on the wings of noble ambi-

obstacles in their way.

JOSEF HOFMANN, Director of The Curtis Institute
of Music, and head of the pianoforte department, is
acknowledged one of the world’s foremost pianists.

cused upon mistaken conceit,

vainglorious

dominate.

but the

inner

teachers

rise

to

mountain

the heights of noble attain¬
Listen to the silent voices,

ment.
The
MORIZ ROSENTHAL, an exponent of the art of
Mikuli, Joseffy and Liszt, enjoys unique distinction
as a pianist and a teacher.

MME. ISABELLE VENGEROVA, a pupil of
Leschetizky, won prominence in Europe as a concert

voice

of

as did Joan of Arc.

ambition

speaks to all of us at times.

come to all of us.

They

Psycholo¬

In our imaginations we con¬

gists speak of them as “in¬

jure the scenes of great and

tuition.” Often they are our

noble undertakings in which

safest guides.

we hope to be permitted to
have a part.
Imagination?

courage, patience and higher

They bring us

insight.

But without that

Beethoven went far into

pianist, and for eleven years was Professor of Piano¬

imagination and the continu¬

forte at the
Petrograd.

ing action, many of the finest

the stillnesses of the woods,
& at he might listen! listen!

deeds of history would re¬

listen!

National

Of course.

Conservatory of Music,

DAVID SAPERTON, a follower of Busoni and
Godowsky. combines a concert career with his teach¬
ing activities.

to tune one’s soul .to hear

Great men have for the
most part been men of great

these invisible voices.

imagination.

inspiration.

trickery about this.

subconsciously, over and over

from the world,

no

Isolation
for “him

ing of a new year leads us to new resolutions.

holds communion with her
visible forms,” is merely a
normal process of

oneself in contact with the Almighty.

putting

It is at such mo¬

ments that our noblest ambitions bring to us the messages
The com¬

The longevity

■ of a good resolution depends partly upon the will of the in¬

Mme. Isabelle Vengerova

is

who in the love of nature
J0AN 0F ARC> BY J' E- LENEPVEN, NOW IN THE
*
PANTHEON OF PARIS.

by their achievements.
This, January, is the great month of ambition.

Curtis Institute of Music

There

visible forces speak to- them

lofty ideals and a willingness
to labor and to sacrifice, civilization itself has been moulded

and give individual lessons at the

They

are the sources of immortal

Voices of in¬

again.
They possess giant
ambitions. When these ambitions have‘been based upon

These masters of pianoforte teach personalty

It is perfectly natural

main undone.

which point the way to our highest goals.

Let our New

Year resolutions, then, be to have greater and greater ambi¬
tion to achieve finer things for our fellow men.

David Saperton

THE CURTIS INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Rittenhouse Square
Philadelphia
JANUARY, 1928
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THE MUSICIAN’S AUTOMOBILE
TO ECENTLY, in Europe, your editor talked with a group of
active musicians. Only one in the group possessed an auto¬
mobile. He found it difficult to explain to them that in America
a corresponding group of musicians not only would have auto¬
mobiles, but also would consider them a necessity.
The economic situation in America, as far as musicians are
concerned, is unique in the history of the art. Musicians never
made so much money. Even the musicians in small orchestras,
under certain union scales of pay, make from seventy-five to one
hundred and fifty dollars a week. The musician is often one of
the most active persons in the community. He has to run hither
and thither—everywhere. The automobile becomes as much a
necessity as his fiddle and his piano. Without a good reliable
car, he is as much crippled as would be the doctor. Of course the
big leaders in the musical profession will' have from two to three
cars. Many go “auto crazy” and spend lavishly for their motors.
Some, like Josef Hofmann, become experts and contribute im¬
portant inventions and ideas for improvements of the motor.
The point we want to make is that American musicians are
greatly blessed, to be able to afford excellent cars; while their
European brothers, like most professional people abroad, have
to content themselves with bicycles.

O

«■» “d

When this boy started to study Bachs inventions and later
Bach’s Fugues, the “Colonel” was at first very much irritated. T1,
contrapuntal puzzles were very much greater than his receptivity.
He would either order his grandson to stop or leave the room.
However, after hearing these puzzles over and over again,
he came to be very much interested in them. In fact, In* came
to like them very much and frequently called for them. It w.icultivated receptivity. This editorial then is perhaps a lesson to
those who have made the mistake of too large dosages of musi.
to adult listeners.
Musical receptivity is, after all, a very astonishing thing
Consider Toscanini, the Italian maestro, who conducts an entii
performance of, let us say, “Tristan and Isolde,” without score
—three hours and more of the most intensive musical thinkin
watching the course in his mind’s eye of the thousands and
thousands of notes in their relation to the performance.
What mathematician is ever called upon to perform such
an astonishing cerebral feat? The ability to do such a thin
represents a gigahtic mentality, beside which the problems >
the average business man are puny and comic.
How can a human brain focus itself upon such a huge work
for such a length of time? In fact, as wc have continually
brought to the attention of our readers, this very exercise of
the attention, this concentration, this spontaneous cultivation oi
the synchronization of the mind, the nerves and the muscles,
even in the performance of quite simple pieces, is a brain drill
not equalled by any other form of mind training.
Musicians and teachers should never fail to go out of their
way to make this point very clear to the general public, because
the public is not sufficiently informed upon the difference be
tween the study of music and the mere cultivation of a taste I, ,
music. One could have a comfortable chair in a gymnasium

JUSTICE TO MUSIC PUPILS AND TEACHERS

iN THE WAY to the recent convention of the Music
Teachers’ National Association at Rochester, we met
George D. Haage on the train. Mr. Haage is the President of
the newly organized Music Teachers’ Association of Reading,
Pennsylvania. This association is organized to be of practical
value to the teacher. One idea he mentioned could be used with
profit by other groups of teachers working collectively.
A committee of the association visits the public schools of
the city and has been successful in effecting an arrangement with
the authorities which protects the teacher and the pupil against
loss of lessons in the case of pupils who are “kept in” after
school. The music teachers have an understanding with the
school authorities that pupils who are disciplined in this way
may notify the school teacher that the day happens to be one on
which the music lesson is due. If this is the case, the pupil is
'excused and permitted to “stay in” on another day.
When we were teaching we can recollect losing many les¬
sons through pupils who were "kept in.” The idea struck us as
a fine one and we are passing it along to other teachers.
The missed lesson problem is one of the large leaks in the
teacher’s pocket-book. The missed lesson slips stating that
teachers will not be responsible for lessons lost through any
cause other than protracted sickness have helped thousands of
.teachers. The slip is sent out with the bill, or the statement,
and never fails to make an impression upon both pupils and
parents. These slips may be purchased from the publisher of
this periodical at a nominal cost.
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tf^jSdiCed against music becauj they have

“Knowledge,

Breadth,

Character,

Culture,

Education and

“Better Hot Concern
Oneself About the
Moderns Until the
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fer the Consequences.”

LEOPOLD GODOWSKY

Self Study in the ^Art of Music

•

MUSICAL ABSORPTION

HEN a glass is filled to the brim, it takes only one drop
to make it spill over. The receptivity of minds, as far
as music is concerned, varies enormously with the individual.
Some minds have the capacity for hearing very long musical
programs and remaining fresh and attentive to the end. Other
minds are tired out after a single movement of a symphony.
In the pioneer days our crude adventurers on the frontiers
of civilization, who spent their leisure hours in the local taverns,
had great admiration for the man who could “hold his ‘licker’.”
It is a well-known fact that some people can take a dosage of
alcohol which would utterly paralyze others with different
nervous organisms.
It often seems to us that musicians are unfair to the laymen
in expecting them to be attentive to long programs of involved
music. We have a very definite sympathy for father who begins
to rustle his program and shuffle his feet after listening to the
First Movement of a Brahms Concerto. Father’s musical capac¬
ity may be about one pint. It would give him a great delight to

The Conquest of Fate is the

all thelffil genrratT °f athle!CS m tralnmg and «mw weaker
IS6' In°rder to §« the benefits of music training one
must study an instrument seriously and earnestly

The v .l..e , •

df times.”8 ^ b£ r£fleCted ” aU

P^Ls^J ^rk t

Leopold Godowsky

the BOX and THE “SOX”
“I sold you the box and not the 'sox'
The Bowery, The Bowery
l U never go there any more'"

“who NEVER TOOK A LESSON”

SfcfiSjESfi* S7e't,,hebHUe
«*
auctioneer and bid upon a half do/ ^ ,wEo Vlsitcd a Bower
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Sublime Problem of Man

Ji cR^mar\able Interview Secured Expressly for Vhe Etude Mlusic VYCdgazine
with the World Fdmous Virtuoso Pianist dnd Qomposer

JJ ROBABLY the most astonishing instance of the “autoJL clidakt” or self-taught performer and creator in the history
of art is that of Leopold Godowsky. He was born in Vilna,
Russia (now Lithuania), February 13, i87o. He made his debut
at the age of nitic. The biographical dictionaries mention that he
studied in Berlin under Rudorff and in Paris under Saint-Saens.
This, Mr. Godowsky insists, is in error—-that, while he is indebted
to these teachers for their friendly interest, his relation was not
that of pupil and teacher. In 1884 he came to America and has
toured this country many times with prodigious success. He
has also taught at different periods in two leading American con¬
What is “Self-Taught?”
4tnnHE VERY WORD ‘self-taught’
may easily lead to misunderstand¬
ings which are difficult to correct. In a
broad sense, all artists of high achieve¬
ment are ‘self-taught,’ notwithstanding the
fact that they may have spent years with
teachers. On the other hand, there is
some difficulty in conceiving one who is
wholly un-taught. We are all susceptible
to impressions that come from the out¬
side. We may not receive direct instruc¬
tion through regular lessons; but we ab¬
sorb ideas and information from all man¬
ner of sources. Often this process goes
on unconsciously. It does seem, however,
that there are some people who have such

marked innate gifts and understanding of
basic artistic principles that it is difficult
to account for their achievements unless
one is to accept the oriental theory of re¬
incarnation.
“How, for instance, is one to explain
the genius of Mozart or of Schubert? In
mere childhood they were developed far
beyond their elders. Surely no teacher
could possibly have taught them all that
they knew in such a brief period. It
should be remembered, however, that these
are altogether exceptional cases.
The
ordinary music student cannot be judged
by them any more than Richard Wagner’s
measure can be taken by comparison with
the average man.

servatories. In 1909 he sms made Royal Imperial Professor and
Director of the Master School of the Imperial Royal Academy by
the Austrian Government. He returned to America in 1912, but
since that time has made numerous tours to all parts of the world,
not merely as a pianist but also for the purpose of absorbing
local atmosphere for his work in composition.
His work as a composer is distinguished by his tremendous
contrapuntal facility and his extraordinary elasticity in the treat¬
ment of melodic passages. His fifty-three studies on the Chopin
Etudes amazed the musical world by their uncanny contrapuntal
treatment. His works in longer as well as in shorter forms are
held in highest esteem by musicians the world over.
“With the majority of pupils, a thor¬
oughly schooled and ably trained teacher
can shorten their periods of work enor¬
mously and spare them from making
fatal blunders in the path of progress.
Even here, however, every frank teacher
will admit that the pupils who make the
real advance are those who realize that
their success must depend upon their
own initiative, hard work and the pre¬
servation of their personalities as artists.
The pupils must lend himself to the teach¬
er’s leadership; but, if he imagines that
a great teacher with a great name will
carry him to triumph unless he (the pupil)
supplies ninety per cent of the effort (the
motive force), he is doomed to disaster.

4

A natural Gift

4 \ T 7TTH ME music was as natural
’ ’ and necessary as breathing. I
can not remember my first contact with
music. I was far too young. My family
was not composed of professional musi¬
cians, although they loved music. When
I was a child my father, a physician,
while attending a family during a ter¬
rible scourge of cholera, was stricken in
the home of his patient and expired. This
left my mother destitute.
“I was given into the care of an uncle
who was very musical. He had been a
pupil of Wieniawski and played the violin
exceedingly well. I started on his piano
to penetrate the fascinating mysteries of
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the ivory and ebony keys, when I was
three years old. I have no recollection
how I learned the notes. It all seemed
perfectly natural and obvious to me, as
though I had always known how to play
them.
No one remembers how one
learned to feed oneself.
Playing the
piano was like that to me. At the age
of five I composed a minuet. The mid¬
dle section was a perfect canon. This
is noteworthy because up to that time I
had never heard a canon. I used this
canon in another composition twenty-three
years later.
"My musical education went on in a
haphazard way. I simply played every¬
thing I could lay my hands on. I remem¬
ber that there was a beginner’s book for
piano which in its day was very famous
in Russia. It was by Krupinsky. I mas¬
tered it but have no idea how I got
through with it. Every new work I could
find was an adventure to me. I studied
them with huge enthusiasm. When I came
to parts which seemed of impassable diffi¬
culty I isolated those parts and worked
with them indefatigably until they became
just as playable as the simpler passages.
Technic Developed
“XTOW HERE is an astonishing
LN thing. Although I never prac¬
ticed studies and exercises of any kind in
the ordinary sense, I achieved a peculiar
reputation as a great technician. But I
make a marked distinction in the matter
of technic. To me technic should include
everything that has to do with the crafts¬
manship that leads to a beautiful, artistic
and soulful performance.
The finger
mechanism is to my mind only a small
part of technic; for the word should em¬
brace phrasing, touch, expression, nuance,
rhythm and so forth.
“In a similar manner I find that I have
a reputation for being a contrapuntist.
This is equally curious
During my
friendship and association with SaintSaens (who even went so far that he
wanted to adopt me, give me his name and
will me his fortune), I found that this
great French master made it a practice
to spend a certain time each day working
out contrapuntal exercises. He continued
this practice even until his advanced years.
I have never done a contrapuntal exercise
in my life. Of course, in my work in
composition I have devoted serious at¬
tention to the weaving of the various melo¬
dies into contrapuntal designs in the
musical tapestry. That is the art of
music in its highest form—but, as for
contrapuntal examples, of the school-book
type, I have never written one.
Technic a Means
( * P LEASE do not misunderstand me.
I do not undervalue technic. Every¬
one must have it. Everyone must have,
likewise, a fine playing mechanism, just as
a workman must have tools and the artist
must have his brushes and his pigments.
Technic properly concerns itself with the
discriminating use of the tools, the em¬
ployment of the tones in making a master¬
ly musical picture, whether that picture
be a composition or an interpretation.
What if painters spent all of their time
in discussing their brushes ?
There
' would be very little art in the world. The
y main thing is the creation. Yet, painters
cannot paint without a brush and the
knowledge of how to use it.
“The preservation of personality is the
all important thing in the interpretative
artist. The best teachers are those who
give most thought to this. This is one of
the reasons why Leopold Auer has been
such a historic success as a teacher. Of
his scores of pupils one cannot say that a
single pupil’s individuality has been killed.
He encouraged his pupils to do their own
thinking and bring out their own talents.
“The curse of the age in music is con-

a plane greatly advanced irom tnat of the
student of twenty-five years ago. This is
useless advice to the worthwhile students
as nothing will stop them from working
their heads off! Stick to it if you really
have the great ambition. When the time
comes when you can afford and can se¬
cure the desired teacher, your self-help
efforts will prove just that much time and
labor invested.
“Above all things seek real musicianship, not mere digital proficiency. The
greatest deficiency I have found in pupils
the world over has been lack of coordina¬
tion of the musical studies. How can one
intelligently interpret a piece unless one
is familiar with the history of the art?
How can one know what was in the
composer’s mind unless one makes a sym¬
pathetic study of his life? Of course
there are thousands who play the piano
and play it exceedingly well, without a
knowledge of harmony, ounterpoint his¬
tory, biography and mtisi I form; but
such performers cannot expect to rise
to the very top.
Knowledge, breadth,
character, culture, education and thor¬
oughness arc the great determining fac¬
tors in the end. It makes no difference
whether you get these in
'tool, college,
conservatory or not—get •' <m you must
or suffer the consequences
The Open Road

“WK
?RE UvinR
!i
’ v velous
opportune

wofrat
an ace in
which there is no excuse <
lack of culturc and education, except he indolence
and indifference of the ind idual. The
newspapers, magazines, lil ties, records,
radios and public lecture, make cducation almost unavoidable,
lowever, the
student should always return Ut that, even
when we know a great ’ al, we know
comparatively very little, i e should UI1derstand that the thing th.
most interesting t> the con t
1 of knowledge. It fs the cx|
who have been concerned in
usually those who have tin- i..st obstacles
thrown in their way and ha\ to dig ftardest to get through tlicm are .• ones likely
ventionalized, machine-made instruction what is often worse in these days of the to accomplish the most.
in which the pupils march after the high cost of instruction—financial distance,
The Safe and Sane Classics
teacher, like so many old-fashioned troops should not despair. One of the advantages
doing the goose step in the ‘Parade- of this age is a rich literature upon music “QM: OF THE scri
problems d[
marsch.’ This does not refer to class in¬ study, remarkable musical magazines giv¬
that of
the self-help student
struction. Class instruction properly con¬ ing invaluable .self-help ideas, radio reci¬ charting his way. The path f the great
ducted may lead to the finest results and tals by the greatest artists, recitals liter¬ classics is pretty well defined Better not
does not -destroy the pupil’s personality. ally shot through the air from the heat of concern oneself about the modernists until
I have done enough of this to know. In
the metropolis to the prairie farm, and the classics have Iwcn mastered. If yoa
fact, I was one of the first to adopt and
music reproducing instruments and repro¬ want to bathe in music, don’t w orry about
to advocate class instruction.
ducing pianos which portray the playing the creeks of musical art when there are
of great artists with remarkable faithful¬ oceans of Bach, Beethoven. Mozart and
Means for Self-Study
ness. The main thing for the self-help Chopin. Did it ever occur to you that it is
tt'T'HE i PUPIL who is so situated student to remember is to utilize these
very much harder to play a simple Mozart
L that a teacher is unobtainable, opportunities and to keep working.
work than a difficult Liszt Rhapsody? To
either through geographical distance, or—
“All these things place music study upon play Mozart-with the crystal purity ot
style, transparency and limpidity which his
compositions demand is far more exacting
than to execute the complicated works of
the Hungarian genius in' which a slighted
note may be undetected l>y most in the
audience. In Mozart every shortcoming
stands out like a flaw in a diamond. For
this reason Mozart is one of the most valu¬
able composers for the student pianist.
Play Mozart really well and your whole
average of piano playing will be raised.
“Of all things it would seem wise for the
self-help student to avoid (especially until
there is a substantial grounding) what is
known as ‘ultra-modern music.’ If th!5
music brings confusion to mature minds
how is the student to fare with it when he
is laying the foundations of his art? *n
fact it is difficult for the artist, with no
time nor inclination, even to be involved ®
a controversy concerning modern music. I
hjs convictions do not permit him to foH°*
ail of the outrageously radical theories ot
the ultra-modernists, they insist that he >s
X'RAY PICTURE OF GODOWSKY’s MAGIC HANDS
an old fogy so saturated with tradition3
(.Continued on page 67)
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A MUSICAL QUESTION OF THE HOUR

“Why Every Qhild Should Have a Musical Education”
Following are the results of one of the most popular
Symposiums ever conducted hy The Etude. Liberal Prizes
were offered by the Etude Music Magazine for answers
to this question, to which seventeen hundred answers were

received. The five winners of leading prizes were: Russell
Snively Gilbert, Katherine Harrington, Elizabeth 'Willis
DeHuff, Hilarion F. Rubio and Howard }. Hoste. If space
permits other articles will appear later.

an illustration of its value industrially,
culturally, intellectually, artistically, so¬
cially, and from it she has made her liv¬
ing. Incidentally, perhaps, she learned
that she has great and ever greater op¬
portunity to give pleasure to others.
So we find, through a musical training,
new life, beauty, rhythm, poise, self-ex¬
pression, repose, culture, power, emotional
outlet, a means of livelihood, and even

First Prize
By Russell Snively Gilbert
ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
Musical study quickens' the eyes, ears
and the fingers; the mind, and the mem¬
ory. It stimulates self-discipline. Music,
as an emotional outlet, is a great safety
valve. Music is a means of service.
The eyes
Music study increases the efficiency of
the eye. Reading a melody, the eye must
see and remember at 'one glance both the
note values and the interval distances be¬
tween the notes. In songs and hymns the
chord work demands that the eye move
from the bass to the treble cleff instantly.
The ears
Children have a musical ear. Those
who have not can develop one. This
makes a splendid study in concentration.
Many children do not hear what is said
to them until it is repeated. Music study
will awaken their ears to hear the first
The fingers
The fingers of children are often awk¬
ward and clumsy. They drop articles or
knock them over, and smear things gener¬
ally in eating and writing. Daily music
practice concentrates the mind upon the
fingers. Clear playing demands knowing
fingers. Loud and soft effects demand
certain feelings at the finger tips.
The mind
As soon as the eyes and ears report, the
mind must make its decision and send the
order to the fingers. Disasters and blun¬
ders are the result of wrong mental deci¬
sions. Music clearly reveals the lack of
this power to decide instantly and corrects
the defect.
The memory
Small minds memorizing small things
develop powers of concentration that, as
the years pass,, enable them to possess
marvelous powers of memory.
This
power is utilized in school, college and
business.
Self-discipline
To interpret the thought of the com¬
poser is a study in self-discipline. The
daily practice is another drill.
Emotional outlet
Children forced to repress their emo¬
tions find an eutlet in music. Music can
he a joy to the child and a comfort and
delight to old age. Music is a friend who
never deserts or disappoints those who
earn the right to its possession.
Practical value
Once the fundamental principles of
music are mastered, music remains for¬
ever. The ability to play or sing a hymn
in a service or a song in a college gather¬
ing has fully repaid many a girl and boy
for the effort. Knowledge of possessing
the power to be of service brings a joy into
life that cannot be bought.

T5hird Prize
By Elizabeth Willis DeHuff
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

YOUNG GIRL AT THE PIANO—A. Renoir
This is an engraving of one of the most famous paintings in
Europe. The original hangs in the Luxembourg Gallery in Paris.
The painter is probably the most discussed master of the French
“modernist” school. The colors of the original are very subdued.

Second Prize
' By Katherine Harrington
LEXINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
My first reason why every child should calm. Music, too, gave her a normal
have a musical training is embodied in outlet for pent-up feelings and emotions.
Tommy—Tommy who was so dull in
Next comes poor little Marie—from an
school that he was the despair of all his ugly, barren home, with crude ideas of
teachers—a dullard, and likely soon to be¬ beauty, and with a great love of it tucked
come a disheartened, mentally stunted boy, away, dormant in her little soul. Through
and later a stupid man.
music she not only found beauty, but she
The only thing Tommy could do was also learned refinement. Music lifted her
to use his hands. Almost every musical out of misery into a world of dreams.
For the talented Simone—a dark, pas¬
instrument encourages the intelligent use
of hands and fingers. Through their use sionate lad—eager, even greedy, for selfthe brain is awakened. So Tommy learned expression, burning up with untried, un¬
to make eyes and ears cooperate with harnessed power, music opened wide her
clever fingers. Rhythm and a dawning gates and set the soul of him free. He
sense of beauty and form awakened a became composer, artist, and contributed
seemingly stupid child to a world of color, his share to the music of the world.
life and charm.
Last comes Griselda.
She loved to
Josephine is my second argument for a teach, and music afforded her a livelihood.
musical training. Nervous, irritable, high- To its study she brought patience, persis¬
strung and ill-poised, she was led from tence, intelligence, and a moderate degree
melody to harmony, from stiffness to re¬ of talent. But she had enormous capacity
laxation, from irritability to surprising for work. That was her genius. She is

When a botanist wishes to determine
the age of a tree, he examines its circles
of growth, which have been formed to the
rhythm of the years, dry or wet,
through which the tree has passed. When
a physician wants to ascertain the health
of a person, he first tests the rhythm of
his heart beats. When an astrologist
studies the stars, he records the rhythm of
their vibrations upon his sensitive plates.
When the geologist seeks to find out the
age and the former conditions of our
earth-planet, he digs down through the
rhythmic strata deposited through the mo¬
tions of the ages. Thus is rhythm the
basis of all scientific study and all life,
whether in the mineral, the vegetable or
the animal kingdom.
Colors are rhythms of different length
vibrations; blood courses in rhythm;
flowers bud and blossom with rhythmic
regularity; the radio responds to air
rhythms; the automobile engine throbs in
definite rhythm. Rhythm is song. All
nature sings, whether in vibratory growth
or in the interaction of its different parts.
Some of these growth tunes are beyond
the range of the human ear, but they are
about us everywhere awaiting to be de¬
tected by the trained ear. If one would
know life, one must know rhythm; if one
would enjoy life, one «iust understand
life’s music.
All of us hear the singing of the leaves
in the wind, the pattering raindrops upon
the roof, the beat of waves upon the shore,
the hum of wind in the wires, the sough¬
ing of the pines; but who appreciates all
this save those whose ears have been
trained hy a musical education? The un¬
trained ear is deaf to these songs of
Nature around it.
Not only is the ear of the musically un¬
trained person deaf to the rhythms of life
around him, but he also is incapable of
understanding thoroughly all other scien¬
tific studies, all of which are based upon
a rhythmic vibration of some sort, upon
To understand anything thoroughly one
must be able to produce it for oneself. An
auto-mechanic must be able to tear apart
and put together an automobile. A phy¬
sician must be able to tear apart and put
together a skeleton or an anatomical
chart; and so on throughout all crafts and
professions. Therefore, if a child is to
understand well the music of the universe
found in everything, he must be able to
make music for himself.
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Every child not only should have a
musical training to enhance his enjoy¬
ment of the beautiful sounds that are
always singing harmoniously about and
within him; but also he or she must have
a musical training to quicken and increase
the understanding of life in its many and
varied phases, both scientific and artistic.

Fourth Prize
By Hilarion F. Rubio
BACOOR, CAVITE, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Measuring Musical Minds
ing a rich emotional life, together with
its tendency to cause the individual to be¬
come responsive to other varieties of
emotional appeal, would be sufficient rea¬
sons for a musical training.
Secondly, a musical training has a def¬
inite influence upon the intellectual life.
After a period of observation of all types
of teaching, it has been concluded that
music is undoubtedly the most valuable
subject for training children in quick¬
ness of perception, in acuteness of visual
and auditory analysis, in rapidity of co¬
ordination, and in keener observation of
symmetry and unity.
In addition, music has been proving it¬
self to be one of the most powerful social¬
izing forces in existence. This I believe
to be the third reason. Music is a force,
so to speak, which draws people together
and stirs them to group feeling, civic
pride and patriotic fervor. Socialization
must be accomplished by working through
the emotions of the individual. There¬
fore, since music is preeminently the lan¬
guage of the emotions, every child should
receive a musical training.
Finally, a musical training should prove
to be one of the most important agencies
for bringing about a worthy use of leisure.
We may ask the question: How may man
spend his spare time so as to be happier
in his life, better equipped physically, in¬
tellectually and morally, and of more use
to his family, his neighborhood, and his
country? This serious question may be
given one answer: By teaching him dur¬
ing childhood to do things which not only
are pleasurable and useful at the time but
also will be enjoyable after he has grown
up. This means stimulating interest in
history, in literature, and in various other
fields; but, above all, it means the foster¬
ing of a musical training for every child.
Thus, it is evident that every child
should have a musical training and there¬
by be benefited.

Of all the arts music is the first to
have a place in a child’s mind. This is
manifested by the early crooning of folktunes. Every child has this gift, and this
renders our judgment of his capability
inaccurate. • We can not make a final
statement that this or that child will be
another Mozart or Wagner. Our para¬
mount duty, then, is to give every child a
musical training in order to determine the
individual resourcefulness and, after all,
to select the most gifted.
Childhood is the basis of manhood. All
habits and idiosyncracies of a grown-up
man are traceable to his early training.
If a man is prone to gloomy thoughts, it
is because he was nurtured in that atmos¬
phere during his infancy. In other words,
he was brought up in a place destitute of
musical influences. For D’lsraeli said:
“Were it not for music we might in these
days say, the Beautiful is dead.” So if
every child were taught music he would
acquire the habit of being happy from his
infancy to his grave.
As stated in my .first argument, every
child is musically gifted, although not all,
at the end, gain the title of virtuoso or
composer. Those whose inclination to
music is less than that to other branches
of learning prefer to pursue the latter.
But, as the other careers are full of
drudgeries, their mental attitude diverts
to something recreative and delightful,
which is no other than music. Blessed
Schumann and His ^Mother
are those who received musical training
during their childhood and can turn their
By A. Selwyn
mind towards that art! For Henry Giles
said: “Music is the medicine of an af¬
Usually the mother makes the musi¬
flicted mind.”
cian and the father objects; but, in the
Lastly, let us consider the beneficent case of Robert Schumann, the position was
effects of musical training upon a child's reversed.
Robert’s' mother was deter¬
mined that her son should become a law¬
(a) In music study, the child is trained yer, and live a “safe and sane” life^of
to memorize a piece or a portion of it. In
humdrum respectability. She sent him to
this way, the power of memory is devel¬
college at Leipsic for that purpose, yet
oped.
(b) Reading the notes, beating the she must have had some misgivings. Few
time, and singing or playing on any in¬ mothers could stand out long against such
strument simultaneously, is a hard task letters as this of Robert’s, quoted by
to one untrained. But a musically-trained Frederick Niecks, in his recent biography
child can accomplish this work perfectly. of the composer.
“You speak of music and my pianoforte
Hence several organs of his body are
taught to work independently but har¬ playing. Ah 1 Mother, this has almost
moniously.
come to an end, and I play rarely and
(c) Musical training, furthermore, de¬ very badly—the torch of the beautiful
velops the inventive power of the child; genius of music is flickering faintly out,
for one who is musically inclined will in¬ and all my musical doings seem to me like
stinctively hum a melody of his own, a splendid dream which existed once, and of
however simple it may be.
which I can only remember dimly that it
did exist. And yet, believe me, if I ever
achieved anything in the world, it was in
Fifth Prize
music. I have always felt a powerful im¬
By Howard J. Hoste
pulse toward music, and, without over¬
estimating myself, perhaps also the crea¬
WILLIAMSON, NEW YORK
tive spirit. But—bread-and-butter study!
There are four paramount reasons why Jurisprudence so ossifies and freezes me
every child should have a musical train¬ that no flower of my imagination will ever
ing.
again long for the world’s spring.”
Firstly, a musical training exerts a def¬
Curiously, the two most important
inite beneficial effect upon the physical,
events of Schumann’s life were accom¬
mental and spiritual life of the child. It
plished in the face of obstacles. The first
is doubtless because the influence of art
as a refining agency is so potent that edu¬ was the adoption of a musical career to
cational theorists have usually included which his mother was opposed; the sec¬
music in the ideal course of study. The ond, his marriage to Clara Wieck, against
effect of good music is subtle but unmis¬ the wishes of Friedrich Wieck, his own
takable; and its power to stimulate ex¬ piano teacher and the young lady’s obsti¬
alted thoughts, its influence in encourag¬ nate father.
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cBeethovens Life tragedy

, „„nprat
13. Converse, Hadley and Farwell
A test in history of music and gen
^ ^ twentieth centUry American
musical knowledge: ^“lunm^M right composers
place plus (+) f°r r for wrong, opposite each statement.
1. Folk songs are spontaneous and
communal rather than studied and
individual ..
2. Franz Schubert (1797-1828) is
called the “Father of the Song.
3. The oratorios “The Creation”
and “The Seasons” were written by
Handel...
4. J. S. Bach composed the well
known “Passion according to St.
Matthew.” .
5. The Minuet is a musical form
in % time.
6. Mendelssohn (1809-1847) and
Wagner (1813-1883) belonged to the
German Classic School.
7. The important typical form of
instrumental music is the Sonata.
8. McDowell is an English com¬
poser (1861-1908)..
9. Dvorak embodied certain Amer¬
ican Negro airs in the theme of
his “New World Symphony.”.
10. Walter Parratt who died in
1924 was a well known American
organist.
11. Lowell Mason (1792-1872)
was the composer of many of our
well-known and much used hymn

14. Instruments of the orchestra
may be divided into four general
classes as follows:
Stringed instruments
Wood wind instruments
Brass wind instruments
Percussion instruments.

15. The Flute is a brass wind in¬
strument.
16. Gluck ranks with Weber and
Wagner as a monarch of modem
opera.
17. Orlandus Lassus was a great
Flemish master of the sixteenth
century.
18. The
seventeenth
century
stands as a period of experiment
and transition in the history of the
development of music.
19. Some chief exponents i "pro¬
gram music” are Berlioz, Liszt, and
Richard Strauss.
20. “Israel in Egypt” is an ora¬
torio written by Handel.
Answers follow (not to be referred to
until blanks are all check <11 : 1. (+);
2. (+); 3. (—), written by Haydn;
4. (+); 5. (—), in Yi time; 6. (-),
German Romantic School; 7. ( f) ; 8. (—),
American composer; 9. (
1 ; 10. (—),
Sir Walter Parratt, an English organist;
11. (+); 12. (—), belonged to the six¬
teenth century; 13. ( + ); 14. (+); 15.
12. Palestrina was a composer of
(—), a wood wind instrument; 16. (+);
the eighteenth century, having a
strong influence upon Church music. 17. (+); 18. (+); 19. (+); 20. (+).

What ?Xta\es the ^Musical Person 1
By

C.

Hilton-Turvey

Many people are shy about music.
They feel their musical deficiencies keen¬
ly. Because they cannot play or sing,
they feel “out of it.” The popular idea
of a really musical person is one who
plays the piano brilliantly, sings delight¬
fully, or handles one of the many musical
instruments well enough to please an
audience.
The honest truth of the matter, how¬
ever, is that many of the world’s most
genuinely musical people are those who
have no musical skill whatever. They are
simply good listeners. They sit spell¬
bound at a concert, and they do not go
to pick out the faults, as do so many of
those who are well educated in music.
There are two ways of listening to
music. One is through the mind; the

other, through the emotions Music itself
has two sides: the side that concerns
its form and which is relat' d to a scien¬
tific knowledge of vibration, rhythm,
phrasing, harmony, color a 1 dynamics;
and the side which might
called “the
eternal mystery of music”- ti at side which
calls upon the senses, the heart, the feel¬
ings.
Many of the most accomplished artists
have studied technic so ab-orbingly that
they have lost the mystery of music. They
leave the listener cold. Others lack bal¬
ance. They rant and rave, making an
emotional orgy of what should be pure
beauty.
The middle distance between
these two extremes is, no doubt, the best
attitude toward music, whether one per¬
forms or only listens.
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By Mary Minge Wilkins

(Qy

Tod B. Galloway

Dramatic episodes in the Qareer of the Great Composer

T

during that period when he had been reasonableness made him an almost impos¬
HE LIFE STORY of Ludwig Van
struggling with the family cares, his sible personality with whom to live.
Beethoven has in it all the pathos
and gloom of a Greek tragedy in father had not been honest with him—and
Domestic Troubles
humiliating as it must have been, Bee¬
which the hero, either through blind fate
ONSTANTLY in love—always hon¬
thoven was. obliged to again petition the
or his own mistakes or wilfulness, wan¬
orably—this love was always unre¬
Elector, setting forth the facts as follows:
ders from misfortune to misfortune
quited. Unhappy in all his domestic ar¬
lightened only here and there by momen¬
rangements—either difficulties about his
tary gleams of happiness, until finally the
apartments or with his servants—har¬
epic closes in supreme sadness.
The
assed by money matters, discomforted by
overwhelmingly greatest musical genius of
ill health, is it any wonder that this lonely
modern times as he was dying said of his
man lavished upon his nephew all the
life: “Rejoice, friends! The comedy is
affection of his great nature which had
Your Highness’s Revenue Exchequer when
my father urgently begged me not to do so,
been thwarted on every side?
inasmuch as it would have the appearance
Not the least of the trials and disap¬
Beethoven’s relations with his two broth¬
in the eyes of the public as if he were in¬
pointments in the harassed life of the
capable of caring for his family, adding that
ers,
after they had grown to manhood,
he would himself pay me the twenty-five
great man came through the conduct of
were not always harmonious, and, in the
thalers quarterly, which he always did.
his two brothers and his nephew. It is a
"When, however, o_n_ the death of my
case of his younger brother Kasper, the
curious coincidence that the life of that
situation was further complicated by the
other great genius and contemporary of
fact that Beethoven had a well-founded
Beethoven, Napoleon Buonaparte, should
distrust of the virtue of his brother’s wife.
have been similarly vexed and tried by the
“Despite
this situation, the elder brother
fore pray Your Electoral Highness for^the
conduct of his brothers, Louis and Joseph,
wag devoted, with all the love and affec¬
who always succeeded in exasperating
your Highness’s Revenue Exchequer be di¬
tion of a lonely, childless man, to his
rected to pay over to me the sum graciously
their great brother at his moments of tri¬
little nephew Karl, Kasper’s only child;
allowed to me due for the last quarter at
umph and success.
the beginning of last February.
and when, in 1815, Kasper died, he ap¬
Your Electoral and Serene Highness’s
Most obedient and faithful,
pointed Ludwig the guardian of the boy
Childhood Trials
Lud. V. Beethoven, Court Organist.”
by his will in the following language:
ROM THE TIME of the death of his
Thus from earliest childhood this great
beloved mother, after a long illness
genius
knew
poverty,
hardship
and
family
when little Ludwig was but eleven years
deeply beloved brother, has often aided me
old, and the death of his little sister soon trouble. In addition, the harsh treatment
with true brotherly^ love in th* most ^tnag,
afterwards, the boy was left to the care by his father had made Ludwig, by na¬
and trust in his noble heart, that he shall
of his severe, oft-times cruel father who ture, shy, brooding and reserved in char¬
bestow the love and friendship he often
showed me upon my son Karl and do all
was a hard task-master and whose grow¬ acter. This, together with the vagaries of
that is possible to promote the intellectual
ing intemperate habits were a sore trial a transcendent genius, whose conduct can¬
not
be
gauged
like
that
of
an
ordinary
in¬
know^thaT'he will not deny me this, my reto the lad and his younger brothers. When
dividual,
was
accentuated
when
there
came
not yet nineteen Beethoven was com¬
the
crown
of
sorrows—his
deafness.
One
pelled, owing to his father's condition, to
“Certainly a vivid testimonial to Bee¬
place himself at the head of the family, can imagine no condition more tragic, thoven’s kindness and generosity! It was
after he had rescued his intoxicated par¬ more ironic of fate, than the mighty the following codicil to this will, however,
ent from the hands of the police. To musical soul conscious of its ability to that introduced one of the most melan¬
keep the little family together—this broth¬ express itself in transcendent terms. of choly elements into Beethoven’s life; an
ers being fifteen and twelve years old— harmony, yet not able to hear a single element which remained with him as long
to support and educate them and to have note of his productions. One wonders as he lived, and which caused the Mas¬
means to pursue his own musical studies, how Beethoven preserved his sanity under ter more anguish, trouble and distress
Every allowance
Ludwig was obliged to petition the Elec¬ such circumstances.
than any other thing save his deafaess. In
tor of Cologne, asking that the meagre must be made for his capriciousness and
the codicil to his will, Karl Kasper pro¬
pension allowed his father as court organ¬ eccentricities. A wonderful being forced
by
his
infirmity
to
dwell
apart from vided as follows:
ist might be divided and a half paid to the
Codicil to My
son—an extraordinary step for the young
man to take, but it manifests how desper¬ companions ■— a
nature absolute¬
ate the situation was.
Four years later, when he had hardly ly simple, with
settled in Vienna to study, he received charm of manthe news of the death of his father, which
brought him the startling information that

himself my son Karl, and wholly to with¬
draw him from the^supervision and ^training
broth"™"/ my°wife?°I hive'foundVneces^
sary to add to my will that ^ I by no

C

F

her as well as my brother. Only by unity
can the object which I had in view be
obtained, wherefore, for the welfare of my
and more moderation to my brother.
God permit them to be harmonious for
the sake of my child’s welfare. This is the
last wish of the dying husband and brother.
Vienna, November 14, 1815.
Karl Van Beethoven.
Two years previously Kasper had, in a
written declaration made at that time
when he thought himself dying, appointed
his brother sole guardian of his child.
This declaration Ludwig supposed to lie
still in force at the time of his brother's
death, and he was greatly dissatisfied to
learn from the codicil alxtve set out that
he was to share the guardianship with his
sister-in-law. Almost immediately after
Kasper’s will had been probated, Bee¬
thoven began proceedings to have himself
constituted the sole guardian. In this day
the proceedings read harsh and arbitrary
—suddenly to take a small boy away from
his mother on the request of a brotherin-law who did not like the woman, and in
direct violation of the last wish and re¬
quest of his dead brother—a proceeding
which was to trouble Beethoven for the
rest of his unhappy life.
A lonely deaf bachelor, of eccentric dis¬
position and behavior, who lived or rather
existed in .an ill-kept and neglected apart¬
ment, quarreling continually with servants,
was surely the last person in the world to
have charge of a child of nine who needed
a woman’s care and affection. Owing to
the strong representations made by Bee¬
thoven as to his sister-in-law’s character,
his petition was granted.
The Mother Interferes

FORTUNATELY,

the musician seems
to have realized that, for a time at
least, he could not properly care for the
boy; so he withdrew him from the public
school and placed him in a boys’ private
school of highest respectability, conducted
by a personal friend, Giannatasio, by name.
No sooner was the lad left there than his

^3he Suspended Qount
By June A. MacLennan
the plight of a man, in a "movie" comedy,
pays for an article, he wants his full caught on a crane while he is lx-ing hoisted
moneys worth. In the same way, if a to the top of a building. The workmen
note is worth two counts, play it so. Ac¬ hear the noon whistle blow and leave the
cord to each note and rest the exact man dangling in the air. In like manner
value that is called for
* pupils may be told not to. let the noon
Often there' is trouble with counting whistle blow and leave their counting ”UP
m the air.” Pauses are to be observed
only if the music is so written.
These simple illustrations serve to im¬
press the pupil’s mind more forcefully than
does mere “shop talk.”

Beetles Iasi pet
genius, wink undertaking as ,. ..
this year Bcethov
U * beginning with next year wn n ° rev!ew as Possible of his wo
earlier compositions and reserve n 9 ‘ ‘° kave " "clo“* ^son” 1"
Programs and in our homes than IZZ
'on
than heretofore for his later chamber mus
Carl Flesci

l’appassionata

BEETHOVEN

HYMNE a la joie

The Appassionata Sonata

A TRIPYGNE BY LEVY'THURMER

The “Hymn of Joy” ft<finth Symphony)

From the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Paris
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mother caused annoyance by either ap¬ musician’s sufferings real and intense, thoven’s total ac
raoricious temper,
pearing herself or sending a messenger Finally in the hope of solving the difficulty child’s nature, nts
, himseif and
daily to take the lad from school. Again the uncle consented to the appointment of and his inability
■ conditions
Beethoven resorted to court for authority one of the Court as guardian. The Court his ward with the comforts anajo ^ ^
to prevent the mother or her agents from thereupon ordered the boy removed from of well-regulated dai y
>
Karl15 IUUiC
auu ■doom
any and all direct communication with her his mother’s care, and he was placed in a efforts
futile and
;nvalid. In his last hours he
hjs heir>
child. The court, in effect, granted the private school. Beethoven was anxious to was the undisciplined child
cm oran *«*'JT",
nf jm_ Karl his
heir, show;
sliowi
“•‘pinoia
petition, but provided that the mother have him sent out of the country so that passionate father, and o
^id their differences.
Be.
:s. Be
." bad the fmur{
might sec her son during his leisure hours he might be away from his mother’s in- moral nature and tra,"u?g*
,her ()f his nephew at In
1 aking into con.
when it would not interfere with his edu¬ Alienee, hut this the Court refused. Soon not like his uncle, bu
had sideration the differ.
cation.
Tuscher, the new guardian, realized that Asa child, what h.s mo her s conduct had
q{
.
:i ,",n
• 1 b_7, Karlij.
This unsatisfactory arrangement' con¬ his fellow members of the Magistracy been and was, meant nothing
>
|ierjted bv tin's w
J'\n00. Eleven
|aU.r his
(),
tinued for two years, during which time Court were wholely under Madame Van be could not understand why he should be
is other
u
"bun, fulfilled
Karl's mother was unceasing in her ef¬ Beethoven’s influence, he resigned, and the separated from her. As he grew
>
Ludwig’s request . q ■
"K
Karl his sole
forts to keep in touch with her son and in Court appointed a municipal official as more and more resented h.s uncle s trea • '"herited the
trying to interfere in questions of his co-guardian with the mother. To this ment of his mother. Even after his at
* ^y
(if
"r,,,s The fact
education and raising. During his vaca¬ Beethoven vehemently protested; but the tempt at suicide, when he was about twent>.
.
<lca‘h of his
tions Beethoven would take his ward to Court curtly dismissed his petition.
he said to his uncle, ’I do not want to hear
, '
the baths or resorts to which he went for
!1 b’f‘ Karl all
All this distressing complication had a anything derogatory of her; it is not for
K .,
’■■*t his nephew
his health. On one occasion, when he most uhfortunate effect, as was natural, me t0
^ier iu^emust j |,js jj,-’
went to Miidling for the baths, he there upon Beethoven's creative powers at this
Proven himy •
placed Karl in a class of boys taught by
»• of confidence
A Military Career
M,<1' ;i
a village priest; but, as a result of the
Impeded Creative Wor\
p* IN ALLY, when schools and the Uni- a"^h<‘.
I)()W
pitiful struggle between his uncle and his
cs ‘hat the 1
rF WA5 npPDt-ccmi. .1
, ,
A versify of Vienna had failed to develop
.■ •.
,
mother, the boy had no moral training or
unfitted in
l JIT, J!, c
uy the wh0le the affection in his ward which Beethoven aSMXM,"m
,'lu
H1
discipline, and his unruly and deceitful
a graceless :
of hi nenh
Tw
"
P°5SeS.SI.°n craved, he was persuaded by friends and *'tT/
conduct brought such a storm of com¬
f the g
weri
hSred’
"h
•
actTf
*
himself
that
a
military
life
was
.."..
plaints from the parents of the other were Hindered and impeded for a whole +1
c
i • i *i
, , tranc-du-H nt .i sup. 1 •
Thet
, |f> ,,n
, v,..
scholars that the priest was obliged to dis¬ year. Still again the lonely unde was to ‘he ^ for which the young man was lx,
miss Karl from his class. This event make another attempt to have the guardian- BU,ted “F"1 "h,ch "“,d
sff h™
'1 a„d v nil. -ting'
. .
cropped up afterwards in one of the ship restored to him This time the last every‘h,,1R else- The unde reluctantly conmother’s attempts to gain possession of he was successful; and we cannot but re- f1’ 1 (wh“ he fouad .t,,at h“ ,m*P1,cw
world tuff..-.
n irreparable
her son, and caused Beethoven much un¬ gret the fact, for it was a sorry victory* deS,red t0 beCOme a Sold,er: and then thc
happiness, as the priest testified that the that brought to the great man only heart- queS,T ar0fe 33,0 wilcre ‘he ™
Had Beethoven’s L
• I less affection
aches,
disappointment
and
ingratitude,
w°u’dg°
after
h.s
release
from
the
hosfo
uncle had encouraged the boy to say harsh
‘ r Karl Ix-en tcmiwred
I
I m lanced hv
(
and unkind things against his mother. which, with his intensity of feeling, added £‘ta ^after.Il,s attempt at suicide) until
loin aiirl u
r standing, the
v I}ISI.e1n,cr,nK ‘he army P
’
What otherwise could have been expected to his mental and physical condition, helped
would ha\
been different
were C0™Pleted. Karl did not want to re- -,
1
from a child whose uncle either treated to shorten his days.
advice of his
Realizing that he could hope for no re- turn.t0.his. unc,e; f°r fear that fresh causes Had Beethoven heeded
him with severity or lavished affection on
■ in to superiniyrhatlon m«ht arise; and Beethoven' nearest fricods and not
him, while his mother was bribing ser¬ dress from the Magistracy Court, he filed f
tend personally the |»>\
; l Tinging, but
vants to see her son and encouraging him a petition in the Appellate Court, asking a iea*?d he might again attcmI|t to go to his
placed
him
in
some
■
I
or institution i
review of the decisions by the Lower Court,
to deceive his guardian?
where he would have :
ripline
,at was to be done? Johnn, the
After Beethoven’s return from Modling, on the ground that not only had the prejuresult, a_ ...
. regular instruction.
the mother brought suit before the Land- diced Judges disregarded his rights but poser’s remaining brother happened to and
umlcr military
, i by Karl’s later
recht of Lower Austria to take from her that they also had not considered the wel- be in Vienna and he offered him and his
victory. The
brother-in-law the custody of the child. fare of his nephew. Before the trial of nephew a temporary harbor of refuge at 1rulc’ u,’"l‘l l, u
•’. K",cd wi,h
The Landrecht was a Court which heard this appeal we witness a strange violation hls h°me at Gueixendorf. Haste was necesavc
,,ulTn,.|
litigation and other cases affecting royalty ; of legal ethics as we understand them to- fary’ as Johnns business required him to
cx,r<’nie M-verin.
and, assuming that the Van in Beethoven’s day. Not only was Beethoven urged by l’e at home and Karl’s status was uncertain
name was a mark of noble birth like the his Counsel to write a personal letter to AccorduiS1y Beethoven in three days fin- c,|>Ilnc nor wise r. •
German Von, heard the case and appointed one of the judges of thc Court, pleading .'f^, th„e manuscript corrections of the ing'
Nmth Symphony” which was to be sent
" ben suddenly pi.,
Kidcr military
Beethoven as sole guardian on the ground ior consideration—which he did—but he
at was really
also advised to visit the members of £ *he King ,of Prussia;
UIC lwo
of the widow’s immorality. Again she
applied to the Court for permission to the Court and present his arguments. This
rot lers and their nephew set out.
ROod m bis character
place her son in an institution where he seems to have been the custom in Austria
a kind, afAt dotlnn’s home Beethoven and Karl <lcr,y 311,1 peaceful on
would have board, lodging and education; at that time, but it certainly is contrary to spent two months which oil the whole fcc‘i<mate husband
r.
Surely
;
all modern rules of judicial procedure. pas
, Pleasantly enough, though Bee- "°‘bing could he .C
and again her application was rejected.
unwise and
K-ari, a^so for once, was on his good be- thovens suspicious nature—the unfortn- bunentable failure ...
havior
and
retracted
all
the
falsehoods
he
nate
acc°mpaniment
of
deafness-had
in
mis8«idcd
guardian
(Tort
to
be a
The "Van" Question
had uttered at the former trials, saying "eased t0 a" ^normal degree and KaH ^r-fathcr ... his
Perhaps the
QNLY A MONTH later the boy caused
- light againsl
Beethoven great anguish and dis¬
noral charadet
tress by running away and returning to
r id. and we are
his mother and was brought back only
by the aid of the police. Then, a month and h,s friend Peters. The widow, in a weather
getting unsettled
!/
Roing down amid M.
md the darklater, Johanna, the mother, made a fur¬

■Mr'' “.

SJL SfA pss'*- - «■''» :*•. irv

^ f-’f pa t s&-zrvm t ™

ther appeal to the Court that, if her son's auU p
of
As Thayer says:
guardian should make application con¬
cerning the future training of his ward,
she be given the opportunity to be heard!
V was during this hearing that the ques¬
tion of Beethoven’s nobility came up, and
he testified that the Dutch Van was not
miort, ot wear of brain and
confined to nobility, and that he had no
f lbf watching °f keejpin^dthe boy t<
proof of noble birth. From this episode
came the well-known story that when
ining unhindered.”
Beethoven was called upon in Court to
Alas, for his hopes! From now to
produce evidence of his nobility he ex¬
, the
claimed, “My nobility is here and here” bitter end Karl’s conduct was bad It was
pointing to his head and heart. An in¬ wholly lacking in gratitude or even orteresting story, but unfortunately one
without any foundation, as the evidence
in the case, which has been preserved, has
no record of any such remark.
As the result of Beethoven’s testimony
* lxcusc. 1 grew worse Cm
the Landrecht, finding the parties in the s
case were not noble, sent the proceedings conduct) because my uncle wanted m,n
i to
.
--«„ icason
to a Lower Court- This was most unfor¬ •!«—
The
_ ior ms tool'.. had hopelessly
"'-'pcicsaiy, involved
mVO
tunate for Beethoven, as the Magistracy—
himself
ucui
oy
ms
aissolute
life
debt
by
his
dissolute
life.
the Lower Court—favored the mother in
It is too painful to follow in detail the
every way. It is pathetic to read Bee¬
thoven s letters written at this time His efforts of the great man to attach to himdevotion to the child and his natural' fears self the one being for whom and on whom
lavished so much affection, in the emntv
tor his future training made the great be
hope
hope that
that his
his love
love might be returned. Bee-

«. to,,ess °f a ,ifwas1*3’ 'eaVjng the three men alone"6 Karl
j°biing^th^army^aiM^h^ ^had*1be/orc
two months.
His uncle. d beC" therc
Johnn, became worried “ his
m taking up his soldier’s L"
dlffcrenre
Ludwig to return at once
a"d Urg0(1

^hra?£a?^"d Kari V'
onwhatwasto5rtfea^n?b.erwea‘her.
-—^,eu.
musician. ne
He was insnfRcinsnffi- ’>
J?Urney *V1
for
‘hat
veV"tnd
"^'ent,y
‘or
that season of the year
y clad for
to fpassThe niX
|
• ’
roa“d I:’35 conipeiled
3 wretched
"

'She T'lew cPiece
By

T. L. Rickaby

When a new piece i- taken up, ‘ha
are certain questions that ought to occu
to the
lnc pupil.
Pupil. What is its title? WW
From its till
u.S 'ls
"S namc signify?
signify
what ,nigh'
might one infer the composer hi;
.what.
>“ mind? Does it lxlong to thc classics
romantic or dance forms ? Who compose
”
-belong

S-as?
z&P*
zXteZgS&XZ
Beethoven
T,
brother’s
, an"01
brother’s, and

v,eni
well
we» whllTTu"'
while at In,

if""'’
,"'U'cca,,k'
If
nunile
"

■
as ,11 will
be studied
..
siuaiea with greater into*
m
n n
Played with greater intelligence.
T inm
ihe Eclipse
I MMEDIATELY Upon the .
tranc’111 the preParations fnret3Fn to Vi¬
Jni
‘?to miIi‘ary servicef
Karl’s en"h •
rPO\ °L!anu?rJ 2> 1827. he le/!"! f?r.Ward- of
• !‘'C
hc f^dUar with all Si
h,s “arks the parting

ZV^greal ^ rW'°” ,hat * **
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,reVer- as Karl
never saw Beethoven a; ■
no‘ even i,
death, as his new dutu - ai
‘d ,hc sJ0w
<>f travel in those <la>- p > u nted ilis pr^
^ a, ,he (uncrai
|
' 1S not ‘he place
to repeat the story

How the ^Mother Q&n VXldke the Qhilds VYCusic Study
Irresistibly Interesting
‘By Marie Meyer-Ten Broeck
Home Influences which VYla\e or cRjiin the Child s JYtusical Career

H

UNTERS of wild animals tell us
that there is nothing so fierce as the
lioness when she is protecting her
young. The mother instinct is one of the
most powerful things in nature. The fight
for food, for the preservation of the race—
even the fight for existence—must take
second place to this all-dominant maternal
instinct; for does not the mother go hun¬
gry and even sacrifice her own life when
the lives of the little ones are threatened?
It is the mother who instinctively real¬
izes the value of education, particularly
musical education; and it is the mother
who is willing to make endless sacrifices
to see that her child has every imaginable
advantage. It is for this reason, more
than any other, that the mother instinctively
knows that in music and all other educa¬
tional branches there is something which,
when applied to the study of an instru¬
ment, will make the dear little mind she
has brought into the world:
1. Think more clearly, quickly, and with
more appreciation of beauty;
2. Remember better;
3. Coordinate with the body;
4. Develop more personality.
She knows that a fine training in play¬
ing an instrument will give her child a
better chance, not merely to enjoy life
but to forge its way, as well, to life tri¬
umphs in the business and social world.
Therefore, teachers of music should cap¬
italize and train this precious mother love
and make it a part of their regular edu¬
cational system. Fortunate is the child of
a mother who has been musically trained.
If the mother has had no musical train¬
ing, she may, nevertheless, help enormously
in directing the pupil’s practice, if she and
the teacher cooperate.
Interest above Everything
E'IRST OF all, the mother’s attention
must be directed to the fact that prac¬
tice that proceeds from real interest is
about one hundred times as valuable as
forced practice. It is usually the mother’s
or the teacher’s fault when the child has
to be “bossed” into practicing. Interest
is the basis of all sound educational prog¬
ress. This does not mean that the child
must be “babied” at every turn. It does
mean, however, that the indispensable drill
must be presented in a manner that will
interest children.
The system of musical training that
evades drill never can succeed. It is all
very well to sugar-coat drill; but, when
the drill is removed and only the sugar
coating remains, the mother is merely post¬
poning something that must come later on,
if the pupil is to progress in music.
A Master’s Method
T ESCHETIZKY became a maker of
•*-“' artists, largely because he insisted
upon this, drill. No matter what the fame
or the name of the pianist who came to
him for instruction, every pianist had to
go through a severe and tedious drilling
to obtain muscular control. So great is
the general neglect of this drill that Leschetizky virtually took it for granted that
the pupil had not received it and imme¬
diately sent the pupil to his preparatory
teachers, or Vorbereiter, for foundation

) secret
Leschetizky’s daily drill i
process. The exercises have been described
and published many times. They were spe¬
cific keyboard exercises directed toward a
specific purpose. No athlete, prize-fighter
or rope-walker
rupe-waixer would
wouia expeci
expect iu
to exte,
excel withvvimout special drill. Leschetizky knew that
the pianist, likewise, could not hope to sueceed unless possibilities of failure were removed by the attainment of a fundamental
technic.
Today, when we are specializing in child
training and modern educational methods
based upon scientific psychological studies,
this training may be introduced with little
children before they reach the self-con¬
scious age, before mannerisms have
brought about unnatural hand positions at
the keyboard, and while their muscles
- are
die •
naturally relaxed. In introducing these
preventative exercises, the mother’s co¬
operation is most important.
Leschetizky appealed to the intellect of
his mature students and made them realize
that for their own interests i,t was indis¬
pensable for them to establish a habit of
careful daily physical training. He was a
man of great force and magnetism;
- but
uui
we may imagine that, even with his gifts
and personality, it must have been difficult for him to persuade an incipient Pa¬
derewski, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Gabrilowitsch
and Hambourg that they must go through
the humdrum of scales, arpeggios and such
drills every day. But he would not have
had results if he had not secured their
interest and willing cooperation.
Wor\ in Play Days

THE PROBLEM of the

teacher and the mother
with the young child is
totally different from that
of Leschetizky. The child
is in the golden hour of
play.
He cares little
about success. He is not
to be allured with
promises for the fu¬
ture. He must be in¬
terested, charmed, de¬
lighted, here and
now. He craves a
game or a lovely
story to feed his
imagination.
We often wonder
how the old-fashioned
teacher succeeded at
all, with his dull and
stupid materials. No
wonder many pupils
stop before they
reach the end of
the first grade 1
The child comes
to think that
music instead
of being the
lovely fairy

thing that he imagined it, is really nothing
than a kind of disagreeable tread¬
mill upon which he is punished for so many
minutes a day. The modern teacher and
the modern mother use games, poems, pic¬
tures—to say
—j nothing
—
<= of. songs,
“ ■ the player
P>ano, the talking machine and the radio—
to make the child’s musical days the gladdest moments of its glorious beginning,
Thus the child becomes fascinated and
delighted with his music study.

heads on the roof of the tent. The teacher
should do this at the first lesson and the
mother should play it every day over and
over again until the child’s hand position
is firmly fixed upon his mind. After a
little time, with the child’s attention fo¬
cused upon something in which he is
naturally interested, the mother will firid
that a fine hand position has been developed,
a hand position with relaxed wrist and
forearm and firm finger tips.

The Mother Should Learn the
Fundamentals

THE CHILD may now be taken to the

At the Keyboard

keyboard. He, of course, wants to
mentals are very simple. It is most begin to use his fingers to make music. He
necessary for the mother to know what the is really in the same position musically as
main object to be gained really is. She that of the baby just learning to crawl.
Everything possible, however, must be done
know, for maiauvG,
instance, that in
must Know,
*** all discipline of muscular effort, whether the in- to play upon his imagination. He is about
tention be to win in a forty-yard dash or to enter the lovely land of music—a land of
to play a Beethoven sonata, there must first real fun and endless beauty.
The gateway to this land is through
be conscious followed by subconscious con¬
middle C. Let him hear it, sing it, see it
trol of the two main sets of muscles;
The muscles which pull the member up. on the piano, see it written oh a sheet of
The muscles which pull the member paper, suspended between the two staves,
and then take a building block with a
down.
It
TI makes
mHK.cs no umcic.iec
difference whether
v»uuuu you call
en.. C on it and mark it, leaving the block on
them the extensor muscles (the up-pulling the keyboard while he returns to the table
muscles) or the flexor muscles (the down- to continue.
Let him practice crawling next by taking
pulling muscles). The main point is that
this exercise: 1st, finger tips remain sta¬
they must be trained and they mu
trained slowly at first. In other words, the tionary (hand flat as in picture).
child must learn to walk before he can
learn to run.
A Muscle'Training Game

LET US make a game of the steps

necessary to start walking with
our fingers. First let us learn how
to use the up-pulling muscles. Let
the mother place the child
comfortably before a card
table with fore-arms,
wrists and hands lying flat
upon the table. Under the
hands place sheets of paper.
With a pencil trace around
the hands and the indi¬
vidual fingers a picture of
the hands. The child will
be greatly interested in this.
Number the tips of the
fingers: 1-2-3-4-5.
Now ask the little one to pull
in the fingers until the curved
hand resembles a tent. The tips
of the fingers and the wrist are
the points where the tent touches
the ground. The arched second
finger makes the entrance to the
tent; and the thumb is the
great, big, front door.
Get some cheap celluloid ani¬
mals and make a procession
of them entering the tent by the
s front door and going out of
S the rear door under the little
*>.
finger. Be careful that the
™Il animals do not hit their

A PRIMITIVE MOTHER FIGHTING FOR HER CHILDREN
A Famous Statue, “The Stone Age,” by John J. Boyle,
which stands in Fairmount Par\, Philadelphia

while he alternately draws the wrist as
near the tips as possible and back to flat
hand position; 2nd, with all the finger tips
curled up in the palm of the hand, the
child rolls the hand side-wise along the
middle knuckle of the fingers (this will
turn the wrist and forearm in the rolling).
These are just two exercises preparatory
to crawling.

From there, he will pass on to other
doors and, before he knows it, will really
be playing about in the wonderful land of
music. Let him actually “crawl” toward
the keyboard by this exercise at the table.
Let the child place his hands in the posi¬
tion heretofore described, flat on the table,
with the table pointed in the direction of
the keyboard. By “digging into” the table
with his finger tips, he can bring his hand
to the tent position, thus bringing the wrist
and the fore-arm nearer to the keyboard.
Let him repeat this action (with the wrist
in the interim resting like a dead weight on
the table), while his hand crawls in the
direction of the keyboard. Have him go
through this exercise several times. Tell
him that he is crawling toward the wonder¬
ful land of music. The psychological im¬
portance of creating desire in this way is
not to be neglected.
To repeat the directions: first, rest his
arm from the elbow on the table, with his
(Continued on page 63)
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13he (Romance of JYlusic in ^Palestine
<By Jacob Weinberg (Ben-zev)

PROPOSED JEWISH NATIONAL CONSERVATORY IN PALESTINE
(From drawings by M. Kornberg, Architect)

The author of this article, Jacob Weinberg, was born July 1st,
1879, in Odessa, Russia. His family was identified with musical
and literary undertakings in his native land. Although destined
for a commercial career, Weinberg soon turned to music, pursuing
his studies at the Moscow Conservatory, where he had among his
masters, V. G. Safonov, Professor Tgumnov, and S. I. Taneiev.
While at Moscow he also became a student of lata in the
University of Moscow. There he likewise commenced his first
work in musical composition. In 1910 he left for Vienna, where
he studied with Theodore Leschetisky. Thereafter he toured as a
pianist and also taught musical theory and history, finding time,

The Folklore

I

T IS ALMOST impossible to talk about
a unique esthetic physiognomy of a
land like Palestine, populated by vari¬
ous nations, because every nation has its
own characteristic ethnographic and speci¬
fic type of expression. Likewise, we notice
this in the musical physiognomy of many
lands embracing a heterogeneous popu¬
lation. The life of each folk goes its own
way. It appears strange, however, that in
so small a country (which is not larger
than the smallest state in the United
States of America), there should exist a
marked difference between the various
races, their traditions and character; but
in Palestine this is particularly noticeable.
The three principal ethnical groups in
the Holy Land correspond to the three
principal religions. The Arabs (Mus¬
sulmans,
approximating six
hundred
thousands, or three-fourths of the entire
population) constitute the biggest group:
then the Jews (approximately one hun¬
dred and twenty thousand, or fifteen per

cent); and then the Christians—Catholic,
Protestant and Greek Orthodox (about
eight thousand, or ten per cent). The
oldest settled unit of the population is
made up of the Arabs, but at the same
time it is the least cultured part. The
most of them are “Fellahs”—peasants
who are engaged in agriculture and hus¬
bandry in the most primitive of ways.
From a point of view of the European,
the • Fellahs are an inflexible, unintelli¬
gent, clumsy and conservative mass; but,
on the other hand, this group is rather
characteristic and beautiful, yielding the
most interesting and picturesque impres¬
sion. Of all the nations in the Holy Land,
the Arabs have most persistently pre¬
served their characteristics through the
many centuries.
Fellah Fol\ Music
N ALL PLACES and epochs, the
folk songs have been most cherished
by the peasant classes. The psychology
of the man of the soil, living near to
mother earth, with his simple and con¬

however, to complete an “Encyclopedia of Piano Technic and a
“Course in MusicologyP
_
In 1915 he was elected professor of the higher courses of
the piano in the Odessa Imperial Conservatory. Fleeing from the
Bolshevist Revolution, he went to Jerusalem and established there
a. conservatory class for piano and theory of music. He remained
in Jerusalem four years, participating in the organisation of a
Jewish National Conservatory class in Jerusalem,
In 1926 he won the extraordinary honor of receiving the
Sesqui-Centennial Association prise in Philadelphia, for his threeact opera, “An Evening in Palestine,” the judges being Clarence
Dickinson, Nicola Montani and Kurt Schindler,

servative daily habits, tends to a lyric in¬
spiration and expression.
Because the
Palestinian Fellah’s folk music is the
most oriental of all other ethnical groups
of the Holy Land, it is evident that, to
a musician, their songs are the most inter¬
esting.
Much already has been written about
oriental music, especially its intervals
divided into four, six or eight parts of
a tone. These are found in its melodies,
which, therefore, appear savage and odd
to ’an occidentally cultured ear. There
is no intention to give here a theoretical
discussion of this topic. Rather, it shall
be the aim to portray some personal im¬
pressions of the Arabic folk songs.
Not long ago, many original melodies
were, sung at Jerusalem, by the famous
Arabic songster, Mrs. Curban, now in New
York. The little intervals found in her
singing do not give the impression of
ultra-chromatic ones; but that is a re¬
sult of a “hesitating” keynote, of a to¬
nality not yet fundamentally entrenched
in the ear.

The Arabs still wear the same na¬
tional costume that was used thousands of
years ago. They prefer to sit upon the
floor rather than upon a chair. From
a sanitary and hygienic standpoint, the
Arabs are woefully primitive. The chil¬
dren suffer frightfully from diseases of
the eye. In the Arabian villages there are
no panes of glass in the windows, and
flies and insects abound. Notwithstand¬
ing this, these people are really goodhearted, friendly and naive, and for the
most part honest in their little business
transactions.
The Quest of the “Keynote”

THE

HISTORY of musical thought,
of all peoples and all races (which,
of course; is the history of music), is
only the strengthening of the keynote
sentiment, that is, the feeling for a definite
tonality. The genesis of a basic keynote
sentiment was the birth of a cultural his¬
tory of music and of cultural musical
thought. In the music of uncivilized
oriental nations the most characteristic
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distinction is, as has just been said, the
uncertain pitch and the uncertain tonality.
That is the real explanation of the little
gaps that we meet every now and then
on the ascending and descending degrees
of the oriental scale.
To the average student, trained in occi¬
dental music, it is seemingly impossible to
sing a quarter tone, let alone a sixth or
eighth division of a tone. We sing whole
and half tones and let it go at that. The
Arab finds this very monotonous. Trained
from childhood in these minute intervals,
he not only can sing them but at the same
time also revels in listening to them.
The second characteristic is that the out¬
line of the Arabic song lacks symmetry of
form, in our sense of the term. The prac¬
tical form of the song does not consist of
symmetric phrases, sentences and periods
—the regular symmetrical division into
sixteen, thirty-two or other regular num¬
ber of measures. The typical form of an
art song is quite unknown to the Arabs.
It is interesting to mention that we ob¬
serve a gradual progress of musical
thought among the different classes of the
Palestinian Arabs.
The semi-savage
Arabs—the Bedouins—sing in a quite
atonal "prehistoric”* character of melody
and form. The whole harmonic range of
these melodies is three or four tones.
Sometimes, in the singing, are heard
ejaculations and lamentations like the
cries of animals among which the Bed¬
ouins dwell, such as camels, donkeys,
jackals, ponies and wild game animals.
It is an interesting example of mimicry,
imitation, aping and mockery.
The songs of the more cultured Arabs
are very near to our own symmetrical mu¬
sical language. In a small collection of
Arabian songs, compiled by A. Z. Idelsohn, may be found several melodies very
similar to the songs of eastern European
“Russian and Polish” Jews. Here is an
example of an Arabic melody that many
people might interpret as Jewish.
A Andante_

I" JJ3jaJ1 j-
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“ultra-modern" _ atonal

Hive step back toward
lusical thinking.

enormous success. In the inaugural canthe immigration into ^^e^ifter cert Jan Kubelik appeared as soloist, in
creased. The Zionist Movement
the Beethoven and Bach violin concertos
the Balfour Declaration in 19D,
” ,
There also functions in Palestine a proI
% -y
ST r°' fessional union, “The Palestine Musi,
dans’ Association,” which has united all
the forces working for musical cultivation
of the land, and also protects its economic
interests in this art.
iourning in such larger countries as
G.™», and Poland. D«jw£
A National Conservatory
more recent years-since England became
AST, but not least, we must remema mandate power over Palestine, as P
s her the efforts of a group of Jewish
vided by the League of Nations ther
has been also an increase in the numte of virtuosos and composers of music to
English officials in all branches of the create in Palestine a Jewish National Con¬
servatory. The first steps for the realiza¬
local administration. All these new res
dents of Palestine naturally desire to tion of this idea were taken by a group of
hear good music, and modern perform¬ American-Jewiih soldiers, in 1918, on the
ances. They are real lovers of music. French front. This group collected $15(X)
The large tide of new-comers has brought in memory of one of its comrades, a mili¬
to the Palestinian shores also a great tary band musician, who was killed in a
many specialists in music, with diplomas battle. This stun was the first money
dedicated for the future building of the
Palestine Conservatory.
\fter the war
the Jewish soldiers returned to America,
The First School of Music
and shortly thereafter, in 1923, founded
N 1910 there was founded the first Pal¬ an Association for the erection of Pales¬
estinian school of music, ill the new tine Conservatory in remembrance of the
Jewish city of Tel-Aviv, at the seashore, Jewish soldiers killed in tin Great War.
at first a suburb of Jaffa, which gradu¬
For its purpose this A-- . iation is sup¬
ally became a self-governing Jewish com¬ ported bv the famous muMcians, Leopold
munity. There are, in Tel-Aviv, three Godowsky (President), Maurice Ravel
music schools and a great many private and Jascha Heifetz (Vi - Presidents),
music teachers. Jerusalem and Haifa each and many other prominent artistic per¬
has one music school. In each of the sonalties.
three Palestinian cities there are also mu¬
The realization of every great national
sical societies which offer concerts from ideal depends upon only one thing; that is
time to time in the winter and spring sea¬ the national strength, tne force of love
sons. For the last two years numerous to the nation, of everyone . a its citizens.
musical artists have visited Palestine (on The Jews have shown countless wonder¬
their way to Egypt and Syria) and have ful examples of national union during all
given concerts. Among these have been their long history. In the musical art the
Godowsky, Marteau, Heifetz and Kubelik. Jews arc, undoubtedly, one of the strong¬
Tours of d’Albert and Hubermann are ex¬ est nations of the world. < . msequently,
pected in the near future. These, to name it is the duty of all Jewish musicians, and
but a few of the principal celebrities of their Gentile friends, t,. unite their
among the visiting artists of high stand¬ forces for the creation of a National Con¬
ing. Thus it is that Palestine and Cairo servatory in their national homeland.
form a kind of artistic bridge between the
music lovers of the East and of the West.
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
This affords artists an opportunity to
break the long journey from Europe to
WEINBERGS ARTICLE
India.
1. What are the cthnoln,,. d groups of
Palestinef
A National Opera Company
2. Among what class docs folk music
'T'HE PALESTINE OPERA COM- propagate most luxuriantly?
PANY was founded in 1923 and is
3. Haw is the "keynote" the gate to mu¬
still actively in the field, having performed sical history?
about twenty operas of the greatest
4. Htnv do the indigenous and the more
Italian, French and Russian composers. cultured Arab songs differ in symmetry?
During the last year a symphony orches¬
5. What are indications of musical
tra began its work in Tel-Aviv, with an progress in Palestine?

In the songs of the more enlightened
Arabs can be observed the close relation¬
ship between the Jewish and the Arabic
national song—both of Semitic origin.
Among the Jews inhabiting Palestine,
we meet emigrants from all parts of the
world. The Jewish immigration to this
land began about forty years ago. This
was largely due to the pioneer activities of
Dr. Theodore Herzl, and others, in estab¬
lishing a Jewish national state. The larger
part of the agricultural settlements of the
Jews have existed not more than twenty
years. This period is too short to have
created anything like a unique folksong.
Therefore, very few of the Jewish melo¬
dies sung in Palestine are original. We
hear, in Palestine, Jewish music sung in
Hebrew; but their singing has been
brought over from Russia, Poland,
Ukrainia, Rumania and other nations.
There is in Palestine a small colony of
Jews who settled there a very long time
ago.
These are the Yemenite Jews.
(Yemen is a province of the Arabian pen¬
insula.) Their songs are all in our or¬
dinary scales—major or minor (the minor
being always in the natural and never in
the harmonic or melodic form).
The
very symmetrical form of their couplets
shows a much higher musical culture than
that of the Arabs.
The Musical Culture
Lj'ROM THE BEGINNING of the
^ twentieth century, more especially in
the first decade following the Great War,

I
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preferably with a sympathetic teacher at
their head, agrees to meet once a week at
some convenient place, or eveu from house
to house, for the purpose of studying the
literature of music, illustrated, when pos¬
sible, by musical examples.
A good plan is to start with “Composers’
Nights,” taking all the great masters in
turn. One of the company will generally
be found willing to read a short essay
(not longer than perhaps a quarter of an
hour in delivery), which will treat of the
main points of, say, Handel’s or Bach’s
life. Then members might be invited to
Supply missing details, to quote anecdotes,
The Popular Club Idea
and—as far as they can—to bring the per¬
HE SOCIAL club, no matter how sonality of the great composer definitely
simple may be its organization, is before the minds of the hearers.
always popular, especially with the young.
Those present who come to the gather¬
Possibly the club idea may be turned to ing, able and willing either to play or sing
good account in regard to the really selections from the master’s works, could
pleasurable study of musical history. Let then be called upon to contribute to the
us suppose that a band of young students, best of their ability. Criticism of points

formances. In this way a very i
and profitable evening may be
Advance notice should always b,
of the composer who is to form t
Club
SUrVey ^ thC "eXt meeting
In the same way, musical “periods
If tf*efTs1)ch as the start of Opt
the Madrigal school-examples bein
ed or supplied when feasible in coi
with the works of specific compose
the ’ historical1 series'* a° gSJd'jr ‘‘
Music could he taken as texNte!

^teeSr^d^

P,easui
ful1 worth.. Of course aagoXea
secretary would „eed to have rfL™
meetings one who could pShan
up a season’s program and even

for certain of the mcnilirrs to read papers
<>n a regular scries of composers or music®1
topics.

Club Attraction
T'HE LACK of formality or pressure
t of any kind upon individual members
would free the “Club” from living a spe¬
cies of lecture class. Yet the real end
would lie attained of getting musical stu¬
dents familiar—and in touch, more, in¬
timately—with the music which they daily
study and practice.
Open evenings of the Club would enable
friends to lie invited and, perhaps, would
allow of an explanatory program. Many
assert that the frequency of radio per¬
formances in the home or social circles
"as done away with the possibility oi
>he old musical evening, when “as man)'
as could or would” were supposed to
take part. But even the wireless appa¬
ratus. and certainly the talking-machine,
fay be drawn into the services of Jhc
Clul>” as a means of musical illustration-
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‘Xahe ‘Power that Peaches the Goal of Musical Success
Selected from Marshall Field’s ‘‘twelve things to ‘Remember” and ^Amplified

By Leslie Fairchild

L

"Musical fading fflubs
T HAS been alleged that, whilst musi¬
cal students may be familiar with a
wide repertoire of pieces, they often are
strangely ignorant of the composers whose
works they play daily, or the circumstances
under which these works were written.
The reading of musical history is, indeed,
done in such a desultory fashion—if at
all—that no one is generally.expected, .off¬
hand, to name the composers of favorite
selections or the creative artists that are
famous in connection with one or another
great department of the musician's prac¬
tical sphere of activity.
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RITING IN the National Geo¬
graphic Magazine, Frederick R.
VVulsin relates that in a certain
region in China he heard a curious explan¬
ation of the fact that the skeletons of dead
animals are most numerous near wells
and drinking places in the desert and not,
as one would expect, far from them. He
was told that a camel lacks the spirit of
a horse or a man. Once thoroughly worn
out and discouraged he will lie down with
his load on his back and refuse water and
food until he dies on the spot. The skele¬
tons seen by the traveler are of camels
that almost reached the well they were
seeking, but gave up and died a few hun¬
dred yards away.
There are, no doubt, thousands of stu¬
dents throughout the world who have be¬
come disheartened and discouraged and,
like the poor camel, give up just before
they reach the goal towards which they
have been striving. Their musical as¬
pirations have died and they soon become
mediocre musicians or give up their, music
entirely.
Of course there are many reasons for
this condition, such as-poor environment,
unjust criticism, lack of funds, ill health,
laziness, uninspiring teachers and the lack
of knowledge of what constitutes a well
rounded musical education. All these are
factors that tend to have a positively de¬
structive force unless corrected. How¬
ever, we must not lose sight of the fact
that many of our greatest musical geniuses
of history have risen above the obstacles
that seemed to have been set against
them.
Fine Minds in

Bodies

T N ONE OF HIS recent articles, George
T Jean Nathan points out that the fine
minds are generally to be found in the
bodies that are more or less constantly on
the way to the drug store or the family
doctor. He goes on to say that fully
two thirds of the greatest geniuses the
world has produced have been physical de¬
fectives. As examples in the music field
we have Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin, Han¬
del, Gluck, Schumann and Paganini. This
should be encouragement enough to spur
ns on in the face of obstacles and to dem¬
onstrate that one, if he will it so, can rise
above his present condition.
In the splendid book “Piano Playing”
Josef Hofmann says, “In all arts and
sciences, as one advances, complications
and obstacles seem to multiply in com¬
plexity until the point of mastery is
reached; then the tendency seems to re¬
verse itself, until a kind of circle carries
one around again to the point of simplic¬
ity. It is encouraging for the student to
know that he must expect to be con¬
fronted with ever-increasing difficulty, un¬
til he reaches the point where all the in¬
tense and intricate problems seem to .solve
themselves, dissolving gradually into the
light of a clear understanding day ”
It is generally at this stage, when the
music student is nearing the point of
mastery of his art, that he becomes dis¬
couraged and gives up like the camel who
died within a few hundred yards of the
well he was seeking. If the student would
read some of the inspiring books oil
music and get a general survey of what
is ahead of him he would be in a better

“Knowledge is Power”
position to guide himself through the
many treacherous shoals that are other¬
ITH A KNOWLEDGE of what
wise ever ready to upset his career and
constitutes a well-rounded musical
throw him entirely off his course—per¬ education, the student is better equipped
haps wreck his fondest hopes. An en¬ to cope with the many difficult situations
lightened mind cannot be hoodwinked! that may arise. When one sets out to
travel, it is very essential that One make
certain plans, consult time-tables, ship
Mental Attitude
sailings, transportation charges, and learn
V^LZE CANNOT always change our the most direct route to one’s destination.
v v physical environments, but we can, Now the music student who embarks on a
of our own free will, change our mental musical career must give some thought
attitude. In an unfavorable environment, to the various points along the route if he
incidents that are really trivial seem to expects to reach his destination in the
become gigantic obstacles that hinder shortest possible time with a minimum of
our progress and tend to breed gloomi¬ interference.
Let us go carefully over
ness and pessimism. With such warped our musical road map and see just what
thoughts it is impossible for us to do our points we have to cover in order to reach
best work. The only antidote for this the place we had set out for.
In the beginning there are a great many
condition is to turn our. thoughts im¬
mediately to happier, brighter and health¬ things to learn, such as hand position, ac¬
ier things. By constantly training our tion of fingers and wrist, and the art of
minds to harbor only pleasant optimistic reading notes fluently. Next comes the
thoughts, our life begins to take on a dif¬ development of an adequate technic that
ferent aspect and we gradually rise above will enable one to gain a mastery over the
environmental conditions that at first ap¬ instrument so that the greatest works can
peared to be ^insurmountable. Washington be played with ease. This will include a
thorough knowledge of the five cardinal
Irving summed up the situation forcibly
points of technic, namely, the trill, scale,
when he said, “Great minds have pur¬
arpeggio, octave and chord. There will
poses, others wishes. Little minds are
also be plenty of etudes, along the route,
tamed and subdued by misfortune; but
by Czerny, Cramer, Clementi and Hanon,
great minds rise above them.”
that will lead directly to the realm of such
artistic studies as the Chopin etudes and
Artistic Temperament
the Liszt etudes. The student will want
HERE SEEMS TO L? a current to visit and study the great masters of
opinion, among many, that art-work¬ the classic period: Bach, Beethoven and
ers are unreliable in that they cannot stick Brahms. Then on to the romantic school
to their task as do people in other lines of Schubert, Schumann, Chopin and Liszt,
of endeavor—that their work can only and finally the works of our real moderns,
be done during their inspirational mo¬ such as Debussy, Ravel, Stravinsky and
ments. I know several people, not only Ornstein.
The student will want to make many lit¬
musicians but many who are writers,
who claim that they never can accomplish tle side trips that will be of great interest,
anything unless the divine urge presses such as he will find in the study of the
them on to it. Where would the world pedals, dynamics, expression, * harmony,
be today if everyone waited for the in¬ counterpoint, fugue, composition and mu¬
spirational moment or “feeling?” This sical history. Of course it is a most dif¬
so-called “artistic temperament” has rel¬ ficult thing to state just when the study
egated many worthy talents to the back¬ of a certain branch of the art should com¬
ground. Every student wlio shows the mence and another finish, as there is a con¬
slightest symptom of this sort of artistic tinual overlapping of all these subjects;
temperament should strangle it to death. and it will take a competent instructor to
Feeling like practicing is very important guide the student’s course if he intends to
to one’s success, but has it ever occurred to reach his destination without a mishap.
us that we could encourage the “feel
like it” habit? Half of our daily prac¬
Discontentment
tice, we shall find, is simply a grind 'T'HERE IS A type of discontentment
against the wish, but it will have to be
A that is healthy for the aspiring pian¬
done just the same if we intend to rise ist, but the student wants to make sure
to any degree of distinction in our art— that it is of the right sort and not the
SO LET IT GRIND 1 ! There arc three kind that sets back, wrings its hands and
words that spell success:
bemoans its fate. This is the most de¬
Work! Work! Work!
structive type, and unless the student
One cannot work for ever so short a guards against it he is destined to lose
period without learning or accomplishing whatever he has; and he will find it a
something. Do not mistake the sort of most difficult condition to correct. How¬
temperament that has been described in the ever, there is another type of discontent
foregoing paragraphs for the more gen¬ that works miracles. All artists possess it
uine and lofty type, that thrills audiences and it cannot lead to anything but suc¬
and occasionally moves one to tears.
cess. This type of discontent gets what
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“Success usually comes to those who are too
busy to be looking for it."

THOREAU

it goes after. Woe to the student wlio be¬
comes absolutely satisfied with his work.
He will soon become stagnant like a pond
that has neither inlet nor outlet. Really
great artists are never quite content with
their work. They are forever trying to
improve and perfect their performance.
This is really one of the points that distin¬
guishes their work from that of the
amateur.
There .are five points to which it will
repay the serious student to give thought
and consideration, namely:
1. The value of time.
2. The pleasure of working.
3. The virtue of patience.
4. The improvement of talent.
5. The joy of originating.

TIME IN ITS

Time

whirling cyclonic path
has left many wrecks strewn here
and there—those who were blinded by its
swift passing and neglected to take advan¬
tage of it when they had the opportunity.
It is true we all cannot be rolling in
wealth, but we all possess time or spare
moments—the subtle product upon which
our successes or failures depend. The
students who are killing time during prac¬
tice hours are really killing their own
chance of becoming even second or thirdrate performers. The 'hour that you lost
today can never be made up tomorrow.
In practicing, put a time limit on a cer¬
tain difficult passage that you are working
out, and see if you can master it within
the given time. You must learn to master
time if you would be successful, or time
will master you at the expense of your
own success.
The Pleasure of Wording
TTOW MUCH EASIER and more
^ pleasurable the practice hour would
be if one would only put forth as much
effort In trying to improve one’s playing
as in expending energy by trying to find
excuses for not having the time to prac¬
tice.
Everyone is obliged to work,
whether he plays the piano, sells stocks
and bonds or Ford cars, acts as hostess or
tells jokes over the footlights. All works
require a certain amount of drudgery to
bring out the bright spots, and when one
is rightly occupied, work becomes a real
pleasure instead of a grind.
It is difficult to realize the tremendous
amount of work that has been accom¬
plished by some of the world's greatest
geniuses, who lived at -a time when such
labor-saving devices as the typewriter, dic¬
taphone, vacuum cleaners, washing-ma¬
chines, comptometers, aeroplanes, automo¬
biles and wireless were unknown. Think
of the capacity for work that Johann Se¬
bastian Bach possessed! Surrounded by
twenty children (none of whom, I im¬
agine, were any too quiet) he managed to
compose enough music to keep the average
student out of mischief for the rest of his
days; and, as for some off the present-day
composers, Bach’s music staggers them
both in quantity and quality. Here are
some of the things he composed: seven
concertos for piano and orchestra, three
violin concertos, three concertos for two
pianos, two concertos for three pianos,
three wedding cantatas, five oratorios,
thirty orchestral scores, six solemn masses,
several pieces for the flute, harpsichord,
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organ, bass viol, French horn, a dozen
motets, twenty-four preludes and fugues
and so forth indefinitely.
It is also said that Antonio Stradivarius
turned out five hundred and forty viglins,
fifty violoncellos and twelve violas in a
single lifetime. Numerous others could
also be mentioned who possessed this
great capacity for work. Think over a
few of these things when you start to
complain about a few hours of daily prac¬
tice.
The Virtue of Patience
T F THE POOR CAMEL had possessed
^ a little more patience he would have
come upon the well for which he had been
vainly searching. There are so many stu¬
dents who remind one of the camel. They
become' impatient and discouraged in
climbing the steep ascent to Mt. Parnas¬
sus.
They want to play the Chopin
Etudes or the Liszt Rhapsodies when their
technical capacities will only allow them
to cope properly with the smaller works.
A renowned artist and pedagogue told us
that this was the greatest fault that he
found with students, and said that it was
the one thing that prevented them from
achieving worth-while results in the art

of playing the piano; that it was the
greatest stumbling block to success,, and
he could not emphasize the fallacy of this
attitude too strongly.
Great artists possess infinite patience.
It has been said that Thalberg declared
that he never ventured to perform one of
his pieces in public till he had practiced it
at least fifteen hundred times. Henry T.
Finck, the eminent critic, tells us that
Kubelik never neglected his daily exer¬
cises except the day when his wife pre¬
sented him with twins. Teresa Carrefto
practiced faithfully five hundred and
eighty technical exercises that her father
wrote purposely for her and which took
her three days to go through. Rachman¬
inoff says that the. students in The Imperial
Music Schools in Russia are compelled to
study the Hanon studies for a period of
five years. Most American students ex¬
pect to cover the same ground in about
one season. “Patience is bitter, but its
fruit is sweet.”

ill-kept Horn^
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and other marks of expression given ir
: by no means complete.
They are simply suggestions or gt,id
posts. The fingering may not be at all
suitable for your own hands; therefore
you will have to invent fingerings that
are. Of course your teacher can do all
this for you, but that would take away
the real joy of origination, self-expres.
sion, and would tend to kill the initiative
to study anything alone.
And now, my good reader, since we have
come to the end of our intimate talk, I
hope that you will be better prepared’to
follow your brightest star. Mayhap you
will never succeed in reaching it, but like
the seafaring man you will certainly find
it a splendid guide.

The improvement of ones taie
®
fiJt by having a competent-instructor.one
who can eliminate the weeds, so to speaK.
and who can give the proper rote nal to
develop and improve ones talent t
fullest extent.
.
Work is the second factor that enters
into the realization of ones art.
e
average talented person is apt to be lazJ'
His natural ability allows him to do things
with such ease that he does not realize the
value of systematic work, and therefore
he becomes careless and allows himself to
sink to the level of the dilettante instead
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR
of becoming an artist of the first rank.
FAIRCHILD’S ARTICLE
J. What great musicians had physical
The Joy of Originating
TT HAS BEEN SAID that originality defects?
2. How can we rise above unfavorable
A is simply a pair of fresh eyes. If the
student would only learn the value of environment T
S. How can we cultivate the “feel like
fresh eyes and of looking upon each les¬
The Improvement of Talent
son as a new experience! There are so practice” habit t
What are the five cardinal points
O MATTER how great the talent, it many little details in music study that the
cannot reach its full stature until earnest student can originate, such as se¬ of technic I
5. How have the great artists shown
it has been carefully cultivated. Talent lecting suitable fingering, pedalling, ex¬
pression marks, and so forth. Pedalling patience in studyt
i rampant is like a
that is allowed t

N

Security in Intermediate ?{otes
By

Paul J. Creston

In grouped-note passages where only
one note in each set belongs to the melody
it is quite likely that most attention is
paid to this prominent melody-note with
Accompaniments such as the following
a corresponding neglect of the more sub¬
from Chopin’s Scherzo in B-flat minor
dued tones of the group. It follows that,
should be practiced:
in order to learn accurately the subdued
or intermediate notes, they must be given
equal prominence with the others.
There are two effective ways of giving
prominence to each note. The first is by
transferring the accent. For example, in
Chopin’s Prelude in E-flat, besides prac¬
ticing it with the accent on the first
(melodic) note of each triplet, the second
and third notes in turn should be accented.
The second method of practice is to fo¬
Thus:
cus the attention on each note at a time
by means of resting or pausing, thus:
Ex.3

Also in passages such as the followg:
Elude - 08 minor Chopin

’*•5.

These two methods should also be pur¬
sued in arpeggio runs, and skips, such as
in left-hand accompaniments, thus:

There should be persistent practice in
which the accent is successively shifted to
the different notes of the groups.

‘Reading Rhythm
By
“Please play that over once for me so
I can get the right rhythm in my head.”
It was not a child that asked this but
a woman of middle years and of consider¬
able musical intelligence. With a knowl¬
edge and appreciation of musical history
and theory and the ability to play the
piano with fine feeling, there was never¬
theless an unbridged gap in her mind be¬
tween the time signature and note values
as they appeared on the printed page and
the rhythmical 'impulses as they were
experienced in the imagination and por¬
trayed in actual performance. The diffi¬
culty could be overcome only by gaining
the correct tempo through listenihg to
another’s rendition of the composition.
Though this is an extreme case of
mental and musical underdevelopment, a
tendency toward weakness in this direction
is a common failing.
To bring about an association in the
pupil’s mind between rhythm as pictured
and rhythm as felt the teacher should
forbear playing a simple melody or ac-

companiment which would place the
learning to walk on mental crutches
rhythm instantly in the child’s conscious¬
One of the best methods of attaining
ness, in order to observe the process by
which the young scholar himself arrives thro,-ensing correct rl,ythm
at the same conclusion. Moreover, in the
fraTieViSVS Hi,”
fpkS
simplest exercises, the A, B, C’s of rhythm
should be stressed.
Above all things, the pupil should avoid
depending on the metronome! The eyes
are the members that need quickening—the
After hearing the rhythm clearlv in m
eyes, the mental hearing and the imagina¬
mmd the student should go
Y
tion. Looking always for outside assist¬
the piano for the practical rL?n
T°
ance—like the tick of a metronome—
attempting to play he should keep hU
“New rhythmical combinations are always welcome
.
has to its credit many successful innovations in that dire r "l0<~m music
that a work of rhythmic novelty and even charm is tultm"’
Say
sibilities of music is a preposterous claim. What about 22 \ ,<?
platwn, resignation or profound grieff Just because rlixthl °I COnte"1'
sent the basic life m music, it is somewhat of a neaatret,rr~
granted in any vital work of art and eloquently manifeJTs’ t°!ien for
in Beethoven's Seventh and Eighth Symphonies and in ttJvfu
*°r lnsta»‘c.
Symphony. If rhythm were all, we. might as well
0 °fthe Ninth
healthy heart beat was, merely for tlm reason, an ideal mm ° "T' Wilh a
being:'—Walter R. Spalding.
’
Grounded human

‘Bands and

I

N AN INTERVIEW which appeared
in one of the leading weekly music jour¬
nals several years ago, a certain musi¬
cian made the statement that “the day of
the band as a musical factor has passed.”
This musician voiced the opinion that any
combination of brass and woodwind in¬
struments was unsatisfactory as a medium
for the performance of music of a serious
nature and that the band was losing its
one-time popularity. He. clearly indicated
his disfavor (and ignorance) by classify¬
ing all bands under the single head of
“brass bands." Should this man make an
investigation of the status of the band to¬
day or five years hence, he could not but
undergo a very decided change in opinion.
Whatever seeming loss of popularity of
the band was occurring twelve or fifteen
years ago was due entirely to the kind of
bands prevalent in our amusement parks
at that time. Prior to that time such
meritorious bands as those of Sousa, Innes,
Pryor and Conway drew great throngs to
our parks and resorts. In consequence
there was a rather sudden upspringing
of all manner of bands to compete for
these engagements, such as Royal Italian,
Imperial Hungarian, Royal Hussar (black,
blue, white and other highly colored uni¬
forms), Scotch Highlander and Banda
Verdi, with their “hypnotic,” “acrobatic,”
“long-haired” and “temperamentally-combustible’” conductors.
These conductors ( ?) could fairly exude
“temperament,” but many of them were
utterly lacking in real musicianship. They
often attempted to make up for this lack
by engaging in “vodvil” stunts—I have
seen one of the best of them engage in all
manner of gyrations and contortions while
his soio clarinetist was playing an unac¬
companied cadenza.
These bands were generally composed
of mediocre and poorly paid musicians—
in consequence of which they were able to
underbid greatly our best American or¬
ganizations. Many of the park managers
felt that the public would be as well sat¬
isfied with these cheap organizations and
engaged them because of their lower cost.
Following the resultant decrease in patron¬
age they gradually reduced the size of the
bands engaged and all the better class of
patrons sought other amusements.

Orchestras

(Conducted Monthly ‘By

Victor J. Grabel
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

T3he Band as an Important
‘Musical Factor
complex nature or to make practicable the
transcription of some of the best orches¬
tral literature for band rendition.
The great publishing houses of London
began, about 1850, the publication of band
arrangements designed to meet the needs of
the English military bands, which had in¬
corporated a full complement of the vari¬
ous woodwind instruments available at
that time. Prior to that date each band¬
master was compelled to make his own
adaptations of such numbers as were re¬
quired by his organization.
The famous Godfrey family—Charles

Godfrey and his three sons, Dan, Fred and
Charles—served as bandmasters of the
Coldstream Guards, Grenadier Guards,
Royal Horse Guards and Scots Guards
Bands of London during the period from
1825 to 1904. They played a very im¬
portant part in the development of the
English military bands and were among
the first to make arrangements of an am¬
bitious nature for their use. The pub¬
lished arrangements of Fred Godfrey were
among the first of their kind. It was about
the same time that the famous Prussian
master, Friederich Wilhelm Wieprecht, was

Tin Pan Bands

Leonora Sill Ashton

the few primary rules of the beat, the
pulse of music.
He should put forth the necessary physi¬
cal effort toward making the accent on the
first count of each measure. He should
give attention to the secondary accent, »
there is one. In playing “common” time
this would come on the third count of the
measure, like the second bound of a rub¬
ber ball up from the floor. He should
feel the strong first accent in three-four
time; this will carry him along almost in¬
stinctively. A good rhythm to use ®
practice of this kind is two-four time,
with the measures plentifully supplied with
eighth notes.
Much sight reading is the !>est cure f<*
faulty rhythm, but never should one forgethe
, from the
The psychology of study is a marvelous
thing and in musical scholarship, eS’
pecially, one finds that the deeper and
richer the soil of thought the more beauti¬
ful the flower of sound.
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undertaking the same work
German military bands.

behalf ;of the
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'T'HE CHEAP musical charlatans not
only made it impossible for good
bands to secure lucrative engagements, but
they also soon found it impossible to se¬
cure engagements for themselves. The
loss of patronage at the parks was due to
the lack of good music rather than lack
of interest on the part of the public. It
was the result of the short-sightedness of
the managers in providing cheap, blatant
organizations which were an affront to the
musically-intelligent public.
The same
thing is now happening in many of the
large “movie” theaters in which the fine
orchestras are being displaced by small
jazz ensembles and “blues” singers. A
similar loss of patronage is bound to oc¬
cur eventually here—the general public is
not wholly lacking in good taste and intel¬
ligence.
When we consider the fact that the con¬
cert band, as such, has been developed
largely within the last seventy-five years,
we can readily appreciate the fact that it
has not yet had time to attain its ultimate
artistic stature. It was only during the
last quarter of a century that many of
the most important wind instruments were
improved to such an extent as to make
possible the performance of music of a

Victor J. Grabel

Victor J. Grabel, a native of rural Texas, had his first musi¬
cal experience in the village band. One year in Texas Christian
University, where he was leader of the college band, was fol¬
lowed by two years of study at Dana’s Musical Institute of War¬
ren, Ohio. After three years in Susquehanna College of Music,
he enlisted in the Seventh United States Infantry Band, serving
in Manila and Detroit. When the zvar broke out, with the help of
John Philip Sousa, Mr. Grabel recruited a band of his own
which attracted considerable notice. Since being mustered out,
he has been director of the Municipal Band of Danz’ille, Illinois,
and head of the music department of the Western Electric Com¬
pany of Chicago.

Clarinet Improvements

THOUGH THE clarinet was invented
about the beginning of the eighteenth
century, the greatest improvements have
been made in that instrument within the
period which we are considering. It is
these recent improvements which have
given the clarinet its fullness, richness,
flexibility of tone and facility of technic
which, together with its extensive compass,
make possible the performance of many
of the most difficult passages written origi¬
nally for the violin.
It was during this period that Theobald
Boehm practically remade the flute by his
rearrangement v of holes, by the develop¬
ment of a more correct bore' and by adapt¬
ing to it a new key system—altogether
greatly increasing the facility of fingering,
richness and purity of tone, and correct¬
ness of intonation. His ideas were also
applied to the piccolo, and virtually the
same key system was used in bringing the
oboe to its present state of near-perfec¬
tion. His ideas were later applied to the
clarinet,
It was about 1850 that the saxophone
(invented by Adolphe Sax) began to be
incorporated into the band. Comprising,
as it does, the full choir of soprano, alto,
tenor, baritone and bass, it has proved to
be a highly important addition to the wind
ensemble. Though greatly sinned against
in recent years it is an instrument pos¬
sessing a beautiful and expressive quality
of tone in the hands of a competent player.
The saxophone choir can produce smooth,
rich, soft, organ-toned effects of remark¬
able richness and beauty.
In Europe the best bands have been their
military ones. The Grenadier Guards and
Coldstream Guards Bands of London and
the Garde Republicaine Band of Paris are
among the best known, though Holland,
Belgium and Italy have some very notable
organizations. These bands are composed
largely of graduates of leading conserva¬
tories and are maintained on an ambitious
scale, resulting in a very wide apprecia¬
tion of the best in band music throughout
those countries. It is to be greatly de¬
plored that the Army and Navy Depart¬
ments of our own government have' been
so very negligent in giving reasonable at¬
tention and support to our service bands.
Our greatest bands have been civilian
rather than military. In point of person¬
nel, excellency of programs played and
public popularity gained, no other bands
in history have equaled the attainments of
the bands of Patrick S. Gilmore and John
Philip Sousa. Gilmore searched both Eu¬
rope and America for talent and assembled
the most complete and most capable body
of wind instruments that had ever been
gathered together. Since there were but
few suitable arrangements published to
meet the requirements of such a band, he
found it necessary to have many special
transcriptions made for his use. The
Sousa library is also made up very largely
of manuscript arrangements made express¬
ly for his organization.
Instruments in the Discard

SOME OF the instruments employed by
Gilmore are now obsolete. The Eb cor¬
net—once the leader of the brasses—has
been supplanted by the modern, fluent, richtoned Bb cornet. The tenor horn is no
longer used—its place is more acceptably
filled by the tenor trombones. The small
(Continued on page ’57)
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LINDSAY

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ADDRESS MUST ACCOMPANY
/"T"V HE TERM “musical perception’’ reX
fers here to a process of acquiringail 'accurate mental image of a
musical composition. This image, once
acquired, is referred to as a concept. A
concept includes melody, harmony, rhythm,
form, beauty of' tone and interpretation.
These elements are foundational in build¬
ing thorough musical understanding on the
part of the student.
It will be the purpose of this discussion
to discover its relationship to orchestral
playing, that is, whether it is incidental to
instrumental rehearsal and performance or
is a distinct phase of musical training,
calling for a definite plan of procedure
not necessarily included in routine drill.
There is a challenge for thought in the
fact that a considerable number of per¬
formers are not musicians at all, but mu¬
sical mechanics. It is not unusual to find
students who have developed a truly re¬
markable ability to translate eye impres¬
sions into muscular activity without being
conscious of an auditory image. Yet the
auditory image is fundamental in the de¬
velopment of a true musician, and per¬
formance is intelligent only to the degree
that the performer is actually conscious of
this mental picture of the music. A mu¬
sical concept, then, is an essential part of
the equipment of every musician and it is
wise for every school music instructor to
give thoughtful attention to the procedure
for securing this necessary attribute—in
other words, a method for developing the
power of musical perception.
Hearing Orchestral Harmony
A

iMusical Perception and the
Orchestra
<By Russell

V.

Morgan

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, CLEVELAND, OHIO, PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ness of the way in which one phrase is
supplemented and balanced by another,
Clear perception of the musical balance
between two phrases will provide the
ground work for a more extended study
of form. Someone has compared the
form of music to the drawing of a beau. 1 picture w.ith a luminous P°in‘.
lines disappearing as rapidly as formed.
The only possible, conception of such a.
picture would be in the retention by the
mind of each part, the complete work be"V'TnT nTU-f lmage' Percept,on>
or the ability to build a concept from such
act, will depend upon clear impressions
being consciously retained, a very difficult
tiling to do.
Performance of music will never be
easy to listen to until the rhythmical pat¬
tern or frame work is clearly set forth;
and unless the player has a clear image
his mind of the ebb and flow of rhythm
he cannot hope to offer an intelligent per¬
formance to the auditor. Rhythm is a
matter of the mind and physical rhythmic
motion is valueless except in so far as it
is actually controlled by a clear concept.
Beauty of tone must be constantly in
seuuem. In
m passing,
passmg, *
the mind of the student.
it
might be wise to say that it should be the
insistent demand of every one, performers
and listeners alike. Beauty of tone can
be secured only by having a concept of
lovely tone always in mind. The finest
playing comes as a result of beautiful
mental singing. Without a song in the
heart there can be no loveliness of tone.

CERTAIN portion of every rehearsal
period should be given over to
the playing of easy, slow-moving music of
the choral type where every player has
ample time to become conscious not only
of his own part, but also of the chord
being sounded by the entire ensemble. The
value of this training lies in the fact that
the student is receiving a full harmonic
concept and is consequently much better
Clean Cut Concept
able to secure perfect intonation in his
depends
first
own part and at the same time has a T NTERPRETATION
upon a concept that is clean-cut in all
much broader appreciation of the beauty in
details.
Having
made that image a part
music. His playing will become an in¬
telligent contribution to a complete art of one’s self, freedom begins. By that is
meant the fact that only halting utterance
That phase, however, has only to do can be given a musical message when the
with the perpendicular element in music. performer has no conception of the composition
as a whole and is conscious only
Subsequent repetitions should bring to
the student a conscious appreciation and of notes as he actually plays'them. It is
understanding of the melodic flow of parts wise, therefore, to make every effort to
other than his own. It is only through a cause the student to build up mentally as
—P*" a
“ picture as possible. Having
“iv,"8
clear concept of the musical values of complete
either parts that a performer can best secured this, there comes the task of permake his own playing an integral part of suading him to release his personality, his
whole
being,
if
you
please,
in
an
art
exthe composition. Nuances and the “toss¬
ing of dialogue” back and forth between pr“sion'. .
.
There is m the American youth an unthe various instruments become much
more significant and contribute to an exal¬ bounded energy calling for some kind of
tation of spiritual feeling otherwise de¬ self-expression. It must and will find
ways of using this vital force, and the
nied the performer.
ques ion raised is how best to use it.
Shall it be manifest m ways contrary to
The Luminous Pen of Music
OTILL MORE playing of the choral les'ltf,r '/fe °f- the commumty or shall ,t he used in activities conwill discover to the student the lovely tnbuting to the growth of the best side of
balance of the phrase, the first step in the
the individual and to the> member, of the
long, hard road to adequate perception of
form. The next step is comparatively part? There c
" answer t0
easy, being that of awakening conscious- this question.

'
,7
Interest Mechanical or Musicalt
t j SEEMS pertinent at this place to
1 suggest thoughtful consideration of
two types ot- interest, mechanical and mus;cab Tbe wrjter ;s convinced that joy in
tbe mechanical manipulation of an instmment ;s many times mistaken for real
musical interest. The two interests cannQt
wholly separated as nearly everyong hag some love for music tucked away
bej
js sj ] a questioii as to
whkh dominates. A survey of a high
school faculty will usually reveal that the
-oli
of Tcbestra and band players
masual trdning and'vocational
sub;ects ve/
would hesitate to say
J
. >
a.t ™
,,,c averse
that English teachers are
on the
average
unmusical. Ii
quite often true that
more interest in the concerts of a svmsym¬
phony orchestra is shown on the part of
a£ademic teachers than of teachers of
chanical subjects. How reconcile this
seeming conflict?
With some hesitation the theory is advanced that people with mechanical talent
find easy expression for a comparatively
small musical urge, and that a sincere jov
«
* often denied expression on the
Part of Others where there is present
• le - no mechanical ability. This would
call for a rather careful appraisal
of our instrumental activities to the end
that we might discover how much of our
work is mechanical and how much musical.
Mechanical talent is precious and is essent,al to free and satisfying self-expresion, but after all it is only a tool that is

to a certain degree necessary in the pro¬
duction of a musical art work that is ip
itself a more or less beautiful flojvering of
a personality. In America we can say
with just pride that our instrumental
music is making surprising strides in
technical ability, but the writer raises a
question concerning the equal develop¬
ment of musical ability.

Each consecutive pair of fingers may be
used—1 2, 2 3, 3 4, 4 5—and the exercise
may be similarly applied to the left hand.
It should he played legato, with consid¬
erable forearm rotation alternately to right
and left.
Next let us apply the following exercise,
continuing the figure^ from each degree of
the scale, up two octaves:

Standards of Accomplishment

Coupling Taste with Technic
A SHORT experience with two or
p\ tbm, Farids and orchestras in small
cities in Europe proved rather illuminating. Faulty technic and bad instruments
were the means of producing some musical
performances that would not he tolerated
by the musical directors of our better
school orchestras, and yet both performers
and hearers were aroused to a point of
musical enthusiasm hard to describe.
How could this happen? In America, the
concert hall would lie quickly emptied and
the auditors would wait until next month
when the finest orchestra in the world was
to perform, or perhaps it would be the
*reatest Pian,st or the greatest violinist.
What is the attitude of mind that causes
tb's contrast? We cannot believe tBat it is
because we are ,he °",-v pe,,ple rea">' t0
apprec,ate good mus.c.
Again the writer' has a theory which
he wishes to present, with your indulgence.
The auditors of the European orchestras
mentioned before had made that poten¬
tially lovely music such a part of themfelveS ,hat even a fau,t-v l*rf°rmance
br0Ught t0 them a mental ,,nage or co"‘
cept that was ,imited «» i,s 1"' cl,ness only
by ^Perceptive power and rich emotloriaI 1,fe °f the ,nd.v,dual
How wonderful and S18nlficant 11 would be to de¬
V.eIop in our stl,de,lts the Power of mu'
Slcal percePtion which would unfold ,t0
them year after >ear the musical
of tbe
masters,
supplementing and
strengthening their own growing capacity
for seH-expression!
[Reprinted from the Report of the “Music
Supervisors’ National Conference.”]

Sectional Rehearsals for the Orchestra
By Russell V. Morgan
/~j-vHE VATTTF
I
,
f
°, the sectional ret< band
. _ stated in this paper apply equally to
A
llearsal
seem, ,n- ■ orchestra.
- ■
- is
• just
■
'
. Ur orchestras seems
com- and
It
as essential
f°r
p ra lve y unknown to our school 'loth beginning and advanced bands to
ns. it is hard to understand just have this drill by families of instruments
br: •
bUt. an lnvestigation will as it is for the various orchestral organiTnf to hSht the fact that the majority zations.
of the scho°' instrumental organizations
.
'
alwa>’s rehearse with the entire ensemble
As a Saving of Time
presen‘111 the schools unfortunate REI|EARSALS for the individual
enough to be limited to one orchestra re
V choirs sava a tremendous amount ot
hearsal a week it is almost impossible to VaIuable time for both the student and the
consider any division of the orchestra i tCa‘her’ The brass a"d woodwind player*
cepting, perhaps, having one section
S,uffer a loss
both time and interest
before or after the period at a"
the ,lcce«ary drills of the string
specified time. It is now usual to 1SeCti°" in somc difficult passage. This *
lef‘ two sessions a week aid in ^ 31 ‘rUe of
with the strings while cor
schools we find rehearsalf
w’e rec,i"“ "’intakes or working out detail
five days of the week Th b?du,ed for with the brass or woodwind group. The
orchestras meeting more than
of ‘be idle players could be used h>
of sectional rehearsals.
’ ’ “ pn>gram or 0|i other school work. Analysis of or
The reasons for sectional rehearsal*
cbestral rehearsals reveals an appall*""
as
(Continued on page 65)

iposition of Bach’s

Will you kindly mention nieces
Mflileli 1 can study l.y myself5'
L. M. 1\

d

(1) if you have not studied the “Inventions,” I advise you to begin witli those
in two parts, say, Nos. 1, 8, 13 and 14.
You will then be prepared for the “Welltempered Clavichord,” in which you may
study, first, Volume 1, Preludes and
Fugues, Nos. 1, 5 and 21. You may vary
this list by selections from the Suites and
by a detailed study of the Italian Concerto.
(2) I could not answer this question
lucidly without knowing several other
facts—such as how much you have been
accustomed to practice daily, how thorough
your work is, and, especially, how you
interpret, technically and musically, the
compositions which you have ■studied. It
is not so much a question of what diffi¬
culties are involved in the music as of how
far these difficulties have been overcome.
A iterson who has worked for seven years
and. as a result, plays (or attempts to
play) the most difficult sonatas and con¬
certos, hut in a slovenly, amateurish fashion,
has not by any meafis accomplished as
much as another who, in the same time,
lias learned to play simple nocturnes and
waltzes with artistic finish. If you belong
in the latter cla~s you should he satisfied
with your progress.
(3) For pieces in the modern vein, I
suggest Cyril Scott’s Danse negre and
Lotus Laud, John Ireland’s Island Spell.
Rachmaninov’s
Polichinelle,
Debussy s
Suite Hcrgamasquc and John Alden Car¬
penter’s Polonaise Amcricaine.

treatment of Small Hands

tteflt ^thTsltuaUonf0 She
studying the Sonatina
gmnller’s Eighteen G/tar*
*11 as’scales, chords and

I should treat the situation carefully,
since there is always the danger that
stretching exercises may strain the fingers
and wrist. So omit music in which un¬
comfortable intervals are frequent and let
her grow to them naturally.
The main object is to get the pairs of
consecutive fingers to work sidewise, as far
as their capacity may permit. Here i- a
good exercise for this purpose:
Ex. I

This demands a rotary movement of the
forearm to the right during the first half
of each measure and to the left during the
second half.
Some of the’ best studies that I know for
small hands are the two books of Lemoine’s
Pifty Juvenile Studies, Op. 37. For pieces,
try the following :
Mozart, Sonata in C, No. 1
Haydn, Sonata in C.
Dussek, Rondo, La Matinee.
Tchaikovsky The Skylark.
Crieg, Dance of the Elves, Op. 12, No. 4.
Rohm, The Eountain.

eclectic Methods of teaching

est in her young charges. Perhaps, by
making them listen and actually play at the object.' In the orchestra, the heat is given
very outset some attractive Attic piece, she by the conductor; the violinist taps on the
may fire them with a zeal that will carry floor with his foot. But, since the pianist
them through the dry details which must has no conductor before him and since
follow. In this case her scheme, if it his hands and feet are pretty well occupied,
proves successful, is worth trying. True, he must rely on some other means of
there is danger of superficiality in such a marking time. This most obviously con¬
practice. But, if it be followed up by sists in counting aloud.
careful and detailed instruction, it may
Hence, remembering this latter fact, let
justify itself by the results.
us teach our pupils to count whenever it
You speak of these teachers as depart¬ is a real help to do so. In the early stages,
ing from prescribed courses. No course or especially, the pupil should count every¬
■instruction book can fit every case; hence it thing, until it is evident that lie has the
must be adapted to the pupil’s particular correct rhythm firmly in mind. After this
needs. Many sets of studies, such as he can do away with this artificial prop,
Heller’s Op. 47, for instance, may be most just as the workmen tear down the staging
profitably applied by picking out those after the house is completed.
which exactly fit the particular pupil.
After all, counting is merely a device to
Perhaps these are best given in an order make the pupil think rhythm and to give
entirely different from that in the hook, the proper emphasis to the lieats. Teach
and many studies in the book may well be
him to accent the first beat in each measure
shortened or entirely omitted.
and even to nod his head slightly at the.
Of course, in cases where a piano text¬
same time, until he distinctly feels the
book is carefully compiled, as in Mathew’s
pulse of the music. Then he cannot go far
“Standard Graded Course,” such a depar¬
wrong.
ture from the prescribed order should not
2. The test of any such scheme is, as
lightly be made, for, if it is too radical,
William James put it, its “cash value.”
it may upset the whole scheme. But, here
Does it really work? If so, why not use
again, results will depend on the good
it? Piano pupils arc left so long to their
judgment of the teacher.
own devices between lessons that anything
After all, however, the surest way is
which may help them towards accuracy
along the path of thoroughness and pains¬
should be eagerly welcomed.
taking detail. I advise you to continue in
I suggest, however, that such an intri¬
this path, meanwhile watching the experi¬
cate division of the beats as you propose
ments of your colleagues with an open
be done away with as soon as it has served
its purpose. .Let the pupil first drop the
extra “a.” then the “and,” and so finally
stand upon the beat alone, thus:
J3he (Counting Problem

lay the piece through by ill
f” studies and ‘ picks out exci
ere and there, without using

1,4-a, 2,&-a,

with both hands, picking out oxercises throughout the hook. What
<lo you think of this kind of
teaching?
E- S.
This is an age of experimentation in
every direction; and in as much as new
ideas can be tried out only by such ex¬
periment, it behooves us to watch out for
their results, which alone will demonstrate
their practical value. Thus we must not
be too hasty in condemning such methods
of teaching as you describe, since “the
proof of the pudding is in the eating.”
As to teacher No. 1, if her method of
teaching a piece by rote is intended merely
as a short cut to piano playing, it probably
will not succeed in its object. For sooner
or later the pupil must treat the straight
and narrow path that is made up of infinite
details of notation and technic. We’ see
advertised, “Piano Playing Taught in Ten
Lessons,” and such like ailuring opportuni¬
ties. But I have never discovered any real
musician who was educated by these “rail¬
road” methods.
But perhaps our teacher is endeavoring
to accomplisli that most important of all
goals— namely, to arouse an enduring inter-

U 2,&

2,

l,

2,
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dls the pupils what the signs
lowing wav of counting the familiar
figure consisting of a dotted eighth
and sixteenth ?

All counting, to be effective, should be
staccato. Do not let the pupil drag the
words together, thus, oneandtwoand, but
speak them smartly, thus:

OjLi’Ljcj
I used to teach this way of count¬
ing. then discarded it some years
ago. having been told that it was oldfashioned. But sometimes it seems to
me now that it would simplify the
kill'll1 of rhythmfsreni to have a hard
time in understanding just the light
moment to play the sixteenth note,
(ienerallv they bring it in too soon,
on the dot, thus making two eighth
notes. .1 always tell them to say
the word “and” on the dot and play
the sixteenth ajter it is said ; hut it
seems as though, if the little extra
syllable “a" could be given on the
sixteenth note, it would emphasize
,1... ;
,,p „„l
vine 1 lie
1. To answer this question let us first
see what is the real reason for counting.
Is it not to give the pupil a clear and defi¬
nite understanding of rhythm which is the
foundation on which music is built ? Now,
various devices are in use to attain this

LTIn old music, the dot was a. variable
quantity, meaning generally that the note
should be prolonged more than half its
length “The dot,” says Leopold Mozarl.
father of the distinguished composer,
“ought always to be held a little longer."
When the sixteenth has a purely rhythmic
value, therefore, teach the pupil to hold
the dotted eighth practically through the
beat, so that the sixteenth becomes almost
a grace-note to the note which follows,
thus:

Ex.3
O
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CLASSIC, MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY MASTER WORKS

An American Genius of orld
Bgnown: Airs. H. H. A. ‘Beach
By

a

See Mrs.Crosby Adams’ article concerning
Mrs. Beach and her work on another page
of this

issue.

XjL

-pym HIT P A TRD
_D _L _L A/Jj Cxil -LX V/
Mrs. H. H. A. BEACH

Grade 4.

Allegretto non troppo m.m. J = 108

Mrs. Crosby Adams

“Wor^ out your

“Pass on whatever

Own Salvation, in

joy you may discover

every way which you

in your wor\.”

can devise.”

Mrs H. H. A. Beach
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach

A

MERICA is awakening to a national
consciousness of her standing in the
arts. Perhaps music is the last art
to receive its due. The history of this
subject is familiar to all earnest students—
how from a few church hymns in the old
New England days has come the flowering
out of all forms of really great writing,
until we have reached a point of pardon¬
able pride in our country's attainment in
creative lines. All along the way have
been found those who have held tenaciously
to ideals and who wrote not only as the
spirit moved them, but also ever strove to
express correctly this speech that belongs
to the whole world.
Now and then one reads of memorial
services for those who have passed on, or
hears of monuments being erectecf to ac¬
quaint the passerby with the fine estimate
of a composer’s life. This is well and good,
and wholly as it should be. But there is
another way of appraisement that seems
to me very worth while, namely, to give
the meed of well-earned recognition while
the one most concerned is yet alive. And so
I wish to pen my appreciation of the ster¬
ling work of Mrs. H. H. A. Beach while
she is still with us, and to tell briefly what
she has meant to all America.
Early Recognition
AWAY BACK in that World’s Fair
year of 1892-1893. when the “White
City” was the marvel that attracted count¬
less thousands, and the Exposition was
proclaimed unequalled, our city of Chicago
was privileged to have spiritual and artistic
experiences of an unforgettable kind. Not
the least of these was meeting famous men
and women. It was that year I first met
Dr. and Mrs. Beach. They had journeyed
to the middle west that Mrs. Beach might
play some of her compositions for us, in
response to an official invitation.
Let us speak of Dr. Beach first—he of
the fine qualities of mind and heart, of
splendid attainment as a surgeon, having
an extended reputation as a specialist. No
matter how busy his days, how engrossing
the professional demands, there was always
the moment’s leisure allowed for the fine
arts. He was an accomplished pianist and
loved to express himself at his chosen in¬
strument. Naturally he had watched over
the artistic development of the nature of
the gifted Amy Marcy Cheney; and when
her womanhood was reached she became

MRS. H. H. A. BEACH

his wife, taking his name, Mrs. Henry
H. A. Beach, which she has most worthily
carried all these years. It was my pleasure
to talk with Dr. Beach who was beaming
with pride as his talented wife played dur¬
ing those Exposition days. It was then he
said, “I am quite content to be a tail to
her kite.” Mrs. Beach had chosen as her
offerings at that time, Fireflies, Phantoms,
Ballade in D flat, Dreaming, In Autumn,
and the lovely Romance for Piano and Vio¬
lin played with Maud Powell.
A Chicago; Success
'T'HOUGH YEARS have passed since
I wrote an article about this appear¬
ance in Chicago, I am impelled to quote
from it as it stands, as I do not desire to
change a word of it. It reads as follows:
“When the little woman, who had modestly
taken a seat in the background of the
platform, arose to fill her numbers, we
were all most glad to be introduced to Mrs.
H. H. A. Beach.
“Although some fugitive numbers from
her pen have floated westward but little
was known of this composer in Chicago.
We found in her a simple-hearted,
womanly woman, whose naturalness of
manner impressed one at the outset. We
knew that she wrote well, but was anyone
prepared for the work of the artist as
interpreter also?
“It comes to but few people to reveal
music as does Mrs. Beach. That field is
wide, and it would have been easy for her
to have determined upon the career of a
pianist; but her own creative impulse spoke
so definitely for utterance that she could not
withstand its summons. In order to clothe
her thought worthily, she took up the study
of advanced composition by herself, her

lessons in piano and harmony, while yet in
her teens, paving the way to this new
course. She is so generously endowed!
She has the fantasy and imagination which
constantly invite to new fields of com¬
position, the mind that directs her flights
of fancy intelligently, and the soul of the
musician. No problem has been too com¬
plex no contrapuntal figure too involved,
tor her untirmg zeal.
“Armed with the treatises of Berlioz and
Gevaert for reference, and making the
modern orchestra her constant study she
which8 moei V3rT f°rmS °f position
which most people are content to gaze at
afar off; fc- instance,'the ‘Mass in E flat’
written for solo, chorus, orchestra and
Thk hdd hCa attenfi0" f0r three

-d h.S:

t HMej

well as all America, in praise of the sub¬
ject of this sketch, a series of articles
would be in order. One wonders if music
had not clamored so unmistakably to this
rarely gifted nature what other avenues
might not have beckoned. For Mrs. Beach
is very versatile. She has a penchant for
science, for mathematics, for philosophy.
Thus does she bring to her chosen profes¬
sion the large reach which stamps her
work above sex considerations.
I wish ^o speak briefly of Mrs. Beach
herself. Years ago I remember reading
this quotation: “Genius is rare but the
appreciation of other people’s genius is
rarer.” Mrs. Beach has that fine human
kindliness, that prompt reaction to what
others hold, to such an unusual extent that
her contacts prove enriching and stimulat¬
ing beyond estimate to those favored with
her friendship; while at the same time she
herself is the gainer by such experiences.
Let me cite two instances:
Marcella Craft, the well-known singer,
tells interestingly of her first meeting with
Mrs. Beach: “I had been studying for
some time in Boston when a friend took
me to sing for Mrs. Beach. How lovely
she was, and how precious to me her en¬
thusiastic praise of my voice! From that
moment she was one of my great inspira¬
tions. Little 1 dreamed at the time that
the famous Mrs. Beach would one day be
among my most intimate friends.”
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The Asheville Biennial
YyHEN MRS. BEACH learned of the
Biennial of the National Federa¬
tion of Music Clubs, at Asheville, North
Carolina, in 1923, that only American
compositions were to be presented and that
her Concerto in C-Sharp minor had been
chosen, she was most responsive, agreeing
any. Her melodic fom are ^ ™
they are shapely and move „ ,
, own 1 to part with the priceless orchestral score
in manuscript, for the orchestra that was
of tTSm S 'Ti“
treated with skillf,, r •’
hlch Were to assemble under Henry Hadley. The
with the most sensitiv d,SCnminati°n and soloist chosen was Helen Pugh, the South’s
demands of their tots”?1PreClatlon o{ the very own genius. It was not easy for
Mrs. Beach to visualize a slip of a girl
' fourteen years essaying a work of
A Characterization
such magnitude; but the composer had
JN AN ARTICLE like this one
confidence in what I told her when we met
* ,York *0 arrange details. The
trii . U! success of this appearance—the
alikl^S 1
catne from press and PubIic
ahkes-made Mrs. Beach the more eager
hear this young artist.
(.Continued on page 61)
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PANTOMIME

A delicious bit of modern writing; in atmospheric style, but without extravagant dissonance. Grade
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DANSE SLAVE
PIECE PITTORESQUE

THE ETUDE

PAUL HILLEMACHER
teachers in France and Germany. Grade 6

An extremely colorful composition in modern style, now being used with great success by foremost

a) Execution
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KOL NIDREI

JACOB WEINBERG (Ben-ZevjOp.aj

- “Kol Nidrei”is a Jewish prayer, for the beginning-of the day of Atonement. It is read three times in succession- ^ke “®l°dies for tlus prayer,n.°w in
use by a majority of Jews, are not of ancient origin. P. Minkovsky believes that they may have originated toward the end of the Spanish period of
Jewish history (first half of the XVI century.) This opinion is partially substantiated by the dramatic charac er o
ese e
? , Tli,'0 r®vert to
the tragedies of the Inquisition and also by a certain resemblance ofthe first theme to the old Spanishsong (or ance
was trans cribed for the Violin by Corelli (“Foliesd’Espagne”),for Piano by Liszt (“Rhapsodie Esp<tgnole”) and by others.
This improvisation is constructed exclusively on the three themes of “Kol Nidrei” without any additional material. Herein ties the difference from
many other transcriptions.

The Themes of “Kol Nidrei”are as follows:

Lento religioso
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

PP
Afine study in the broad, singing style
Moderato m.m.

ELEGIE RUSSE

CURT GOLDMANN, Op. 61
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MY MOTHER’S SONG

FREDERICK H. MARTENS

espressivo
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SOFTLY NOW THE LIGHT OF DAY

JOHN OPENSHAW

Moderato
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Life may be shad - ow’d with grief and woe;
Stars of HI o - men may shade your birth;

£#*

Life
Life
Life

may be joy
may be bap
maybe
bap

--

ous and
pjrjmd
pyand

free
from
heav - en

care,
kind,

j j
Yet wbetb-er laugh - ter or
Yet wheth-er laugh - ter or

tears your
tears you

share,
find,

Love,
Love,

on-ly makes life worth
on-ly makes life worth
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THE SCHOOL COLORS
In the style of a military band.

Tempo di Marcia
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THE SCHOOL COLORS
G. N. BENSON
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SECOND#

SONG OF THE VOLGA BOATMEN
One of the glorious folk-songs of the Russian peasants Play as though heard from a distance, drawing nearer, passing and receding. Transcribed
from the popular solo arrangement.

Arr. by W. P. MERO

Andante

M.M. J=72
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ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA!
CHORAL

W.

In Grand Chorus style,- very imposing.

D. ARMSTRONG,

Op. 115, No. l

Educational Study K[otes on 'Music
in 'Ghis Etude
By Edgar Alden Barrell
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Danse Slave, by I
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PIANO DESIGNS
QOME of the simplest Kimball piano styles illustrate the
O taste and artistry of the Kimball designers with almost
the same emphasis as the more elaborate period grands.
Among the new instruments, few have attracted more
attention than the “Junior” Upright. The appealing
grace of this beautiful little model, 44 inches high, built
with a full scale, and with a volume and purity of tone
comparable to those of the larger instruments, have
brought it into especial demand for the music*studio, or
wherever a smaller instrument is desired.
Among the larger Kimball de*
signs, in period styles, or classic*
modern in grand or upright,
you will find just the instru*
ment that suits you. Catalogs
and our nearest dealer’s ad*
dress sent
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O STRAY from the beatow path in
educational matters is quite as
hazardous as to leave the beaten
path of any other accepted custom of our
civilized existence. The private voice cul¬
ture lesson is traditionally and firmly fixed
in the minds of teachers and students alike
as the only effective method of procedure.
It is needless to say, therefore, that this
instinctive prejudice against the class voice
culture lesson is violent and too frequently
without reason. Investigation of this pre¬
judice discloses that it is based upon
the
supposition that the student in the
u drill, the
_ __
the group
group breathing
stimulating effect of
does not get enough individual attention,
which cannot be overestimated. ''
and this is true for the general conception
Let us sum
has „„J|
been accom.
- up vvliat _
' . class lesson, '
'hour of' time
'
.in this first lesson. Through the
plished
divided among five or six students, each physical drill the students have used”.....
singing alone tor the few minutes allowed part of the entire vocal mechanism; first,
on an equal division basis.
the motive (breathing) machinery, and
Prejudice against such a plan is as. jus- second,. the muscles which control our
tillable as it is instinctive. But let us con- speech and by which tone is given intelsider an entirely different plan. Also, we ligible form; and they have ajso read and
will introduce this outline of procedure studied a definite theory on breathing and
with the statement that all the theoretical
and method material presented to a group
must be sound pedagogically; that is, it
Lesson II
must apply with favorable effectiveness
^ 'T'HE SECOND LESSON is conthe majority of Students
ducted in similar order, with the ex¬
effort from the teacher.
ception that the drilling of the first two
Consider, then, the possibility of a class
“e a"uing °j. the brst two
oft twenty
t'
girls'or boys (it is "advisable to
frCthe
have them separately and at about sixteen
tne - 7“ lx,ok; a"d
or seventeen years of age) assembled for
‘
'"”1 ° f°rty we<:ks the class
a voice culture lesson. Each is the pos- *,
S
. tgU,ar sequ,ence the mifolding
sessor of a text book containing the vocal ^
d “ S'mple a"d Un'
exercises, together with a theoretical out*T
. 6 t^Hunology.
Now to make our subject __„
t the same page. They receive ii
demic value.
struction through the eye as well as tl
At tbe fifth week (this plan is 1 rased 011
ear. All vocal drill is to be in ensemble,
and thereby the attention of the entire one lesson each week) a written examina¬
group is easily held throughout the lesson tion can be given, with the result that, in¬
stead of having a class of parrots imitat¬
ing tones, the students are compelled to
The Lesson Outline
think logically upon the theory of voice
pj'O PLOWING to the letter the- formula
- culture.
culture.
i tie examination discloses to
of the private lesson, they are given them that the first principle of artistic tone
. their first lesson in breathing. After the production is “to acquire freedom of all
reading of the first book lesson, the class parts of the veeal mechanismthat the
stands and liegins the vocal drill oh the first essential thing to be considered
tones of the major triad, 1-3-5-3-1, using “breath taking and breath control •” tli

Qlass Vocal Instruction

MAMtahmgSOlm5 °u A"7H in the syllable
NALL theoretically, they are instructed
that the singer’s breath is a result of expans.on
They expand to breathe; they
do not breathe to expand.” This is accompamed by a device to induce expansion
of the body as follows: They “stand at
attention with the arms at their sides,
turn the palms forward, and then raise
the arms sidew.se from the body, half way
Th^Trm1ltalrTn
,, ,
is arm action follows up and back,
as the student sings the exercise on the
NAM
ad'- 683 ’ °" the sy,lable
NAH. The exercise is transposed up in
semitones at the discretion of the teacher,
This is the first of the vocal drills done
- When „
satisfactory result has been obtained, the
class is again seated, and then follows the
reading of the second book lesson, which
is on the subject of articulation. Theoret¬
ically, it is explained that “articulation is
to utter the elementary sounds of a lan¬
guage” (Webster) and that tbe object is
“to acquire freedom of the small muscles
of the mouth, namely the articulating
muscles.”
The exercise is descending on the tones
of the diatonic major scale (beginning in
the key of C, transposing up and back by
semitones) in couplet groups, intervals of
the third, with alternating syllables, “110na,” one syllable to each couplet. When
the exercise is learned accurately the class
rises and resumes the vocal drill, beginning
with the breathing exercise, and then on to
the second lesson exercise.
This first
period should finish with the lesson—one
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“breath is autolnatic through expansion f
that we have a “method" (natural and intelligible) by which expansion is induced
The second essential to be considered is
“to acquire freedom of the articulating
muscles.” They realize that this freedom
is established by use“ sSabt inlet?izing; that “syllables and words are of
advantage to the student because they form
the mouth into a tangible physical
°Ver which we have a definite control?
that “voice placement is a condition derived from a perfect condition of breath
contro1 which wil1 guarantee freedom of
all the vocal mechanism.” They learn the
classification of the vowel for™ and
^ and

group the open, partially open, reed, flute,
and neutral sounds, and• itablish the correct mechanical __
forms ... each sound of
their language.
The musical phase of the instructi<

A wholesome and helpful spirit .
petition enters here which is
, om'
-one which the private lesson S'"’8
offer.
Generally, thereafter, tl,e , not
period is divided into throe
e5So» I
twenty minutes vocal drill, ten minute!
singing exercises (Sieber) with time L,
mg, thirty minutes <>f song siwrino '
semble and solo. Thus we have
at the objective of all voice culture lessor
(class or private), namely, the ,^lo S0I!
singing.
5I)"|
During the first term of forty weeks
possible to study carefully eitrlu
songs.
r
The Second Tear
AT TH5 BEVfNN'^C nf the second
>'('ar
subject „f voice control jj
taken up and developed through the use of
the long scales of nine and eleven tones on I
closed
vel <
The
study of the pianissin
tention and also rapid scales for'agility
The latter half of the second year can
I* K'ven to study of diction, and this in
particular is a tangible phase of voice
culture. Some songs in Italian can be in¬
troduced with stimulating effect, and par¬
ticularly if a literal translation is outlined.
During the second year very little ensemble
song singing is necessary, excepting at the
introduction of new material. Every avail¬
able moment should he devoted to solo
singing. The students shun the solo workin the first year and clamor for it in the
second. The type of songs should be of
the very Ix-st, with a goodly amount of
Haydn, Handel and Mozart.

The Third Tear
npI IE THIRD YEAR may ccontain an
outline of voice extension exercises,
•ccific exercises for tile development oj
FREDERICK H. HAYWOOD
the forte tone, the trill, and finally the
it the sixth lesson with the introduc¬ bravura exercises of Lamperti can round
out the voice culture class lesson experition of the Sieber—eight measure t
cnee. The song literature for the second
cises and a simple song. These ai
learned aml tilird years can !)e seiccte(i without
in ensemble also.
thought of limitation, the scope will be
hound only by excellent judgment. To?
The Second Test

IttPRhPfATI°N f°/tbe second St
T thT^S
test ^wh'cyomes at about the fifteenth teacher. Intelligent application and less
FluC°mes
it firsLTVt “
****"« «“> »
ruk (.
(perhaps ,L hort ^lUJI1
—-„~
allv nrLZ:eeu ffleasures),-then gradu- class, are manifold. Chief among them
ti e o m A “fT*1 and. finally the en- the opportunitv ,0 sing before the class
t‘e*hweeY t
flven'at the fif- and the rare advantage of listening to each
each lesson •’
d’ thereafter> a part of other, as well as listening 10 tbe criticisms
Llo test can Jl^w, “Io.,sinfing- .The of the instructor.
.
can be marked on rhythm“ nhra7
ohvl™".
S!’5^10.nLlegato’,,nemory
^ voice. For
Advantages Mutual
' T T°"s the sa™ song
the instruc- 'T'HE ADVANTAGES to th
used for all the students.
tor are greater even than those
the students; for the exacting demands
niailc by a class require that a well-ordered
plan of terminology and explanation be
followed. Vague, meaningless and evasive
statements spell disaster; therefore, only
careful and skillful teaching can pr°duce
a satisfactory result in the voice culture

CLASS IN “ACTION”

a

The history of the teaching of voice cul
ture to private students reveals that any
theory (and too frequently these have been
without reason or sound logic) can be Pra
pounded to the individual and accepted >«
good faith as legitimate. Not so wl.
group instruction plans. Perhaps there >
a common conclusion that any form (>
lesson which is effective for the pr"3*
student will be good enough and equally e
fective for the class. Nevertheless, there
is a possible fallacy in this conclusion. 11
versely, sound theories, sufficiently «'e
formulated to lie effective for successtu
use with a class, will lie the very

material for the private student, by virtue
f the qualities which have been stated
ab0ve as indispensable to the successful
class instruction.
While the writer believes that the theoret¬
ical phases of his subject hold the posiL of prime importance in the various
considerations that surround this subject
he wants to mention also some practical
matters, the omission of which would
eatly ’ circumscribe the possibilities of
class instruction. The impulse to sing is
universal. The talent for singing is found
in all classes and all too frequently in
persons whose circumstances prohibit the
employment of a capable instructor. These
•are usually expensive. Here again the
class instruction serves a great purpose;
for it places specific voice culture “within
the reach of everyone." The high-priced
'instructor can, without cheapening himself
in the least degree, organize a class and
split his fee into as many parts as there
are individuals in his group.

B

Some Advantages Gained

Y THIS class method the talented
student can study his subject for the
first two years. He will procure a sound
foundation in voice culture and the art of
singing and will he independent of em¬
barrassing obligations in these early years
of his elementary education. Meantime the
instructor can find the talent and study the

possessor of it. Carefully trained class
students of two years’ experience make the
most desirable private students. In turn
they approach the much coveted private in¬
struction with a viewpoint that is a dis¬
tinct asset to both student and teacher.
Furthermore, it takes little stretch of im¬
agination to foresee the possibilities of
some class instruction being instituted into
the regular plan of a choir rehearsal
(provided, of course, the choir director is
an expert voice instructor) toward the up¬
building of a homogeneous tonal balance.
In some isolated cases it is being done
with marked success.
The private lesson will never become a
subject of past history. The class lessonis comparatively new, but it is a thriving
infant of fine lineage. The possibilities of
its pedagogical strength are a guarantee of
its future. It will some day solve prob¬
lems that legislatures are fearful of even
attempting to solve for state teachers and
organizations. If methods of teaching are
ever standardized, They will he methods
understandable to the group.
What voice culture will do for the class
students, the classes in voice culture do in
equal measure for the subject.
Voice culture class instruction is not “a
possibility.” It is today a great force in
the education of our nation’s singers, be¬
cause it makes possible “complete, correct
voice culture for everyone.”

Voice (Culture Casses in the High Schools
( L’l TURE is now being ofas a' regularly accredited sub, a large number of senior high
■In- idea is spreading rapidly
-ommand especial consideration
enough to cc
L Supervisors’ National Conat the Musi,
, sax nothing of the Sectional
.
'
hollowing
closely
Conferences,
track of the remendous impetus achieved
al training in the public
lnand for expert training of
the human i strument of song is signifii be denied.
Time was when voice training was
timorously in •educed into the Senior High
Its reception, however.
curriculum.
spontaneous. It needs no advertising other
than the performances of the pupils al¬
ready enrolled. Vocal culture in our senior
schools has come to stay, to expand, to
develop. All that needs to be done is to
see to it that the instruction is capable,
cautious and sincere (a rather large all,
but not absolutely forbidding).

V'“

byh

classes, they would just be beginning to
think of vocal lessons. Or perhaps they
never would have thought of them at all
Many a vo.ee is developed which might
have forever lam dormant for not all boys
and gtrls can afford to take.

B

TOBIAS MATTHAY, the noted British pedagogue, says:
"Too many piano teachers have failed because they have not distin¬
guished between teaching the pupil to read notation (a complicated process
in itself) and teaching the pupil to play the instrument (another com¬
plicated process).’’
Many other distinguished authorities agree that both should not be
taught at once.
Are they right?
When 54 piano students out of every 100 who have been taught both
processes simultaneously, stop in the first three months—when 94 out of
every 100 never reach the third grade of proficiency—Vhen only six out
of every 100 successfully “make the grade", is it unreasonable to assume
that teaching both processes simultaneously is overwhelming the piano
student?
Which, then, should be taught first, playing or reading? Which will
better establish the immediate point of contact, the interest, the musical
experience of the learner?
By teaching the pupil to play the instrument first, more relaxed and
better physical conditions are brought about. Also, the pupil gains, at the
same time, earlier musical and pianistic experiences. These awaken
music consciousness, desire and interest on the pan of the pupil. Con¬
currently, the greatest prerequisite to good reading is obtained tn the early
acquirement of key-hoard familiarity, facility and fluency.
Send for a copy of "Blazing a New Trail in Piano Playing” and learn
how The Visuola accomplishes this.

Finding a Voice

OYS AND GIRLS enter these classes
often “to find out whether they have
a voice worth cultivation.” Others, like
one boy who said, "I want my Voice
trained because I like to sing and I don’t
want folks plugging their ears when I
” Others want to sing in church
choirs and welcome the chance to learn of
tone production. The thing is tremendous
in its reach and appeal. It is a safe ven¬
ture that, if all the senior high schools
offered a vocal training as an elective on
an equal basis with Latin and physics, the
United States in one generation would
realize Walt Whitman’s famous vision.
Those who graduate from the voice classes
are of two groups: the larger, which will
fill our choirs with trained voices; the
smaller, which will become our soloists,
among whom a few will seek careers in
-—o
music. One high school, known to the
writer, in the last six years has furnished
several colleges with fine dee Club material. a half dozen churches with soloes,
a leading conservatory with several scholarship pupils, and an English opera cornpany with two fine baritones
From High
School to Opera Company may be the
title for some new
ora 10
g .
,
these voices have not been forced, gentle .
reader, so do not knit your brows. They
are slowly, surely and properly developed
Their scale is long, even and
their tone quality pure and untrammelled
Vsiby Karl
bad lialllts
habits.

Special Training T^eeded
'T'EACHER TRAINING is essential, as
-*• the voice specialist generally is unprepared to handle voices in classes. Much
needs to be said on this subject. Space
here will not permit. Yet it is the greatest problem in connection with this development, and the most serious.
As to the pupils in the high schools, one
finds them “crazy” to get into the voice
classes, boys equal!? with girls.
The
method of introduction is no problem,
Secure a teacher capable of giving class
instruction, and announce the subject as
open for registration. If the first classes
are small, .10 matter; after they have sung
in “chapel” or “assembly,” the later classes
*will
it I11 be fully as 1large as you will
-ii desire.
•
The following events will occur: voic
which seemed very ordinary will begin
grow in range, beauty” anTpowerfandr a Her
a couple of years, soloists and small en¬
sembles will develop right in one’s own
school. The student body becomes more
and more interested and enthusiastic as
Louise or Jint or Lowell or Mildred sings
™ore and more beautifully each time.
When these have graduated they at once
s“k some choir position and go on with *
Iheir vocal study, fairly wefl routined
smgers: while, if it had not been for the

OF

MODERN MUSIC EDUCATION

Results That Tell
[ ASTLY,_the students are taughtbpe•L< ally and systematically, so that the
brain is developed simultaneously with the
voice. They are regularly examined as
to the theory of their subject as well as
in the more orthodox acadefnic subjects,
and are subject to failing and passing
marks
the same orthodox fashion.
—- in
.
. .
.A
merely good voice cannot pass in tins subject, even if properly taught. Musically,
(Continued on page 67)

'T recommend The Visuola to all serious
teachers of the Piano."
—Josef Hofmann

Every thinking teacher will investigate carefully this new idea which is
bound to be of such tremendous benefit to teacher and pupil.

VISUOLA CORPORATION
Aeolian Hall, 689 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

advertisers.
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Edited, for January by Eminent Specialists
Teach Me, O Lord .
N THESE days, when it is usual for
There Is a Land .
the “tired, business man” to have his
religion “in his wife’s name,” when
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
"■**"*>■*.
the stentorian bass and the mellifluous
“an organist’s etude, complete in itself”
tenor are more likely to adorn the golf
Pour-Part
course than the choir gallery, when the
great metropolitan amateur choruses are
List, the Cherubic Host (Soprano
obliged to hire many of their men-singers
and Baritone solos) .
r
in order that they may have something
O, Shepherd of Israel
like a balance of parts, the choirmaster is
Sleep of the Infant Jesus, The
*
often glad to resort to the use of women’s
(Christmas) (Also to lie had in
voices alone. Even in the most favored
two-part arrangement) .Gevaert
congregations such usage affords delightful
By J. Lawrence Erb
variety; and, in many less fortunate, it is
As will be seen, some of these are ar¬
only hope for saving the situation.
rangements, in a few cases, abbreviations'
The use of women’s voices alone is the Christmas Carol, A.Reinecke I Am the Light (Mezzo-Soprano
of standard mixed-voice anthems or solos’
Glorious
Forever
(also
to
be
had
Solo) .Coerne
more possible since, in school and college,
but
they are all well adapted, being really
in 4-part) .Rachmaninoff I Waited for the Lord.Mendelssohn
the female-voice chorus is receiving ever
fitted to the femalc-voico medium. Of
increasing attention, and a literature is He Leadeth Me (with Soprano
I Will Exalt Thee.Harriss
steadily growing to meet the demand. T So!°> ..Avery I Will Lift up Mine Eyes.Gilchrist course it is possible to sing mixed-voice
anthems in three female parts from the
However, the scheme is not without its I Will Give unto Him (Soprano,
Jesus, the Very Thoughtbf Thee..Brewer original copies by omitting the bass and
problems. For instance, the lack of real TSol°) .Blair
alte voices is a serious handicap, often Jerusalem the Golden. Hyatt Just for Today .Ambrose letting the second soprano sing the alto
making necessary the use of the three-part Lift up Your Heads .Lynes King Alfred’s Hymn.Macdougall part and the alto the tenor part. But this
or even the two-part arrangement, rather Lord Is My Shepherd, The.Smart King of Love, The.Berwald can be done only when the original parts
than the four. Another common difficulty My Mouth Shall Daily Speak. .Richardson King of Love, The.Gounod fit the female-voice range with little or
is that most women, unless they have
Lift Thine Eyes .Mendelssohn
no alteration, unless the organist is able
5^ A .Franck
habitually sung alto, carry a lower part, Thou Visitest the Earth .peace Like As the Hart.Novello
and willing to transpose the accompani¬
such as second-soprano, poorly. However,
Thy Word Is a Lantern .Richardson Lord Is in His Holy Temple, The.Thayer ment of the mixed-voice original up to a
these are minor matters, easily managed by
Lord of All Being.Salome
proper key, so as to bring it within the
the resourceful and experienced rector. The
Lord, Whom My Heart Holds Dear.Hiller
range of the alto, particularly. In the
fact remains that here is an asset, not as
Three-Part
^arch °" .Thayer same way, duets may be sung as two-part
yet extensively exploited, whose cultivation
Morning Hymn .Henschcl
is an unadulterated gain in any scheme of All Ye Nations Praise the Lord ...Muller Night Is Far Spent, The.Hewlett choruses, when the parts are not too exact¬
At
Eventide
It
Shall
Be
Light.Caul
church-music. A chorus of thirty or forty
ing. The use of duets (or even of solos
O, Gladsome Light.Sullivan
women (including girls, who need not be Awaked from Sleep (Soprano
O Light Everlasting .,Vilson as unison-anthems) serves to stimulate the
ruled out) makes a fine effect, though a
Obligato) .Lloyd
singers, since, in such compositions, the
smaller number may serve well, especially Angel The .Rubinstein O Lord, How Manifold.Rarnby part-writing is usually of greater interest
if there is an opportunity to choose the Blest Are the Pure in Heart.Berwald One Sweetly Solemn Thought .. .Ambrose than in choral works. Moreover, it has
Palms, The .
Fm
better voices.
Blessed Are the Merciful ...
Hiles
educational value in widening the musical
For the benefit of those whose “experi¬ Blessed Are the Pure in Heart... '.Hodges p“rCe’ pLeave with Ym\\\\Z\\R0££
horizon of the choir-members.
ence in this field is limited I take the lib¬ Blessed Are the Pure in Heart.Lake
Other methods and other materials
erty of appending a list of female-voice Come unto Me (Soprano Solo) ...Coenen
naturally suggest themselves as time goes
anthems which I have tried and found Evening Rest .Wermann
on and the situation takes on new aspects.
useful and suitable. There are, undoubt¬ Eye Hath Not Seen.Gaul
The important thing is that the Femaleedly, many more, “just as good;” but here Faith, Hope and Love.
Shelley Kata Mom H„,h P«M, The „Wmmj
is the list, to be taken on its own merits:
voice Choir is a genuine and legitimate
9°^ TIs ^6ve .Berwald
musical form with a literature, original
“od
Is
L°ve
.Shelley
* Two-Part
and adapted, that helps to enrich and vary
(Soprano Solo) ..
T.
„
Heavens Are Telling, The Haydn-Sherwood
.Llewellyn the musical menu. Many a time it serves
Awake and Sing the Song.-Avery How Beautiful on the Mountains.Marston Send out Thy Light
Chanson Joyeuse de Noel
Souls of the Righteous .
to solve the baffling problem, “How shall
How Lovely Are the
Sound of Many Voices, The.C°lbu™ the church-music be made interesting and
(Christmas) .Old French
Messengers .Mendelssohn
profitable, with the material at hand, and
Sweet is Thy Mercy
yet remain dignified and appropriate?”

Utilizing Women’s Voices

.

Fundamentals in Playing <Bach
By A. Eaglefield Hull, Mus. D. Oxon.

f\ LL THE preludes and fugues require
in the main the legato style. This does
not mean a style devoid of phrasing; punc¬
tuation and clearness are of the utmost
importance.
Brilliant free cadenza-like passages and
all toccatas should be played with the nonlegato touch. *
In both legato and non-legato styles the
illusion of accent must be obtained and
preserved throughout.
The phrasing of “bowed” instruments
should be the ideal sought.
The punctuation and build of a subject,
counter-subject or accompanying counter¬
point should always be shown by a slight
lift after the last note, such “lift” being
subtracted from the time-value of the final

Free basses—i. e., accompaniment figures should always be played with a stac¬
cato resembling a good pizzicato from orchestral basses. Octave leaps especially
should always be detached.
N. B.—The grouping and sub-phrasing
semiquavers.
-a De m dermwithin the phrase is too subtle a matter to
The shorter trill fn®,
explain in words; but it must be felt never¬
theless. Graphic signs are nearly always
grossly exaggerated by the inexperienced
player.
brffliance ffi%ft^01nOrgan has plenty of
Pedalling
should never **£$£%£• ^
U ACH’S pedal-boards were very short
and narrow, and did not permit the use
Registration
of the heels. They were also flat and
straight, not concave and radiating. With D ACH’S DIRECTION
our modern pedal-boards we should use the ° did not mean thatmn0 *len°.
Played
on
the
full
organ ^ wu® Was t0 be
heel as frequently as the toe, since by doing
was planned for an orza!” ?!at the P>ece
so we can phrase more easily.
nals and a complete pedaf W‘th tW° raanRepeated notes should be played semi¬
Ornaments
Almost every possible resource of
staccato, being held for only half their
ern organ can be used ;
of a m°dwritten time-value. Yet the last of these 'T'HE ORNAMENTS should always be provided they are used
P,_aymS Bach,
7 ,expres,sive, and occupy their fair share
repeated notes should be slurred on to the
of the melodic line. They are frequently
following one.
afraid
of
strange
and
n
®
~1
was not
taken too fast.
Fantasias and Chorale-Prdude^*8 “ h,‘S

Bach showed a great partiality for hii
mud-toned reeds, and used them regularly
m his quieter pieces. The modern heavj
pressure reed-stop was entirely unknowr
Our heavy pressure modern reeds, thereJorc, are better omitted altogether, oi
any rate, reserved for chordal passage:
or climactic chords.
The subject of a fugue should always
. g,ven
with a fair body of tone. I<
is not incongruous to add the 16ft. manual
tone for the announcement of a fugue sub¬
ject on the manuals.
In registering the pedal, distinctness and
not loudness should be the aim. Bach was
accustomed to rich and full pedal organs
an probably never coupled his pedals to
the manual.
The swell pedal—a device unknown to
Each should be used only in a very broad
manner. A sudden sforzando or a sudden
1 »ue do must be eschewed.
(Continued on page 55)

“The Church the Cradle of Modern Music”

Theatre Organ Playing

By Bertrand'Brown

Two- and three-manual Kimball theatre unit organs for

T

HE contribution of church music,
its influence upon all musical ex¬
pression and appreciation to-day, is
too great for any summary.
Many qualities in secular music, as we
know it to-day, would not exist, and prob¬
ably could never have been brought into
being, had it not been for the Church. Ill
the far East/that singular paucity—almost
a famine—of music in an otherwise richly
visionary and interesting land, is due, with¬
out shadow of doubt, to the failure of
oriental religions to include music in their
services. All the richness of Ormus and
of Ind, and all of the shadowy supernaturalism and traditions of dreaming
races' do not avail to evolve much musical
expression worthy of the name. For, the
Church has been lacking.
This has meant not only the absence of
the religious impulse toward musical
achievement but also the non-existence of
opportunities by which a musician can
support himself during his education and
later in the prime of his career. In the
United States, as in the cathedrals of old
Europe, many a promising youth sits at
an organ, given employment as well as
ambition and inspiration by the Church.
The importance of the Church as a means
of livelihood for young musicians can
hardly be overestimated, particularly if we

lessons and practice. Special course for pianists changing
think of the centuries of genius which this
to organ. Advanced pupils have the advantage of lessons
force has nourished.
If it had not been for Gregory, we
before the screen under the same conditions as prevail
should not have Debussy and the school
in any large theatre. Graduates are in constant demand,
with which his name is associated to-day.
at big salaries.
What characterizes -this Gregorian music?
You will recognize it all around you, as
Write for Catalogue E.
you recognize the lofty blank verse of
Shakespeare reproduced and reincarnated
VERMOND KNAUSS SCHOOL OF
in hundreds of later pieces of literature.
There is a cadence of the musical
THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
sentence associated with Gregorian music
210 North 7th Street
Allentown, Pa.
which one, even little versed, can readily
understand. There is, as well, what I
might call a staying within range—a rich,
consistent dignity, which is more difficult
to describe than it is to appreciate.
Of course, it is not necessary to trace
all contributions of church music to
A MAGNIFICENT family of peat
Gregory, but the Gregorian is historically ^
ir\ church instruments in Philadelphia
er of the highest award
at the fountain head of the whole. From
it have sprung not only the great master¬
highest grade materials, they stand to their
al Orgoblo Junior for
pieces of sacred composition but also all
work with record unparalleled. They are
and Student Organs.
always dependable, as any first grade prod¬
that is best and inspiring in secular music
uct is dependable. An instrument taken
as well.
from a New York church after twenty-five
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY
years use, on account of selling the prop¬
Consciously or not, when our con¬
Organ
Power
Department
erty, was found to be in perfect playing
Hartford
Connect.cu
temporary composers write, they are moti¬
condition.
vated by tendencies' which go. back to the
days of Gregory. That which is at the
A Pipe Organ Instructor for Pianists
heart of the musical expression of> 1165 Woodland St.
Hartford, Conn.
Christian civilization would never have
come to be what it is without the fostering,
inspiring influence of the Church.

[AUSTIN ORGAN CO.

Fundamentals in ‘Playing Pack

DO YOU READ
THE DIAPASON?

A

Adding and Withdrawing Stops
WOULD ADD and withdraw
his stops one by one. Broadly speaking,
the point for adding a stop or stops is on
the strong beat. The action of drawing
the stop-handle must slightly precede the
expected sound. The point for withdraw¬
ing a stop or stops is on a weaker beat.
Changing Manuals
In cases of syncopation, stops should be
A CHANGE of manuals is a necessity added on the syncopated beat and with¬
1 in playing many of Bach’s works; but drawn on the other beat.
it must always be done with perfect art.
Mixtures
Bach’s keyboards were closer together and
IXTURES -played a great part in
his keys shorter than ours; he was able to
Bach’s registering. The addition of
cover his change of manuals easily.
In contrapuntal work, it is frequently a swell mixture to the great in giving out
better to change manuals with one hand at a Bach Fugue is often a great improve¬
ment. Bach would probably add the great
a time, at a bar or two’s distance.
When the left hand enters on the great mixtures one by one towards the end of
organ from a softer manual, the time the fugue.
Any registration is bad which breaks the
should be very slightly slackened to give
the ear an opportunity of adjusting its rhythmic flow of the music in any way
or spoils the phrasing.—Musical Opinion.
aural perspective.

BACH

By JAMES H. ROGERS

knowledge of the instrument.

Tied notes may occasionally be used for
vaulting from one manual to another.
Echo Effects
LL OBVIOUS echo effects should be
treated as such by alternations of
manual. Similarly, short contrasted pas¬
sages, though not exactly echoes, should
be treated likewise.

Graded Materials
for the Pipe Organ

Designed to give a good working

(Continued from Page 54)
Do not begin a fugue pp and work grad¬
ually up to a //; but secure a sense of bal¬
ance between the exposition, the episodes,
the middle entries and the final section.
The architecture of a great eathedral is
the best analogy for the player to bear in
mind. This will rule out futile attempts
to “play-otit” a middle part when it has the
subject.
The crescendo pedal or roller-swell is
an inartistic device and should not be used
in Bach.
Do not suddenly throw on the full organ
or the heavy tubas on the final chord; it
is vulgar to do so.

0RG0BL0

[AUSTIN ORGANS)

new organ and choir music, with special depart¬
ments for the “movie” organist and the choir
director.
A Complete Record of Every
Activity in the Organ World
Sample copy for the asking. Address
ROOM 1508 KIMBALL BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

An instruction book of great worth, giv¬
ing explanations and directions so clearly
that anyone with a knowledge of the piano
could use this work for the study of the
organ without the aid of a teacher, even
though it is not so intended by the author
particularly. Naturally a teacher should
be secured whenever possible, but there
are cases when a teacher is not available or
cannot be afforded.
Price $1.25

QUILMANT ORGAN SCHOOL

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Dr. William C. Carl, Director
Teacher of Organists
A Distinctive School for Serious Students
Free
Scholarships

Fall Term
Now Open

New Prospectus Ready
17 East Eleventh Street, New York

MUSIC ENGRAVING
Piano, Band, Orchestra and Octavo work. We
specialize in book work; also engraved titles.
Send your mss. for estimate.
OTTO A. C. NULSEN,
P.O.Box 774

WE TEACH YOU THIS PROFITABLE
PROFESSION AT HOME DURING SPARE TIME
Send for FREE copy of the 30th ANNIVERSARY
EDITION of our book, “WINNING INDEPEN¬
DENCE.’* Read how students mrster tuning with
our ^TUNE-A-PHONE ^and WHY our graduates
rquTckiy'and es
SATISFIED.
IT SCHOOL OF TINIXG, 3!

. “We all believe in the importance of acquiring ability in our profession;
but does it ever occur to most organists tltat to be able to sell this ability
properly and profitably is of equal importance? Do any of our splendid
schools of organ playing make it a point to emphasize the importance of
business methods in the musical profession? If not, isn’t it about time that
the subject were given serious consideration? Docs any private teacher
ever talk to his pupil about the necessity of being able to sell ability, talent
and time profitably? Or do we think our work is ended when we have
taught our student how to play Bach and Wider at a free recital?"
—Ralph Kinder
When

rrlte (o onr advcerflser* always mention THE ETUDE.

AT

LAST —FOR

ONLY

-

$ -| PZ.OO

The Neely 4-Octave Keyboard With INDIVIDUAL KEY-ACTION
*
Standard size keys; standard dip; piano
touch. A portable silent keyboard with

Sent on Approval; Guaranteed
for Five (5) Years
FORSE MFG. CO.
700 Long Street, Anderson, Indiana
in touch with th© higher Ideals of art and life.
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Organ and Choir Questions Answered
By Henry S. Fry

WANTED

Theatre Organists
Positions paying salaries of $40
to $ 100 weekly are so many that
finished players are practically
assured of engagements through
the College.
Students have lessons and practice before the Screens pro¬
vided by the College in its studios.

New two, three and

Former President of the National Association of Organists,
Dean of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the A. G. O.
No question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, mil be published.
decide to work by yourself, we would
8sest
you please tell me just where the accompany- the following books for your use:
The Organ (modern edition).Blaine
Flnice8 should pause when the “Fermata
Studies in Pedal-playing . AT;*,™
is over the solo voicet The following three
Master Studies for the Organ.. '
examples I would especially like to have ex¬
Eight Little Preludes and Fugue1
plained. The first,
for the Organ./.
Perhaps you might he able to i <■ Bach
take au occasional lesson during t e'aw?nVr°
Ex.l Herzlich thuUnich-verlangeh
to ascertain whether your work is i »ue
along
Q. Can you give me
'nr information
..- . Church, Philodelphia, as to number of stops and to forth!
A. We presume your inquiry is in ref
orence to the organ in Old Christ Church,
and we are indebted to the present organist
Mr. Asa S. Merrcll. for the following for¬
mation: "Naturally, in tile hundred years
preceding the Revolutionary War, the Col¬
onies were occupied with problems other
than Church Organs, liven in the Mother
Country the instruments were still crude
which is taken from "Kerzlicli that mtch rer- A pioneer organ builder. Ltidevic Sprogelk
langen," has no point of repose on the “For- brought over to Philadelphia, for purposes
mata,” the accompanying voices consisting of exhibition, one of the Hist pipe organs.
only of unresolved VI, followed hy l j. which
is only a passing chord to anothe~ —

four manual Wurlitzer and Moeller theatre organs for
lessons and practice, owned and operated by the College.

Direction:
CHARLES H. DEMOREST
and HENRY FRANCIS PARKS,
Famous Theatre Organists
SCHEDULE OF LESSONS
First Year (Beginners)
1st term—First working registrations.
2nd term—Playing of weekly news features and song slides.
3rd term—Short feature films and jazz.
4th term—Long feature films and cuing.
Second Year (Advanced)
1st term—Actual screen playing of feature films.
2nd term—Improvisation including waltzes, marches, jazz, et
3rd term—All scenics, effects and constant screen practice.
4th term—Screen playing before audiences.
LENGTH OF COURSE
The tii : which will be consumed in covering the course will be determined D a large extent upon the ability as organists of those who
take it Students who never have studied organ previously will re) full years to finish the course. Experienced organists may
cover it in one year or less.

n the

!<»

■wa- is mere any
can give with regard

ip'Ss'z,r-:,

Jjl Playing the illustrations you
ff riiohn ■£‘dltor1 w°nI<J suggest that the value

NOTE—Church and concert organists of experience are eligible
to enter the Advanced course.

COMPLETE WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

STUDENT DORMITORIES

Artistic and comfortable dormitory _
building. Piano furnished
Make r

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
60

East Van Buren St.

Chicago, Ill.
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
LEON SAMETINI, Vice-President
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

Please mention T

E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

rould be tomake saimPjer ,way °I direction
comprising the accompanying0 notel makin^mlenSti».of the note with the Permafocon?
iotes Thehnaturjfith-f°fri the ,£ccomPanying

alterations. ... .. ..
1*37, this organ was in service. Henry
Erben was then nsked to build n new one.
The Dresent case is that of the 1S37 organ.
1 this Erben organ delighted the
•rs With its deep .,n.I i.i illiunt tone.
Pedal Diapason was superb and
became noteworthy. The Pedal compass was
front G to C, 18 notes, in the early spring
of 1921 this instrument was reconstructed.
The less said almut the result of this work
the better for all concerned. The five lowfinest pipes of the 32' Open
Diapasot. _
.. window
the rest of the _,_. of
..._
lovnting was
ti
order. The sum.. ..f 1 • • 2 7 marked '
beginning of real Improvement to the organ.
The sons of a former organist, Mr. George
i res coin, made a generous contribution as a
memorial to their father. Two new stops
were
as
r,.s„R „f 11.. 11 generosity,
the Oemshorn 8’ and Harmonic Trumpet 8.
•ur. James R. Campbell has affected a very
praiseworthy renovation
As far as can be
learned only a few ranks of stops remain
from the Erben organ. The tone of the
I'trHt Great Open Diapnson 8\ the Gemshorn
and the Swell Salleiomtl and Celeste arc ot
especial beauty.
The aciiou is electric.
Following is the specification :
PEDAL ORGAN
Open Diapason 16', Bourdon 16', Liebltch

GREA^Tofr10' F,Ute 8''
First Open Diapason 8' (new), Second
,.,.“1 .-i ,,no reason why they should
Open Diapason S', Philomela S'. Stopped
enhanced by such urp I he aim, however,
Diapason 8' (new treble), Octave * >
_Gemshorn 8' (new).
hould he for citr tv of to, e so thatTbT
SWELL ORGAN
°f )!irent.COnfraf>UntaI I'rogression'^rriay "he
Bourdon 16'. Open Diapason S', StoPI^
Diapason 8', .Salicionnl S', Celeste (wits
Salicional) S', Octave 4', Flute 4',
teenth _ , Oboe 8', Harmonic Trumpet 8
haki^ipf 0ZftsZVVl. aJ°.'ition „ Tremulant.
%f!dp f
' 1101R ORGAN (enclosed)
Open Diapason 8', Dulciana 8’, Stopped
Diapason 8', Melodin S', Flute d'Amour * .
Clarinet S' (new), Tremulant.
tendering a cantata composed or
choruses, solos.
-o os, duets, and so forth, should
...
choir stand throughout or shnum
they be seated after each number!—F. K,4' it is scarcely necessary for the
5
a v
M. M.
to
remain
standing during the stngiuS
A- j-ou might make anm*. ..
the entire cantata. Neither is it wise. to
tlu;r" “sit" or “stand” too frequently:”,e would suggest that thev be seated
‘,5 the singing of extended‘solos, duets
VP your work under such ‘Siffi/T°& *£S so torth. but not during portions iuter
spersed with short solos and duets.
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Now You, too
—and your children

Department of Bands and Orchestras
, •" ( Continued from Page 31)

Bb tuba has likewise gone into the dis¬
card, its part being played by the bass
trombone.
The Ab clarinet is now a curiosity and
its first cousin, the Eb clarinet, is rapidly
being discarded. The tone of the Ab in¬
strument was too shrill hnd'unpleasing and
the same applies, in large measure, to the
one in Eb. The middle register of the Eb
By MARION BAUER and ETHEL PEYSER clarinet is best, but arrangers have per¬
Walter Damrosch says: “It is one of the
sisted in writing for it largely in its upper
most remarkable books on this subject
register, generally having it play in oc¬
taves with the Bb clarinets. This pro¬
cedure is as illogical and inartistic as it
would be for the symphony orchestra to
use two small-size violins, tuned a fourth
higher than the regular instrument, and
have them play almost continually in oc¬
taves with the first violins.
Where the upper register of the band
(beyond the extent of the Bb clarinets)
most beautiful of all arts.”
is desired, the flutes and piccolos are avail¬
64 Illustrations, $4-50 at all booksiUtrs or
a. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 2 West 45th Sweet, New York able, and the pure tone of the flutes is far
more satisfactory. Moreover, the intona¬
tion of the Eb is sometimes not what it
should he, and jt does not generally blend
well either with the flutes or with the
Attention, Piano Teachers!
other clarinets. It is most serviceable
in a comedy number of a storm scene,
METRONOMES
hut there are not enough of such num¬
An Invaluable Aid it
Training of the Piano
bers to. warrant its retention in the band.
dent. Gives the C<
Sousa, Pryor, Conway and other band¬
Tempo and Teaches at
predation of Rhythm
masters have long since discontinued its
Our Metronomes are of
use. The thinking bandmaster now strives
the finest quality an
fully guaranteed.
for richness and mellowness of ensemble
Hm Your Dealer Mai
rather than for mere brilliancy.
To offset these eliminations there have
been added the alto and bass clarinets, and
KRAUTH
&
the saxophone group is now completed and
BENNINGHOFF.N
greatly improved. The English horn is
rapidly being adopted and the Heckelphone (bass oboe) is being introduced into
some organizations. The cavemous-toned
contrabass clarinet is available, thus com¬
pleting the clarinet group and approximat-

aiiirtrir--

How Miisic
Grew

ing the string section of the grand or¬
chestra. The flulc section has been in¬
creased—many late arrangements are pro¬
vided with parts for two and three flutes
and additional piccolo. The harp is an¬
other newer member of the band, and the
’cello and string bass are employed to
some extent, lending another rich quality
of tone.
Substitutes
THERE are substitutes for
the ’cello and bass there is no instru¬
ment to perform adequately a character¬
istic harp part. It is also often difficult to
transfer an extended ’cello passage to the
euphonium or saxophones satisfactorily. I
have used both the bass and ’cello (the lat¬
ter as a solo instrument) in bands with very
gratifying . results. Though these instru¬
ments are not generally supposed to belong
in the band, they perhaps have as rightful
a place there as have the oboe and bassoon
in the orchestra, for those instruments, in
their primal state, constituted the first mili¬
tary bands in England. The bass has long
been used in many of the leading European
hands. It should-be understood that suitable
parts should he provided for these instru¬
ments, if they are to be used advantage¬
ously. They naturally would have no
place in any hut a well-regulated organiza¬
tion in which their tone would not be lost.
While the band has been undergoing
this remarkable evolution, the only, im¬
provement in the orchestra has come by
way of the wind band—through the in¬
vention and improvement of the various
wind instruments.
The string of the
Lully1 and Haydn orchestras were the same
as are those of the modern orchestra of
Richard Strauss. But in the department of
woodwinds and brasses—what a differ¬
ence !
(To be Continued in February Etude)

WHILE
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Follow Sousa’s adviceand example. Start now
tocultivateyourmusical "bump”with aConn
instrument—easy playing, perfect mechan¬
ism, beautiful tone. Conns are Sousa’s choice
~so you can make no mistake.
FREETRIAL; Easy Payments on anyConn
and °r orchestra instrument. Send coupon
rot the free literature and details.

,

BAINLl
nqSTRUMENTS
c. G. CONN, Sftd.,
^ onn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.
»end literature and details of trial offer on
fInstrument)__
St.orR.F.D_
City_
\D State, County

The stage door
‘s open to the girl
^
who can play a
Buescher. Good pay, on a year-round
vacation of travel. That’s the life!
An Ideal Girls’ Instrument
There is something about the tender,
melodious voice of the Saxophone that just
suits the feminine personality. Girls learn
quickly, too. Saxophoning comes naturally
and easy for them.
Step Out in Vaudeville
It is not uncommon for a girl to master scales
in an hour and play tunes the first week. Many
have in ninety days taken their places with the
charming girl-bands sopopularin Vaudeville.

\3lVlS

Tme Tme Assures Success
But only with a Buescher True Tone is rapid
progress assured. Buescher patented features
blow normally for the most beautiful music.
Easy to 'Play. Easy to 'Payt.
Three lessons given on request with each
new True Tone Saxophone. Any instrument
sent on six days’ trial. Convenient monthly
terms of payment. Mail coupon below for
catalog and further details. You can be suc¬
cessful with a Buescher.
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
2208 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Ind.

- TmeCTone
c Band and Orchestra^

Musical Home Reading Table

INSTRUMENTS

(Continued from Page 15)

Say ”I’ll do it TODAY11

Sullivan’s JYtusical Beginnings

ET into a band
or orchestra,”
is the advice of America’s great band¬
master and march king. Sousa says the
amateur band is great trainingforyouths,
whether they intend to follow music
as a profession or not—it’s training for
leadership in any field.

Phge ■

The charm of the music in the Gilbert
and Sullivan operas is perennial, but at least
one reason for this is the extraordinary
simplicity and beauty of the orchestral
scoring, especially the woodwind. For a
now extinct English magazine, Sullivan
once told of his childhood in music; and
perhaps in this lies the explanation.
“When I was not more than four or
five years old it became perfectly evident
that my career in life must be in music
and nothing else. It was the only thing
1 cared for. When I was barely five I
used to go to the piano and make dis¬
coveries for myself. I struck the keys and
found out what notes when sounded to¬
gether, were harmonious, and what were
discordant. And so I gradually discovered
certain harmonic progressions, my ear
telling me what was right, though of course
I could not possibly know the reason why.
Later on the composer was allowed to
attend the hand practices at 'Sandhurst
(The British “West Point”, where his

father was bandmaster), and, as he goes
on to say, “I was intensely interested in
all that the hand is and learned to play
every wind instrument, with which I formed
not merely a passing acquaintance but a
real, lifelong, intimate friendship.
I
gradually learned the peculiarities of each
and found out where it was strong and
where it was weak, what it could do and
what it was unable to do. In this way I
learned in the best possible way how to
write for an orchestra. I regularly at¬
tended the daily practices in which I was
always allowed to to take part—although
I was not, of course, allowed to play in
Almost all modern wind instruments
have .been greatly improved mechanically
since Sullivan’s childhood (lie was horn
in 1842), but his delightful manner of
bringing out in his scores the characteristic
quality of) each of the instruments for
which he \Vrotc is soibething that must
ever be respected.

A Different Recital
By Iva DorskY'Jolly
An interesting and instructive recital
» may be given by having some pupils play
selections of certain compositions and
others tell something of the story of the
life of the composer. In this way they
will Itecomc familiar with the lives of the
■wc it old masters in an easy and interesting
icrtliscrs always mention THE ETUDE. It

way. At the close of the recital “qi
questions may be given on these same c
posers, in order to find out just how in
information the pupils have absorbed,
time spent on this line becomes still n
fruitful if pupils may lie drawti into a
cussiou.
identities you as one in touch with

IT™

‘1
-«• I

Diplomas and Certificate Forms
Complete list with prices contained in our
“Music Teacher’s Handbook” which also contains
other business requisites for the Music Teacher.

Judson Eldridge
. Alfred Sprisslcr
ument Class
J. E. Maddy
A Cornet Playing Pilgrim’s Progress . Herbert L. Clarke
Albert Brown, Organist.Henry Francis Parks
The House of the Angel Guardian Band... Harry Eetloney
Theming the Feature Picture.Henry Francis Parks
What 1 Like in New Music.Del Castillo
Giving the Saxophone Its Due.George Allaire Fisher
The Violinist.Sabin The Flutist.Powell
The Saxophonist.. .Barroll The Tenor Banjoist. Weidt
The Clarinetist.Toll The Drummer.Stone
The Trumpet Player Bach The Dance Orchestra Reisman
Yes—all the above for 20c postpaid. ^ This is
t^Monthly^America’s^nique^democratic^usic magamusicians Send 20c (stamps or coin) with this ad to
Waiter Jacobs, Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
check here □: if 5 piano numbers, check here D.
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yin Incentive to VYlore Qareful Practice
By Iv^ Dingwall

Edited by

T

he EXPERIENCED orchestral
Robert Braine
violinist may pass this article by
without any loss, but we have hopes
S THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
that it may prove of value not only to
amateur players, but also to leaders who
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.
are not themselves violinists and whose
organizations are composed of young and
incompletely trained players.
As is well known, it is highly desirable
that all the players of any one sectipn
shall bow alike. This is not only neces¬
sary to good looks but is also conducive
to correct time-keeping, good attack and
uniformity of expression. Just as in walk¬
ing or driving, there are certain rules of
the road to be observed, both for safety
By Ben Venuto
and convenience, so there are certain con¬
ventions of bowing which string-players
of a good orchestra always follow until
in order to secure a good crescendo which
they become almost instinctive.
In a large professional orchestra each is more easily obtained with an up-bow.
The following measures from the cello
group of string players—the first violins,
second violins, violas, cellos and basses— part of one of Mozart’s quartets present a
has its leading player whose example is similar exception:
followed by the others not only in the
direction of the bow-strokes, but also in Ex.3
the general style of the performance of
any given passage. His interpretation is,
or in any one of several graceful ways
however, subject to possible (but not very
which might be named: but simply to take
frequent) revision by the conductor. The
one bowing for each bar would be very
leader of the first violins is called the
crude, because it would break into the tie
concert-master and the leaders of the This rule and its exception is based on
which the composer has indicated between
other groups of strings- take their cue the fact that the down stroke'is the one
the two eighth-notes on F sharp.
from his style. But in the case of an which, naturally favors the accent of the
Another convention of bowing necessary
amateur organization there is often the measure.
to understand is that the common “dotted
lack of a player sufficiently experienced
In very rapid simple time, a ty Scherzo, rhythm”
to carry out this task perfectly; and it be- for instance, it will be observed often that
comes necessary for the conductor him- the measures seem to go in pairs (very
self to mark the bowing-directions.
rarely in threes), of which one measure
The principal “rules of the road” in this >s accented, the other practically unacprocedure are comprised in the following; cented. Where this state of affairs is eviAt the beginning of a piece, after a rest, dent, a beginning on an unaccented
usually to be performed two i
e should be taken up-bow notwithstand- bow, staccato
the first complete measure begins with a
down bow. If there are preparatory notes. 'nS the fact that r
i whole measure.
count back and see which direction of F°r instance:
bowing will result in observing this rule
and act accordingly. Thus, one prepara¬ Ex.4
Allegro molto
tory stroke would be up bow:
untess the composer himself has indicated
some other phrasing in which case his
^M=
phrasing should be followed. Sometimes
this principle is extended even to longer
while two preparatory strokes would be
notes in similar rhythm, as in the follow“down, up:”

The (Conventions of Orchestral
cBowing

r;

u

a

u

H-Hl-T-T-tHi-

but three would be “up, down, up:”
Very short groups, occurring between
rests, should be given down-bow if on the
accented part of a measure, up-bow, if on
But, if slurs are involved, do not reckon the unaccented part, as:
If a passage like this is played with any¬
by the number of preparatory notes but by
thing approaching “whole bows,” and with
the number of preparatory strokes; for
s
instance.

^ ^ (

9—I-

Ex.l

l;L
i
011 the uP-stroke. OthcrhPL a udlSaPeable “scrunch” will be

----

Orchestral composers are not always . In/apid time, the following % rhvihm
violinists, and sometimes write legato signs Is often bowed two in the bow its i
ticn, it observed literally as bowing™e same principle as the dotterl rC
ns, are ineffective or impossible of ex- thouSh the usage of concert-masters v^
ition. In such cases it is necessary to
« I N i \
This rule is subject to occasional ex- break
ak them up into two or more bowings,
g I I
| | |
I i'
I S
ceptions for sufficiently adequate reasons,
ich will give as smooth a style as pos- pkye*
* *
I * * J J

Zttzzrjxzzz
ally bowed as follows:

t£yri

J ij tij /j

t

not to be felt as a very serious
But as soon as a rest, even a short oc¬
curs, the next attack should be Za
the proper and correct direction
mg to the rules of bowing
rd‘
Occasionally a printed bowing-si.,,
d,cates an obvious repetition of the W
mg m the prev.ous note, as in the folk*'

Ex.O
H:

This does not mean that' you should be- ;
gm the “attack” with the reverse bowi™
m order to come out right, but that the
composer expressly desired another downbow stroke (or more rarely, up-bow'
stroke), in spite of the fact that you have
just made one. It is for special effectall you have to do is to “obey orders;
The first eighth-note in this example
should be played up-bow. This will make
your first complete measure begin down
bow as is usual; but instead of the next
stroke being up, you lift the bow quickly
and attack the next note also with a downbow. This seems almost too obvious to ;
explain, but violinists are so far from
being superstitious that it is difficult to
make them believe in signst

Little Hints on I{ehearsing
It is an excellent plan for the violin
student who is called upon to play in pub¬
lic and who has not had much experience in
public performance to rehearse his solo
as often as possible in the very place It
is to play. This place may be a hall, thea-'
ter, church, large auditorium or a room in
a private residence. The acoustics of eacli
place will be different, and if the violinist
has had no rehearsal in the place he is to
play, his playing will sound so strange and
his tones so pecub'ar that he will become
confused and nervous. Many cases of
stage fright come from this very condi¬
tion. There are many cases of a break¬
down, or at least a feeble and unsatisfac¬
tory performance, because the player be¬
comes bewildered at the unfamiliar sur¬
roundings and the effect of the strange
acoustics.
Suppose the player has done his prac¬
ticing and rehearsing in his own or his
teacher’s room and then suddenly finds
himself on the stage of a large auditorium
seating two or three thousand people. He
starts to play, and the first few notes sound
so feeble, as they attempt to fill the vast
space of the large hall, that he is surprised
and dismayed. He naturally tries to dis¬
cover what is wrong, gets nervous, while
his playing becomes still more feeble. He
is fortunate if he does not break down al¬
together. Whereas, if he had rehearses
in the hall, he would have become accus¬
tomed to the sound of his playing under
such conditions and would be entirely a
ease. He would also instinctively adopt a
broader style and a bigger tone to corre
spond with the great space he has to ■
The violin student cannot do too W
rehearsing under the exact conditions o
his public performance. If .the acco
Panist cannot be obtained for all such re¬
hearsals, he can get good results by r
hearsing with his violin alone at such tuncwhen the hall or other place is not «> “
A few such rehearsals, to get accustom^ ,
lo the place, will decrease his nervousn^
and increase four-fold the effectiveness
his playing.

I explain to them that intonation means
One of the violin teacher’s greatest
problems is to keep the young student playing in tune. They must think each
interested during the early part of his time, before placing the finger, what inter¬
val is to be played, whether it be one-half
St<Thi's little idea worked out very nicely step, one step or one and one-half steps,
with me, being quite an incentive to the and so on. Also they must think of the
child to try his test in every way. I make relative position or distance between
out cards, similar to a report card which fingers, when playing on different strings.
is used in school, and have the child bring Care must be taken not to lift a finger
it to the lesson each time. I have divided
until it is necessary.
the study into different headings: name¬
If a poor mark must be given for bow¬
ly Violin Position, Left Hand Position.
ing, tone or intonation, I show them that
Holding the Bow, Bowing, Intonation,
Tone, Time and Practice. I mark each they have disregarded some of the rules
one separately: G for good, E for excel¬ which have been laid down; because those
three things depend upon violin position
lent, F for fair and P for poor.
I illustrate each time how impossible right hand position and left hand posiit is to draw a straight bow unless the
If the time is poor, I make it a point
violin is held up, and the bow held cor¬
rectly, and that without a straight bow, to see whether the pupil understands the
value of the notes thoroughly. If that is
the tone is sure to be faulty.
A correct left hand position means the all clear, then he has not counted cor¬
elbow held below (he violin, thus bringing rectly and I mark accordingly.
I suggest playing through several times
the wrist around and the hand well over
ithe finger-board to allow the fingers to some little exercise which has been
orized and each time watching just one
strike the strings directly on the tips.
I attach great importance to the hold¬ thing. The first time it may he violin
ing of the Lav, constantly reminding the position; the next, left hand position, and
pupil to keep the thumb bent outward
I mark their practice accordingly to the
instead of in t< .ward the palm of the hand,
as so many are inclined to do. Then I time spent and the thought which has been
emphasize very strongly that care must be given during the practice time; because
taken not to drop the wrist too much practice without thought is worse than no
on the downward stroke, as this has a practice at all.
The pupil always likes to have a good
tendency to turn the bow stick toward the
player instead of away from him and mark on his card to show to mother and
pulls the bow too close to the bridge, thus father; and such a little scheme has
brought about very happy results.
producing a harsh and rasping tone.

Four Helps for Four Fingers

N

f
^
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EVER in the history of our industry has anything ever been
offered to the musical public that was received with such
unqualified approval as the Leopold Auer Violin Outfits. Their
popularity is due in a large measure to Prof. Auer’s profound
knowledge of everything pertaining to violins and his infinite
pains in selecting the individual articles that comprise the four
violin outfits which bear his name.

H Unparalleled value must also be taken into consideration.
4/
%
P
|i

There are no other violin outfits selling at the same prices that can compare with
them either in the tonal quality and general excellence of the violins or the character of the accessories. The prices are 350, 3100 and 3200.
Leopold Auer Violin Outfits may be purchased on the Easy Payment Plan,
If you want to know all about them, fill in and return the coupon.

i

CARL FISCHER, Inc.

I

f

New York: Cooper Square
BOSTON
252 Tremont Street
CHICAGO
p
430 S. Wabash Avenue
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By Caroline Moore
_
-. Allowing the first three fingers
The fingers of thec left hand have
ithout unnecessary the work of the fourth, thus making the
enough responsibility
them. Therefore weakest member still more helpless.
burdens being thrust
the following are cited as movements to be
4. Pressing the string with the soft
avoided:
ball of the finger instead of the horny
1. Holding fingers not in use high tip, thus necessitating double energy in the
above the strings instead of resting them finger muscles.
(when they do not interfere with sound)
If these four loads are removed from the
on thp fingerboard.
already overburdened, finger-tips, they will
2. Letting the little finger bend at its
upper joint causing the lower joint to be enabled to devote their whole attention
cave in, with consequent weakness and to producing strong, accurate and beautiful
tones.
strain to the fingers.

A. Selwyn

Nearing her 70th year in 1920, Eugenie
Schumann, the last of the children born
to Robert and Clara Schumann, began to
write the memoirs that have just been
-. under the title of “The Schu¬
published
manns and Johannes Brahms.” She has,
a}as> no recollection of her father, who
died soon after she was born. 'Nor have
I many remembrances of my mother from
the early years of my childhood,” s'
adds. But she gives a few, nevertheless.
The first is from the Dusseldorf
years,” she tells us. “We younger chitren were playing together in the diningr°om one evening, when it suddenly oc¬
curred to us—we will go in to Mamma,
and she will give us chocolates. But we
rh'u-firSt to cross another room, to our
ejuidish imagination enormous, with a
«and in one corner, on which hung a large
ye low fur coat that my father had worn
°n ins trip to Russia.
,e dreaded this fur coat like a wild
?nirnaJ and needed all our courage to pass
holt a
t0°k one another by the hands,
ed through the darkness and burst into
When you write to our adv

HUGU5T GEMUNDER 8l 50N5
Violins, Old and New
For All Kinds of Players
Our Catalogues are Free and will safely

A HELPFUL SERVICE
TO ETUDE READERS

Schumanns Fur Qoat
By

and other Vega Violin Models
$50 and Up
also manufacturers of the famous Vega and Vegaphone Banjos, and other Orchestra and Band
. Instruments. Write for catalogs!
The VEGA Co.
159-80 Columbus Ave., Boston

The “Speci
conducted for the a<

Mamma’s room. There she was, sitting at
her writing-desk by the light of a bright
lamp. I can still see her, her slender
form dressed in a black velvet bodice and
silk skirt. How safe we felt after the
had braved! She kept us with
danger
little while, took the coveted
her for
sweets out of : drawer of her desk and
nt
us
away
again.”
sent
Eugenie
Schumann
also recalls how her
T7
mother dipped her into the waters of the
r five years
Rhine when she
ofc age, giving her “baptism for life. For
I feel certain (she continues) that this
moment, inseparably bound up with the
image of my mother, has inspired me with
that passionate love for the Rhine which
has accompanied me through life.”

VIOLINS—Of Every
Cjrade—OLD and NEW
Expert ‘•Repairing— Violin (Accessories

^

W R -FORD COMPANY, Inc • Successors to Gittelson
• 150 West 57th Street • New York City
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An American Genius of World Renown

ViouH Questions Answered
By Robert Braine
Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only mtmis, or pseudonym given, will be published.

Ww
The PAVLEY-OuKRAmsKY Ballet Ih One Of Their Dance Poems

1 he Famous Pavley-Oukrainsky Ballet Adds
a New Dance Novelty to Its Repertoire
Inspired by the Composition

Playing Soldiers

I

in the right hand. Very young nimii.
Employment.
S.—Sometimes a conservatory ceed better than older ones/ You donnf8 ?Uc'
violin student can get some hind of employ- the age of your left-handed pupil, but jf 55!
ment to help with his expenses. If he is a is not too old, you might have her trv f
of three months to hold the 'L„ a
really good violinist, with some if?® gi?C| period
in orchestra work, he might be able to „et a the right hand. Many ™*«uV , „ , '»
position in a hotel, restaurant movie or of artists, penmen and draftsmen who
the hand they habitually use has
dance orchestra, all or part time.
would leave him enough time for practice some iujury, have learned to do their
and study. Many music students earn money with the other hand. Tlmre are manv ?„Mk
| Sts
ho h
doing all sorts of part-time jobs, such as of left-hande 1 mcII
y
“ a.___rxr. ntbnr branches, learned to use the bow with the right fc e

(Continued from Page 34).
In April of 1926 it was our happy privi• - from the compojgr in
lege
the mountains of North
ir home
then she heard i,Helen
lina. It
, play
"
this mighty work.
Mrs. Beach
thrilled and astounded beyond words and
wrote the following: “I was
my life
witli such ability
impressed ‘‘ ~”
1,1
displayed by. this young
and poise
musician. The concerto, which she
dered with such mastery, is one of the most
difficult. It contains passages which re: genius to give

of her favorite anthems was “The Moon
Shines Full at His Command and All the
_..
Stars Obey.’’
At three she was able to
read perfectly any book,
paper that was
placed before hert natural proceeding
she knew all the letters of the
alphabet at seventeen months. At four
she had memorized the 91st Psalm. She
says, speaking of these early years:
“I do not recall when 1 could not play
and did not improvise. It was not until I
was four years old that my mother would
permit me to play a I wished. When I
was six s'
systematic instrucitas and Chopin
my particular faire I always played
le waltzes, written

50c

Piano Four Hands—Pr

An Unique Number — A Rhythm and Melody that Fascin

rm *-i
u
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Music Magazine

POPULAR MUSIC andSYNCOPATION
Shefte Rapid Course—Vol. 1—Price $1.00 in U. S. A.
For beginners with no knowledge of music or who have had little teaching.

Shefte Rapid Course—Vol. 2—Price $1.00 in U. S. A.
For those with fair knowledge of music.

Shefte Rapid Course—Vol. 3—Price $1.00 in U. S. A.
For the advanced student and professional pianist.

By LEON JESSEL
Piano Solo—Price,

RAPID
COURSE

RAPID
COURSE
POPULAR MUSIC
SYNCOPATION
PIANO
BY ART SHEFTE

A legitimate—fundamentally correct Piano Method endorsed by lead¬
ing American Authorities, a few of which endorsements appear below.
5 early, I was
:n 1 made my
„t the Boston
a large orchestra, playg one of the old Mosel
’ 'oscheles concertos,
the time I was seventeen I was
; with the Boston Symphony and
orchestras.
I have
composing ever since. I
ind myself growing tired,
l to playing to refresh myequate consideration of the
y of Mrs. Beach, a volume
ired to include the sincere
le foremost critics of the
e invariably given the praise

Some Opinions
TLJ ERE ARE A FEW quotations : “Mrs.
-*■ Beach can be rated entirely inde¬
pendently of sex considerations. She is
a great composer and would be so were
“Mrs. Beach’s music shows that it is
the spontaneous expression of a fine, beauach can think musically in truly
[ writes melodies and develops
s in true classical manner.”
“It is a difficult thing in these days of
>n, when simplicity is quite out
d the complexities of modern
technic are to be had by anybody willns, for
a composer
ing to take a little pains,
!
had the
to write simply.
Mrs. Beach
]
1 it gave her music
the sense of g
awer, glowing fancy,
i color are united in
and effortless mastery
1 apparatus. To this
joetic mood, delicacy
and a gift for rich,

Heart Melodies

IF ONE WERE ASKED

“The Journal of the Musical Home Everywhere”

to name the
particular numbers by Mrs. Beach that
have touched most the hearts of her
hearers, The Year’s at the Spring and Ah,
Love But a Day would come instantly to
mind. These and some other songs have
not onlv made an universal appeal but
•t of the finest
also are a part
fines: song literature
imbers most widely
extant. The piano numbe
e Fantastique, Heartsan Valse Fantasie, Scottish
the superb Concerto in CThis last is a commanding
ng the finest interpretative
,re been written in

Knowledge acquired by students through the study of this course
makes an excellent foundation for more serious study.
Sent on approval to Piano Teachers
mentioning “THE ETUDE”

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.
218 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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(Continued from Page 25)
hand flat and fingers spread out. Then let
him pull his hand ( by “digging” his fingers
well into the table) into the tent position,
The wrist practically touches the tips of
the fingers. By throwing out his fingers
and repeating the exercises he will soon
reach the “wonderful land of music.”
A Great Fundamental of a
Good Touch
npHIS EXERCISE also has a great
significance in planting in the child’s
mind, imperceptibly, the basic principle of
a good touch as it is employed in modern
piano playing. Godowsky once said to me,
"I never tire of playing the piano, because
I use only one finger at a time.”
That expression contains a vast secret.
When we walk, we rest on one leg while
,,
. .
, . .
; the other. If we did not do this,
Mb
* 6b
b'ti ni° °tt
would have to hop with both legs. How
tiring that would be! At first, the child
may be taught to walk with two fingers,
, ...
.. - . , , .
. .
letting the weight -fall alternately upon

easier than placing the fingers in five-finger
positions. (Right hand, C, D, E, F, G; left
hand, F, G, A, B, C). Let Harold and
Irene sing a little duet (C-E). Let them
be answered by Sarah and Irene, and s
for many delightful hours.
Of course, this is all merely suggestive.
It is one of the hundreds of ways which
the ingenious teacher will devise at every
step to make the land of music really the
lovely country that the child has expected
it to be.
The best teacher is the one who creates
the most interest in the child. The best
mother is the one who does the most to
foster this interest. This is best accom¬
plished through the use of the child’s imag¬
ination. Mothers who work along this line
will never have to bother about “making”
the child practice. There is no more reason
for making a child practice than for making jt ^ g „ ^ c£ld-s food is disagree_
able and distasteful, no amount of coaxing
will make it eat with relish. Make music
delightful through maUing it fun, and the
gdce
ta,g car£ of itself.
4
Tirnes Have Changed
UT, YOU SAY, Beethoven and Haydn
;.
this, and sec what they produced. This i:
unquestionably true. The great masters
were for the most part brought up under
very severe, often cruel, teachers. The situatjon today, however, is entirely different,
The modern child has a thousand distractions and amusements that were unknown
to the masters in their childhood. More
than this, we are not now limiting musical
education to the few especially gifted
pUpfls. We feel that every child is entitled
to a musical education, for the great advantages that come to him in after life
because of the priceless mental and physica] discipline that music brings,
For this reason, music, if studied at all,
must be made a great joy to the child. It
must compete with his other games, with
motion pictures, even with some of the
pernicious influences he finds in the comic
secti0n of the Sunday paper. The mother
ami the teacher, however, by means of the
talking machine, the player piano and the
rac|j0j are able to make music vastly more
interesting today than ever before,

B

UNWANTED hair . . . de.. with the roots .. . what a
No reddened skin. .No irrisulphides..No “odious
. razor... Easy, simple,
... as well as limbs,
body, underarms and back of neck . . .
Gives adorable skin texture . . . Thou¬
sands of women acclann its superiority
over every othermetho ^ N T ,
Beware of spurious harmful (mere
wax) substitutes offered by Beaut
Shop operators as ZIP treatment:..
Authorized representatives giving
genuine ZIP treatments display a
sign so stating, signed by me. ZH
Epilator gently lifts hair out; ordi¬
nary wax tears and is pa inful.
*USE ZIP ONCE1
Sold bythepackage everywhere,
reatment or FREE DEMONSTRATION

^ELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MME.
TEN BROECK’S ARTICLE

1. In what four ways will music study
help to develop the childt
2. Wlmt is the first great essential to
develop in the child’s attitude toward study ?
A Musical Party
3. What teas the secret of Lescheticky’s
H, WHAT A wonderful party ! Each great successf
finger now has an identity. It becomes
4. What is a great fundamental of a good
iman being in the child’s mind. What is touch?

“Alas, We Have No Fagotti”

JOHN T. ROY CO., Holyoke, Mass.
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When yon write to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE.

Faculty of 35. Offers a complete
college education in music; all
branches; highest standards. Col¬
lege credits, diplomas, degrees.
Send for Catalog E
Address: Registrar, 1000 Grant Street, Denver

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

VMusic Study Interesting

each finger Then he may be taught to use
the other fingers of the hand m a similar
manner. Do you not see how in this way
he is learning unconsciously the basic prin¬
ciples of weight playing with a relaxed
wrist and forearm?
Now, let us pretend that the child and
his dearest friend (calling him by name)
are going walking hand in hand through the
wonderful land of music. Employ the second and third fingers of the right hand for ,
the pupil (is his name Harold?), curling
the fingers not used in the palm of the
hand. Use, similarly, the second and third
fingers of the left hand to represent his
little friend (perhaps her name is Irene?),
Start them walking across the table toward
music land. Repeat the exercise with the
fourth and fifth fingers representing the
two other friends who are going to join
them in music land (perhaps their names
are Sarah and Jane). These are little children and are not as strong. Therefore they
must have lots of exercise.
Finally, we introduce two new friends
to music land. They are big brothers—the
thumbs of course. (There names undoubtedly are John and Billy.)
Now let them all have a promenade upon
the keyboard. What is easier than a twofinger exercise up the octave with each set
of fingers of each hand. Then let the big
brothers take a walk with each set of
fingers of each hand. Then let (the big
brothers take a walk with each of the other
children. The thumb (John) with the sec¬
ond (Harold), then with Irene, then Sarah,
then Jane.
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How a JYCother Qan 'Ma\e the (Child’s

MUSIC

Piano Music with same for 10 ,
W. A. QUINCKE & C
430 Si B’way, Los Angeles,

In “My Musical Life,” Walter Damrosch tells a characteristic story of Hans
von Buelow, one of the few great pianists
who became' an even greater orchestral
conductor, aided largely by a prodigious
and usually accurate memory. But even
von Buelow’s memory sometimes slipped,
The occasion was an orchestral concert
at the Metropolitan Opera House, “where,”
savs Damrosch “he demonstrated his marvelous powers as a conductor. Among the
works on the program was the Tragic
Overture by Brahms. Just before bewinning the rehearsal of this he called
out to the orchestra librarian, Russell,
bv name, ‘Where is the contrabassoon?
1 ny» mention THE ETUDE. It

Why is there no contrabassoon engaged?’
“In vain were Russell’s protests that he
had not been told to engage a contrabassoon. But suddenly von Buelow’s anger
subsided and he began the rehearsal. Dur¬
ing it, as was his custom, he conducted
without any score before him. His memory
of what the individual instruments had to
ENG RAVERSAw> LIT W OGRAPH ERS
play was indeed remarkable, although I
always felt that he enjoyed showing it off ■print anything in music- by any process
a little at rehearsals. After the rehearsal 1 WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
t REFERENCE ANY PUBLIS
was over he called Russell to his side and.
slipping him a five-dollar bill, whispered,
‘Do not say anything; it was my mistake,
There is no contrabassoon in the Brahms
Overture.’"
Identifies you a* one In touch with the higher Ideal, of art and life.
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PLEASURE
choir,
he multiplicity of parts with the p,e the proble^s of tuning and tone drills
complete ensemble usually results in over- ^ individual choirs rather than with the
looking
Petition is then needed to clear up these
It is my hope that oui
Places, _ a process that is at once tiresome
and discouraging to the players. The many advantages.
teal function of the rehearsals for the
entire orchestra should be the fitting to¬ [Reprinted from the Report of
“Music Supervisors’ National
gether of parts more or less perfect in
Conference”]
themselves,
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Do you perhaps expect your teacher
‘o correct your wrong playing in one meas^c--while later, in a similar measure, you
the same mistake? Instructed in
oger position do you calmly continue in
* old way and keep on doing so even
nw7CIK'atcd donations on the teacher’s
?art- After endless injunctions regardg fingering, do you persistently just not

^

finger properly? After countless admonitions agamst gum-chewing (as being impolite and a handicap to good time do
you still pers.st m bringing this article to
lessons?
You might reflect on such Me items
Possibly you will not then be so apt
to say, “Why, you d.dnt tell me
that before!
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COMBS CONSERVATORY

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS
New York’s Oldest Music School
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
26 WEST 86th STREET
and wonderful features planned for the coming season
by this institution
Same celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner, Arthur Friedheim,
Paul Stoeving, Frederick Rlesberg and other celebrated masters
Frank Stewart Adams, Director of Motion Picture Organ Department
For seven years organist of Rivoli and Rialto Theatres, New York City
Individual Instruction.
Entrance at any time.
SEVERAL FREE AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
OPEN FOR COMPETITION
students.
Dormitories in School Building.
A real home for m
I any Free Classes and Lectures. Diplomas i Teacher’s Certificates, Public Concert
Focal, Piano, Fiolin and all Instruments. ’ublic School Music Department. Dram,
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s Symphony Orchesi
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accompaniment.
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DaSy^upervised Practice and Daily Classes in Technic.
Six Spacious Buildings, Faculty of 95
Accommodations for 2500 Students
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Illustrated Year Boot tree
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PIANO SCHOOL
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

149 East 61st St., New York,N. Y.
For

All talented advanced violin students will come under the personal
observation and instruction of

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
THACA QONSERmTORY
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and

TEACHERS
MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
SIGHT-TOUCH and HEARING.
Booklet
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NO OTHER .

l One of the Greatest Contri¬
butions along Educational
Lines, Ever Made to the
Vocal World
l; rpHIS superb work will be a wonderful
0 •*■ tearhine lulu for all voice teachers.
; methods, in addition
nt step by step upward
j in the vc
uents of music, thereby
S developing a knowledge of musicianship in

Zeckwer-Hahn

rmaticn upon the physical
t singer contained in this
llightening, being supplerly explained illustrations,

Philadelphia Musical Academy
58 years of continued success iu training musicians
Highest Standards of Musical Instruction

vocal teachers of the high¬
born we have shown proofs
vc described it as “mar-

Special Courses

i "in'"voice milture should

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC
METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
212 West Fifty-Ninth Street, New York City

ippH

Two-Year Normal Training Course
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Teaching Material Graded for Elementary and Intermediate Students.
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Self'Study in the Art of Jtfusic

dunning
SYSTEM OF
IMPROVED
MUSIC STUDY
IncLeschetizky technic. Systematic TrainMemory, Sight Reading, Ear
raining. Rhythm, Melody Writing,
ntervals. Chords, Inversions, Natural
lendencies. Where Found in Scale,
ransposition. Cadences, Modulation,
^analysis. Phrasing. Musical Appreciav?n\ Terminology, Biography and
Mmncal History are some of the subnets Cwightin a' ’ Down to Date” man. r‘ 'certificates given upon satisfacPrPl.C°>rYp^eti°n of the course.
W n k “ uNP,rmaI Training Classes for Teachers
St L™ • s!d Winter 1928 Wichita, Kans..
Summe!8ri.Miami.Fla.: Natchitoches.La.
r? Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
Miss i j J F°J. '’’formation and Booklets Address
Uea Eddy, 136 W.Sanduahy Ave., Beliefontaine,O

(Continued from Page 20)
of the past that he cannot see the dawn of
a great future.
“A great deal of this is pure rubbish.
All great art is an evolution. Many of
these modernists are miserably deceived
themselves. They are willing to swallow
any kind of trash, even a hoax, as long as
it is sensationally grotesque. There is a
well authenticated story of a wag who
took one of the standard string quartets,
distorted many of the measures, even writ¬
ing some measures upside down, and then
palmed the work off as that of a new ultra¬
modern composer, only to have it received
by a well-known European group of mod¬
ernists as “an amazing work of genius.”
Similar hoaxes have been perpetrated upon
groups of modernists painters.
“One wonders if these people really do
any genuine thinking. One can hardly,
blame the public for calling some of these
attempts little short of sheer lunacy. To
me, their labors often seem very pathetic
like a great deal of valuable talent sunk
in a blank swamp of diseased imagination.
“Finally let me say that, if a student can
get a really good teacher, he should by all
means have one; but he should not treat
him like a dray horse, who is hired to carry
burdens for him. A teacher may be able
to provide the student with immensely

valuable short cuts by means of high grade
technical exercises and etudes. He may¬
be able to provide him with inspiration
and examples of fine playing. But that
teacher who tries to impose his personality
upon the student, who tries to make a man
out of a woman or a woman out of a man,
should be avoided.
“I would say to the student, ‘Study your¬
self—your talents, your inclinations, your
limitations, and work yourself (with or
without a teacher) to foster those gifts
which the Almighty has given you. A
swan is a beautiful thing when gracefully
floating around in the water; but he would
make a poor spectacle hopping around in a
ballet. Find out your natural metier and
spend your life in developing it to its high¬
est point.’ *
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
GODOWSKY’S ARTICLE
1. In what way is every genius selftaught?
2. Of what principal use is a teacher?
3. Why must the player have technic?
4. What great advantages for self-study
do students of the present day have over
those of former years?
5. On what “School of Composers”
should every musical education be based?

(Continued from Page 11)

Voice (Culture in High School
(glasses
(Continued from Page 53)
“dumb-bells” get nowhere. Boys and girls
who are failing in other important sub¬
jects should be denied entrance to voice
classes until their marks have been brought
up A musician should be a thinker no less
than any other artist or professional per¬
son. The ancient “bug-a-boo” of “artistic
temperament” can be laid forever in the
high school, if the teacher is courageous
and sincere. Real, honest, artistic feeling
and emotion expression can be encouraged
and developed, and the selfish, “tempera¬
mental,” conceited and altogether undesir¬
able qualities can be prevented from ever
raining a part in the equipment of the
young singers, from the very beginning.
Make way for the voice training classes
in our senior high schools! They are on
the way. The demand is to become un¬
mistakably increasing soon; and the need
for teachers who know and can teach
character, right-thinking, co-operation and
voice will be practically beyond the meet•What is Music? This question occud my mind for hours last night before
ell asleep. The very existence of music
wonderful, I might even say miracitr Its domain is betiveen thought and
momma. Like a twilight mediator it
■ers between spirit and matter, related to
h yet differing from each. It is spirit,
it is spirit subject to the measurement
time. It is matter, but it is matter
.. —! di'hmsc with space.”—Heinrich

GRIEG
to

BRAHMS
By
Daniel Gregory Mason

In a New
Illustrated Edition
Price $2.25

Vtfusical Education in the Home
work with which to demonstrate their
progress, you are justified in seeking the
cause. But when you make1 your inves¬
tigation, be fair to the teacher first. For
it is more than probable that you will find
your childern at fault and you will be
less likely to err in condemning them than
you would be in placing the blame upon
the teacher.
Mrs. J. O. C., Kindersley, Canada.
There are many text books on psychology
prepared for the use of the general
teacher, and some written especially for

From

the parent, but for your especial needs 1
would advise “Psychology for the Music
Teacher,” by Walter S. Swisher, a handy
little book, pocket-size, paper bound, and
costing but sixty cents. It gives the
teacher a working knowledge of psychol¬
ogy, and it is written with the particular
problems of the music teacher in mind.
I am sure it will help you with your class
of young pupils and with your own chil¬
dren. 1 am very much pleased to add
your name to my rapidly growing list of
intelligent Etude mothers.

Written virtually as contem¬
porary criticism, these studies
of modern composers and their
work have remained an author¬
ity for twenty-five years. New
material has now been added.
Each study gives a swift sketch
of the life of the composer,
impressions of his character
and personality, and a critical
analysis of his work, influence
and place in music.

THE
MACMILLAN COMPANY
NEW YORK

PIANO TUNERS and
TECHNICIANS
lators and repairmen. Practical Shop School.
Send for Catalog E.
Y. M.C. A. Piano Technicians School
1421 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

Answers to
Qan You
1. The “Pathetic” Symphony of
Tschaikowsky.
2. A mass for the dead, with its
musical setting.
3. Stephen Collins Foster.
4. Victor Herbert.
5. This Italian word means, lit¬
erally, a little book, and is ap¬
plied to the literary text of an
6. Verdi and Wagner.
7. In compound measure, where
each beat is divided into three
even parts, if the composer
wishes a beat to be divided
into two equal parts, he indi¬
cates it as in the first half of
the second measure which
follows:

ftn i j j j j irftn
8. “Tannhauser.”
9. “Leonora.”
10. Greater stress on some tones
than on others.
of knowledge, appearing in each
ISSUE OF “the ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.”

MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE
AND STRINGS
PROMPT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
ylOIAN strings> Violin bows, cases,
bridges, Violin fingerboardP charts, pitch
pipes, tuning forks, Mandolin picks,
Guitar picks. Ukulele picks, Saxophone
reeds. Clarinet reeds, batons, kindersymphony instruments and many other
items of musical merchandise are car-

Three Length E Strings. .
Two Length A Strings...
Two Length D Strings.. .
G Strings, each .
30 Strings (1 bundle), E,

er’s

15c
15c :
15c :
15c :
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Theodore Presser Co.
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An American Genius of World Renown

Bett

m Page 61)

;.

LI works, now numbering close to two
him tired. from her Pen' Her chamber
choral and orchestral compositions

turning to Boston in 1917, she played her
concerto again in her “old home town.”
T1
, but finer and further than
5 of her very own
Tk ch's happy privilege to help in their people in her very own land.
first hearings. Not only has she appeared
It is to be hoped that America will come
rhestras,' interpreting other composers’ nature. If only Mrs. Beach could be prenrks but -he has had also the delightful vailed upon to speak to clubs, and tell them
Binerience of being her own interpreter out of the riches of her extended exJe and time again under the most favor- perience, things they would all like to know
able conditions. I think America is most about the art she has so worthily reprenrnud of the fact that not only was all of sented! I have heard her do this; for
her training received in this country, but only this pa
'

Life Abroad
genuine, helpful and illuminating.
A FTER Dr. Beach’s death in 1910, she
-heart to continue her beauTEST QUESTIONS ON
tiful work; but, realizing the way lie would
MRS. ADAMS’ ARTICLE
have her do was to go on and on, she
1. What choral organization, first per
decided upon a sojourn on the Continent formed Mrs. Beach’s “Mass in E Flair

A had little

Musical Books Reviewed
gifts. The art centers of^he'wnrkWied
in giving her honor. But the finest and

5. Namc^'wsonglwl
her gift of spontaneous i

Educational Study Notes
n Page 51)
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FINGER GYMNASTICS
Opus 60

By I. PHILIPP

Price $1.50

A Decided Departure in the Completion of Finger Work
in Extension by a Writer who is Perhaps the
Leading Modern Technical Writer
Rutting the Rest Foot Foremost at Recitals
By Marjorie Gleyre Lachmund
prominence^ is^given the^five finger* of^eachtend and a^careiul
enthatnthis is one^f those works *at'forms anTpoch in the
;Jnefact0they are
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The Schirmer Catalogs
rMUSIC APPRECIATION
FOR THE STUDENT

i Part 2. Vocal Music: Choral Collections, Octavo (
Editions, Masses, Oratorios, etc., 152 pp.
Part 3. Piano Music: Piano Solos, Methods, (
Studies and Exercises, Piano Four-Hands, etc,
128 pp.
Part 4. Organ Music for Pipe Organ and Har
monium; Methods and Studies, etc., 20pp.
Part 5. Orchestra and Military Band Music
including full and small orchestra, and symphon
orchestra, 200 pp.
Part 6. Music for Wind and String Instru
ments, 40 pp.
ft Part 7. Theoretical Works, Musical Literature,
(J
Manuscript Mu£ic Paper, etc., 16 pp.
SPECIAL CATALOGS
Ca tholic Church M usic, 12 pp.
Chorus Conductor’s Cuide, 201 pp.
Christian Science. A List of Songs, 32 pp.
Educational Dance Music Collections, 12 pp.
The New Choirmaster’s Guide, 136 pp.
Organist's Guide, 75 pp.
New Piano Teacher’s Guide, 202 pp
Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics, 88 pp. |
Schirmer’s Scholastic Series, 18 pp.
Singing Teacher’s Guide, 202 pp.
i Master Series for the Young, for Piano, in 12
A
volumes, edited by Edwin Hughes, 20 pp.
,
jj Supervisor’s Handbook of School Music, 60 pp. j
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IN ADDITION
In addition to the main catalogs and advertising matter listed above, we publish
information about all of our important
publications. Anybody seeking the details
about any Schirmer publication may have
prompt and thorough informative service
upon request.
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By J, Lawrence Erb
“More important even than making
music understood is making it enjoyed."
This spirit animates and pervades this
remarkable new book. It is entertaining
without being superficial; informative with¬
out being pedantic or dogmatic. American
music and musicians are at last given tl
impartial consideration and represcntatic
which they deserve.net $2.S
Descriptive Folder on Request

TEe DILLER and QUAILE
BOORS
By Angela Diller and
Elizabeth Quaile
This very popular Series has two objects:
To provide, in the earliest stages of the
child's piano study, material of permanent
i shall serve as a
This i
development of h
and classi
tions. To provide a plentiful selection of
pieces of real musical interest so carefully
graded, both musically and technically,
that the child is stimulated, but not
overtaxed.
o Book. .

First Duet Book-Second Duet Book..
Third Duet Book. . .
(Send for Comp

Master Series for the Young (musk)

ZEPHYRS from MEL0DYLAND
By G. W. KR0GMANN, Op. 15
A new edition of this very popular set of
twelve easy and tuneful little pieces, in a
variety of keys and tempos; exemplifying
many fundamental elements of touch and
technique. Each number bears an appro¬
priate stanza, which, in many instances, can
be sun" to the music. An exceptionally in¬
teresting and varied collection of first-grade
pieces, so well and favorably known that
detailed descriptions are unnecessary.
Each, .30 except No. XII. •«
The twelve compositions, as described
above, complete in one volume, .net $1.00
The Same, arranged for Violin and Piano
by C. Grttn, complete in one vol¬
ume ....net $1.00
The Same, arranged for Four Hands,
one piano, complete in one volume. net $1.00
The Same, arranged for Violin, ’Cello
and Piano, comi
..net $1.50
For one piano, six hands; Nos. I, IV, VII,
VIII, X, each .40, and No. XII, .50

SCHOOL CHORAL SERIES
Selected. Compiled and Edited by
RALPH L. BALDWIN
Admirably suited for the use of assem¬
blies, choruses, and glee clubs in junior and
senior public high schools, private schools,
and colleges.
New Epoch-Making Series

Juvenile Piano Collections
A series of twenty-six Juvenile Piano
Collections which may be used a3 supple¬
mentary material to any Piano Method,
Invaluable to Supervisors, Kindergartene rs,
and all teachers of children.
Complete Illustrated Descriptive
Catalog Sent on Request

HAZEL

The great success of the
and pieces is due to their ur
inbody
cality. All of the principle
are the result of careful experimentation ii
the composer’s own activities. These work!
are recommended by supervisors in the
public schools.
First Steps for the Young Pianist
(S.S.S.. Volume 63).75 nc
Second Steps for the Young Pianist
(5. S. S.. Volume S I).«0 nc
Third Steps for the Young Pianist

Essentials of Piano Technic
My Own Little Music Book. .
> nr
Velocity Studies for the Young Planit
(S. S. S„ Volume US).00 m
Many Little Separate Solas and Duet

Master Series for Young Orchestras

is unique Series gi
of fine material from
piano music. It is virtually a miniature Schirmer’s Library of classical piano
music. Each volume is a simple, reliable and progressive introduction to the
individuality and characteristic style of the master in question. Every composi¬
tion was written especially for the piano. All are here given in their original
form. Carl Engel has written a delightful biographical and esthetic introduction
to each volume. The masters represented are: Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Grieg,
Tschaikowsky.
Complete Descriptive Booklet on request

thwhile music that young orchestras can play, adapted
nstruments. An extensive system of cues and cross-cues
>n by small and unconventional combinations of instri
e included. The full orchestra score wh’ '
in orchestration. The ma_- ,
--- -..—,er, Handel, Mendelssohn. Beethov ...
Schubert, Haydn, Mozart, Tschaikowsky. and in the Suite of Classic Dances
—Couperin, Krebs. Gluck, Gretry, Matiheson, Rameau.

The world-famous American Edition of
the great Masterworks of Music. Edited
by eminent musicians; the piano numbers
carefully and authoritatively fingered; engraved, printed and bound in t
possible manner. The 1500 Volumes
already published cover the whole field
of Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Complete Descriptive Catalog

By George A. Wedge
Ear-Training and Sight-Singing
Applied to elementary musical theory.
net $2.50
Advanced Ear-Training and
Sight-Singing
Applied to the study of harmony. A
continuation of the above.net $2.50
Keyboard Harmony
A practical application of music theory.

SCHIRMER’S
SCHOLASTIC SERIES
A new series of copyrighted material for
Vocal and Instrumental Study—from the
very easiest to the most difficult. In order
to make Ibis Series as comprehensive as
possible, the cooperation of eminent ped¬
agogues pf all countries has been enlisted

NEW PIANO WORKS
Spelling Music (A set of Very Easy Pieces).
,
A. Louis Scarmolin.
Fun at the Piano.
Frederic Groton.
Traveling Abroad (Three Little Duets).
John Duddy.
Four Pieces in 6-8 Rhythm (Grades I and
II).
A. G. Dreisbach.
Everyday Happenings (Grade II).
Grace Helen Nash.
First Juvenile Recital Group.
Albert von Doenhoff.
Detailed Descriptions of all on Request

Write for Complete Descriptive Pamphlet, Prices
and Special Subscription Offer

FORTY-TWO VERY
EASIEST PIANO PIECES
Single-Note Part for Each Hand
Music teachers, the country over, who
are unanimous in their preference for the
high quality of SCHIRMER publications,
have made insistent demands for piano
compositions suitable for pupils in the
lowest first grade. In response to this
demand, we offer a list of pieces, ninety per
cent, of which consist of elementary
melodic lines, single-note part for each
hand, and utilize both treble-clef and
bass-clef.
Complete Thematic Catalog
Sent on Request

NEW VIOLIN WORKS
MUSIC-BOOK GAME
By Mabel Greenberg
An unusually clever and fascinating
music-game for little children, possessing
strikingly novel features. A profusely
illustrated story in rhyme.net $1.00
“THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY”
75c. a copy; $3.00 a year
Published in
' January, April, July and October
“As indispensable to the intelligent lay¬
man interested in music as to the creative
artist.”—JOHN POWELL.

Complete Descriptive List on Req...„
Student Concerto.
August Nolck.
Colors, Tunes and Rhymes for First Violin
Study.
Rebecca Richards.
Melodious Studies in the First Position.
Melodious Foundation Studies.
Melodious Double-Stops.
Josephine Trott.
“Little Violinist at Home.” (Six Violin
PiecesonOpenStrings. InterestingPiano,„Faft and Varied Rhythms.) Together .75
Little Violinist at the Circus." (Six little
tone-pictures. First Position, us:ng all
fingers.)....Together .85

If not in Stock at Local Dealer’s order direct

3 East 43d St., G. SCHIRMER, Inc., New York

00K=oe=oe=N>c=N00.=Mh-

()
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WORRS

In 12 Suites. Selected and Edited
VICTOR L. F. REBMANN
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•JUNIOR*

GERTRUDE

RINSCELLA’S

In 12 Volumes. Selected and
Edited by EDWIN HUGHES

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY
OF MUSICAL CLASSICS

JANUARY 1928

“WHILE THEY ARE
YET YOUNG”

ifth Steps for the Young Pianist
(S.S. STvolume 17 J).

200 ScKool Choruses
Great care has been taken to make the
range of the parts suitable for the secondary
school period, including adolescent voices.
50 Four-Part Choruses—MIXED
50 Four-Part Choruses—MEN
50 Three-Part Choruses—WOMEN
50 Four-Part Choruses—WOMEN
Ask for Complete Descriptive Brochure

0E ETUDE

To the Teacher of Music

(I

We prefer to distribute our materials
through the local dealer. It so happens,
however, that some teachers are located
in territories which do not have the ser¬
vices of a music dealer immediately
available. Also there are some dealers
whose stocks are inadequate properly to
accord the teacher “On Selection” privi¬
leges. To those teachers we offer to send
direct such classifications of materials as
they may specify, most carefully selected
by specially trained clerks, in that branch
of music in which the inquirer is interested.
If the teacher so interested prefers to
advise us the name and place of busi¬
ness of his or her local dealer, we will, if
that dealer be in proper standing with us,
charge and send the “On Selection”
material to that dealer, properly identified
so that it will be brought promptly to the
attention of the teacher. If the teacher
j chooses, he or she may make lists from the
I “On Selection” music sent by us and
[ order same from the local dealer.
Our intention is not to solicit teacherpatronage from the legitimate dealer to
whom it rightfully belongs, but rather
to enable us to bring more intensively to
the attention of those interested, the large
quantity of new, interesting and improved
materials which we are publishing con¬
tinually and which otherwise may escape
the teacher’s notice.
Cordially yours,
G. SCHIRMER, INC.

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST
Haydn
By
0 Master
And eyes
From out
As if you

Rena Idella Carver
with y rr smile so bright
that gleam with inner light
the frame on teacher's wall
understood it all.

0 Master of the swarthy skin,
Whose wig so smart does comment
win!
How many boys and girls you’ve seen
At lesson, play and practice keen.
0 Papa Haydn, kind and good,
You worked at music all you could;
I hear your Symphonies so fine,
When Bud and Sis have duet time.
Please, tell me whence you found such
. store—
A hundred of them, yes, and more,
With notes so thick and close to read
That magnifying glass I need.
And, Haydn! Oh, how grand you were,
With orchestra that did not err,
When you (at Esterhazy’s court),
With beaut’ous music held the fort.
And, Master, born within the year
Of Washington, to us so dear;
What added treasured thoughts it
brings
Of two superior to kings.
Dear Papa Haydn, tell me true I
How did you like my piece for you,
Which I had practiced, oh! so hard, (
That your fine tune should not be marred ?
There, Haydn, with your genial smile
And face without a trace of guile,
I wish you’d tell me how your
thought
Creation and The Seasons wrought?
D Haydn, if I could compose
ne P>£ce as fine as all of those
I'lTt 3nd liear and rcad about,
feel I owned the world, no doubt.
Qhl Master I with your smile con¬
tent
And eyes that shine with fond intent
r°m out the frame on teacher’s
wall
As if you understood us all 1

Scales, with flats,
1 sometimes think,
Are harder ones to make
,an scales with sharps,
And SO, y0u see>
More care with them I take.

A Little ‘Brown Bird
By

Marion Schock

•

? 1 ? As\ Another ? ?

?

1. What is a symphony?
2. What is a major interval?
3. When was Chopin born?
4. Who wrote the opera “Magic
Flute ?”
5. When did MacDowell die?
6. What is meant by transposing?
7. How are the degrees of the scale

open for a new winter and stormy-weather
home for you.”
The little brown bird, who really was
not eavesdropping but just happened to
overhear the conversation between the two
fairies, flew away as fast as he could to
8. What is a string quartet?
Zoe Marguerite’s house and whispered in
9. What is the Italian term for grow¬
her ear all he had heard the little blue
ing louder?
fairy say.
10. What melody is this?
“Oh, I’m very, very sorry,” said Zoe
Marguerite. “I didn’t know fairies live in
pianos. I’ll try to play more sweetly after
this.”
Two weeks later the same little brown
bird sat in the same oak tree and over¬
heard the same two fairies talking. He
was not eavesdropping, for he had just as
much right to be in that tree as the two
fairies had.
"I am very sorry,” said the pink fairy,
“but I have looked all over town to find Answers to Last Month’s
you a winter and stormy-weather home,
Questions
without success. They all seem to be oc¬
1. Chimes are bells tuned to the tones
cupied. The only solution is for you to
of the scale.
share my home.”
2. A double-sharp is two sharps writ¬
“My dear,” smiled the blue fairy, “that
ten before a note to indicate that the tone
is very generous of you, but I am not
is to be raised one whole step instead of
moving from my present winter and
a half step.
stormy-weather home in Zoe Marguerite's
3. Schumann was born in 1810.
piano.”
4. The Star Spangled Banner was
“But I thought you could not stand Zoe
Marguerite’s harsh playing,” said the pink written by Francis Scott Key and set to
the old tune of “Anacreon in Heaven.”
fairy.
5. Pizzicato is the Italian term mean¬
“Ah, but she has changed,” replied the
blue fairy, “Last night she played so ing to pick the strings (instead of playing
sweetly it sounded somewhat like our own with the bow).
6. The melody was the Minuet in G
fairy music. And what do you suppose
that little girl did after practicing her by Beethoven.
an oak tree and overheard two fairies lesson?” questioned the blue fairy.
7. Music printing was invented in 1476
but
not satisfactorily done until 1525.
talking. He wasn't eavesdropping, for he
“I have not the least idea,” replied the
8. There are twelve half steps in an
had just as much right to sit in that tree pink fairy.
octave.
as did the fairies. This is the conversa¬
9. Cesar Franck was Belgian.
tion the little brown bird overheard:
10. The instrument was a cornet.
“I’m looking for a new winter and
stormy-weather home,” said the fairy
VYCusical Jac\ and Jill
dressed in sky-blue satin.
“Why, I thought you had found one,”
By Frances Gorman Risser
said the fairy dressed in baby-pink silk.
When / am practicing my scales,
“I have been living in little Zoe Mar¬
/ name my two hands Jack and Jill;
guerite’s piano,” sighed the blue fairy, “but
And, like the children in the rhyme,
I can’t stand it there any longer.”
They climb a steep and rocky hill.
“And why not?” questioned the pink
They step from note to note until
WHERE TREE FAIRIES LIVE
They reach the top, so very high,
‘Til be a nervous wreck, if I do stay—
And stop a moment just to watch
if fairies can be nervous wrecks,” declared
“Well,” declared the blue fairy, “she The sunshine and the lovely sky.
the blue fairy. “Zoe Marguerite is a very transposed it a half tone higher and then
Then they climb down the other side,
nice little girl; but she does bang so loudly a half tone lower.”
Their footfalls make a clear, sweet
and plays so harshly on the piano ! She
“And how did she do that?” asked the
sound;
seems to think clear playing is loud play¬ pink fairy.
“Well,” explained the blue fairy, “the My Jack and Jill don’t trip at all,
ing." The little blue fairy wiped away a
But safely reach the-level ground.
pearly tear and continued, “Oh, I just piece Zoe Marguerite had for her lesson
cannot live in Zoe Marguerite’s piano any was in A-flat major, which you know has Away they run, Jack chasing Jill,
four flats. She transposed it into A major,
(Of course, he is an awful tease;)
longer!”
,. , which has three sharps, by changing all
They romp among the narrow rocks,
“I’m very sorry for you,” sympathized
(Continued on page 72)
That grown-up people call the keys!
the pink fairy, “and shall keep my eyes
In the summer time, fairies live in the
woods where all sorts of beautiful flow¬
ers, trees and birds make their homes.
But, where do you suppose they live when
the weather is cold and stormy ? Why,
no other place than in musical instruments,
for you know fairies are very musical.
Pianos, they consider their choicest of
winter and stormy-weather homes.
Xow, one day a little brown bird sat in
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Dear Junior Etude:
_
I have been taking piano lessons lor
about a year. I practiced one hour a day
in the winter, and, now that school is out,
I am practicing three hours a day. I will
give you a little outline of what I do in my
three hours. The first half hour I spend
on my technical work which includes
scales in various groups, arpeggios in vari¬
ous groups, triads and common chords.
The next hour and a half I spend on the
rest of my lessons, which include sona¬
tinas, studies and pieces. The last half
hour I spend on memorizing, sight-reading
and playing for pleasure.
From your friend,
Betty Hobson (Age 12).
Ohio.
N. B.—This is a splendid schedule for
a twelve-year-old student. How many
other Junior readers do as much as Betty?

the flats to naturals and all the naturals to
HAYDN
sharps. Then, she transposed it a half
tone lower into G major, which you know
a vilFranz Joseph Haydn was bom
has one sharp, by changing all the flats, to
lage near Vienna in 1732 and was one of double flats and all the naturals to flats.”
twelve children. He sang in a boy’s choir
“Is it not difficult to transpose?” asked
and sometimes was invited to sing at the the pink fairy.
cathedral and at court.
“Not at all,” answered the blue fairy.
After his voice broke he conducted an "Zoe- Marguerite thinks it fun, now.”
orchestra and wrote some symphonies for
this orchestra to play.
Then he became choir-master for Prince
Esterhazy who lived in a very magnificent
palace; and Haydn lived in the palace for
many years, playing the prince’s organ,
leading his choir and conducting his or¬
chestra (which was one of the best in the
world in those days) and writing a great
deal of music for these musicians at the
palace to perform. Here he became very
popular and had many friends.
The little brown bird who sat in the oak
When Haydn was sixty years old the
prince died, and Haydn undertook a jour¬ tree and overheard the two fairies talking,
ney to England for the purpose of giving but who was not eavesdropping, flew away
concerts there. The great success of these to Zoe Marguerite’s house and whispered
seemed to give Haydn a taste for travel¬ into her ear everything he had heard the
ing; for, old as he was, he went back to fairies say.
Vienna where he stayed a couple of years
“I am glad the blue fairy thinks I now
and gave lessons to Beethoven, and then play sweetly,” said Zoe Marguerite. “I
at sixty-four he went back to London for shall try not to annoy her again.” Then
more concerts and then back to Vienna. Zoe Marguerite thanked the little brown
That was a lot of traveling before the bird before he flew back to the oak tree.
days of railroad trains. He died in Vienna
in 1809, while the French were occupying
the city, and it is thought that his worry
it hastened his death.

1732- HAYDN -1809

Dear J unior Etude :
Two years ago some of the music teach¬
ers organized a music club for the older
people of this city. After they had a start
they organized a music club for children,
“The Juvenile Music Club.”
I am president of our club, and we hold
our meetings in the Grammar School once
every month. Our club is made up of
about fifty members. To be a member, one
must be able to do solo work.
The programs of our regular meetings
consist of the roll call, the minutes of .the
previous meeting, and a little musical pro¬
gram usually closed with a song by the
club. Last spring we had a program for
the public. Our program consisted of
group singing and piano ensemble numbers.
From your friend,
Kathryn Marie Lintz (Age 13),
Ohio.

Dear Junior Etude:
Why couldn’t we Juniors have a picture
gallery ? That is, could we not send in our
photos and have them printed in The Jun¬
ior Etude. I would suggest having all to
give their name, age, address, education in
school and the name of their music teacher,
their music grade, and so on.
From your friend,
Marie Daniels, Iowa.

Dear Junior Etude:
The Childrens’ Artist Club of Holly¬
wood meets once a week. We play music
and such games as Key Note. For each
meeting we have a new subject. As this
is Beethoven year we play his pieces and
talk on his life. Our club house is not
far from the famous Hollywood Bowl
where we hear “Symphonies under the
Stars.” With reading the Junior Etude
and working together, we accomplish more
than we would alone. We read in one
number of a girl in India who played the
piano, but it was hard for her to get music
where she lived. So we took from the
dues enough money to send her four pieces
of music. With the help of the Junior
Etude we expect to help other people who
have not the advantages of ourselves.
From your friend,
Roy Swanfeldt, California.

His compositions include 125 sympho¬
nies, 77 quartettes, 13 operas, 30 trios, 3
oratorios, besides hundreds of smaller
works. His best-known oratorios are the
“Creation” and the “Seasons.” He also
wrote the “Emperor’s Hymn,” which has
since become the National Anthem of
His writings are very melodious and
happy, and he did much to develop what
is now known as the “sonata form."
l ie also improved the combination and pro¬
portion of the instruments in the orches¬
tra.
Some of his compositions that you can
play at your meetings are:
Serenade from Quartette No. 74
Allegro from Sonata in E flat
Finale from Sonata No. 9
La Roxalene Air
Lovely Maiden
Theme from “Surprise” Symphony
Sonata in C major, No. 5
Air and Variations in A Major.

AN ARTISTIC - TRIO

Ts>he First

TDrip

through

Scale'Land
By Iva McCullough Statler
‘ ‘ T”\ ON’T you want to take a trip
I J through Scale-land, Marjorie?”
asked Miss Brown. “You can
have your choice of car; but please choose
one that can climb scale-ladders.”
“I will choose a limousin^” said
Marjorie.
“All right,” agreed her teacher, “but re¬
member, tires must lie kept well pumped
with air. Each finger of your hand will
be a tire; so don’t let them get flat. Now,
do you stop your car at every turn of
the road?”
“Oh, no!” exclaimed Marjorie.
“Well, then, your thumb must go under
the fingers without stopping. Your brain
must be your engine. Did you ever notice
how quickly your car stops when the
engine stops?”
“Yes, I have noticed that,” replied
Marjorie.
“And how far could your fingers go
when they are flat and your brain does
not direct them?”
“I don't suppose they would go at all,”
said Marjorie.
“No,” continued Miss Brown, “first of
all we must think; then the fingers will
serve the mind.”
Marjorie was becoming very much in¬
terested.

PERSONAL FOR SALE
WANTED

C

n'ri’NITV to own and conduct flour•
School of Music, Dramatics and Danoishing School
studios, living quarters
1U% Tittle Theatre, especially constructed
?n<i thispurpose. In Oklahoma and in exf?r„nS locality of city. Can be leased or
'urchased. For particulars—Address “K,”
care of Etude. __

Vkski

Marjorie’s Limou

My scales are like my medicine:
I take a dose each day.
And so my hands will grow up strong,
And be prepared to play.

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and answers to puzzles.
,
Subject for story or essay this month—
"Playing at Recitals.”
Must contain
not over one hundred and fifty words.
Any boy or girl under fifteen years of age
may compete whether a subscriber or not.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude

Cat. No.

Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
before the tenth of January. Names of
Prize winners and their contributions will
for April.
*3e published
and age on upper left
hand corner of paper, and address on upper
right hand corner of paper. If your cOntribution takes more than one piece of paper <j0 this on each piece,
J)0 not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.

JJJf? for hall, home or church. Electrically
Sated! Address S, E. L, care of Etude.

FIRST SMS.
Piano Course and Fifty
Prugre-“"“
Compositions.jj||Express collect. C. Berg, 227
Smith Ave., Rockford, Ill.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CORBBKIM[> \ 1) II \ CK 11A KM O N Y—Si tnpie practical. Musio composed, send poem.
Dr. Wooler, 1 7 1 (Moreland Ave., Buffalo, N. V
modern ll \ It HON Y -By^ correspondeuce. Edmin
Claremont. N«
MUSIC CO MI’OSKD to your words—Melee
dies Harmonb
prepared^ for^i mbliruUnn.' It. M. Stults, comSt Storv Ever Told” and 600
Ridley Park, Pa.
M POSED and arranged. Piano,
in. baud. II. O. Sontag, 1802
Juneau Ave.. Milwaukee, Wise.
PAPERS on musical subjects prepared
ft)r clulMise. ^ Programs arranged. George A.

Musical
Composition
“Now we are ready to go on our journey.
Is your engine in working condition?
Tires filled with air? Everything ready?”
“Oh yes, Miss Brown,” answered Mar¬
jorie. “Where shall we go?”
“Well,” continued Miss Brown, “first
we are going to travel a country road.
Each white key will represent a mile—
except between the third and fourth and
between the seventh and eighth. Those
will only represent half miles.”
Eagerly the first eight miles were
covered.
“Now, Marjorie, we are going to start
from a new place, and we are going to
pass through a town named FI, near the
end of the eight miles. Then in the next
eight miles we will go through two towns,
named F| and Cl.”
Eagerly Marjorie travelled on because
her engine was working beautifully.
The following eight miles had three new
towns, FI, Cl and Gl, and Marjorie en¬
joyed them so much. She began speeding
up on the rest of the trip until there
was danger of an accident; but, on the
return home, she exclaimed, “Oh Miss
Brown, I did enjoy making the eight miles
each time; and 1 will never forget our
wonderful trip through Scale-land. It was
my first lesson on scales and was so much

IN SHEET MUSIC AND OCTAVO
Any of these Publications may be obtained for
Junior Etude Contest

for

Beginners
by
ANNA HEUERMANN HAMILTON
A Practical Course in
Original Composition
THIS NEW AND IMPORTANT
WORK IS THE MOST NOTE¬
WORTHY OFFERING MADE
IN RECENT YEARS TO THE
PROGRESSIVE TEACHER.
From the simplest possible be¬
ginning this work introduces the
Pupil to the fascination of
‘really truly composing.” Noth¬
ing is better calculated to further
the musical intelligence of pupils.
ao knowledge of harmony on the
Part of the pupil is presupposed
by this b—**
”aor1
with c* **
well a
to find j“just how to go about it.”

The Importance of Good Phrasing
One of the most important things in
music is correct phrasing. It is necessary,
first, to enable the listener to get the
theme of the piece. If it were not phrased,
it would sound like a hopeless jumble of
notes. In ouf sentences, if we wish to
make sense, we must phrase our words.
So it is in music. All good music teachers
lay special stress on this.
Also, good phrasing makes a piece more
interesting, both to the player and to the
listener. In some pieces you are inspired
to higher thoughts and feelings, while in
others you are bored by their “dryness.”
Why is this? Because in the former the
piece was correctly phrased.
Good phrasing is the keynote to a musi¬
cian’s success. When you are young it
can easily be cultivated. Let’s add “Good
Phrasing Week” to those listed in The
Etude.
Rita Bittorf (14),
Illinois.
The Importance of Good Phrasing
Phrasing is one of the most important
parts of music. We have a mark of musi¬
cal “punctuation” called the “slur.” In
playing, the separation indicated by,this
character i.s very necessary in order to
prevent the different musical ideas from
running into one another. Phrasing, how¬
ever, requires much knowledge and skill.
One’ of the chief qualities .of a fine per¬
former is “skill ill phrasing.” We all
enjoy hearing a musical person who has
much skill in phrasing; for it adds much
in the expression of music. It also makes
tones more distinct. Phrasing is one of the
most essential steps toward accomplishing
our ambition to play like the greatest
music masters.
Marguerite Jansing (13),
Texas.

Dear Junior Etude:
I have not seen any letters from Wyo¬
ming, so I think I had better write and tell
. you that we do have some music m the
wild west. We have many opportunities
to hear great playing. We have just cele¬
brated music week by a series of concerts
at noon, so that business men might have
the opportunity of going.
From your friend,
Irma Sievers (Age 14),
Wyoming.

wilMtnd upon examining this work
successfully in keeping alive the.
Pupil’s interest in music lessons.

Price, $1.00
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Honorable Mention for October
Essays
Fiwwet, S Onner, Blanche Ha,nil" ' FiShe h Shermerhorn. Helen Bonner.
OUluS ,e Mead. Mary Keelde. Ethel Keeble
iv.nini* .
\rnvsraret Allen, Joceijn

The Importance of Good Phrasing
(Prize Winner)
Good phrasing is the most important
part of music playing. What could appeal
to us more than good music played in such
a manner that its beauty and emotions are
brought out? If we want our music to be
pleasing to the ear, we must observe the
rules of good phrasing, that is, watch out
for every musical mark and do what it
indicates. I am sure no one would want
to listen to music played without good
phrasing, for that is the foundation of
music. Music could not get along without
phrasing, for its beauty depends on it.
Thaddeus Jasiorkowsky (Age 14),
Wisconsin.

Puzzle Corner
Composer’s Puzzle
Each of the following, when properly
arranged, spells the name of a composer:
C K L U G
D Y A N H
HNOSEMDSENL
TSKUINBENI
T S

L

I

Z

T Z ORAM
NNMUCHSA
L D E N A H
BETNHEV OE

Gr. Pr.
PIANO SOLOS
BAINES, WILLIAM
.. .254 $0.31
s Reviev The.

YOUTHFUL MEMORIES
By ADAM GEIBEL
Grade 2-3
23902 March of the Toys.$0.35
23903 The Dreams of Youth
(Reverie)
(With
. Winter fVOT
E Sleigh
Sugge
Bells)
i‘ (Waltz)
GILLET, ERNEST
23916 Poor Pierrot! . 3/
HESSELBERG, EDOUARD
23860 Russian Rhapsody.7
MEYER-HELMUND, ERIK
23837 Joyous World, A (Waltz). 5
ROBERTS, J. E.
23900 When Shadows Fall. 4
PIANO DUETS
BEETHOVEN, L. van
23909 Marcia Funebre . 5
KEATS, FREDERICK
23910 Dance of the Rosebuds .. 3
PIPE ORGAN
HOGAN, PARKE V.
23901 Retrospection . 3
HOPKINS, H. P.
Golde Morn
RAMEAU, J. P.
23S95 Le Tambourin .
BAND
MEDIA', JAY
24005 Mussc
VOCAL
BILGER, H. L.
23911 When I Was One and
Twenty (c sharp-E flat).
DRIGO, R.
23836
Les Tres s de Colun
(d-g)
NEVIN, GORDON BALCH
23939 Moonlight and Mystery
(b-F) .
O’HARA, GEOFFREY
23943 Till Starlight Dies (E flatF. flat
23898 My Lady Love (E-g) ..
MUSICAL RECITATION
FERGUS, PHYLLIS
ANTHEMS
BAINES. WILLIAM
All Thy Work Shall Prai
BOROWSKI, FELIX
20743 Adoration. Arr. by N.
Douty.
BUCK, DUDLEY

ND EA CHMAI
TUBE SR H
S H AM R B
B U D S E Y S
R A W N E G
O P H N

I C

Answers to October puzzle:
C-olumbia
C-H-amlee
Er-O-ica
Lei-P-sig
Mess-I-ah
Berge-NDiagonal gives CHOPIN.

Prize Winners for October Puzzle
Clara Tull. (Age 13). Maryland.
Robert Marstou (Age 12). Ohio.
Isabel Roberts (Age 13), Massachusetts.
Honorable Mention for October
Puzzle
R
Matson, Dorothy
Sari
Marianna Uumbolt.
Ore
iilra Parker, Adrian
Lattimer, Nancy

PART SONGS—MIXED VOICES
INDIAN SONGS
Arranged for Mixed Voices
By THURLOW LIEURANCE
20764 Chant of the Corn Grind¬
ers .$0.12
20765 The Deserted Lodge.10
20766 The Owl Hoots on a Te.10
THREE CHORUSES FROM
THE FOLK OPERA
A NIGHT IN PALESTINE
By JACOB WEINBERG, Op. 18
20759 Choral Vocalise .$0.10
2071,(1 Wnil.crs- I
Song... .20
20761 Hymn to the Holy Land. .15
TREBLE VOICES
SISTER OF MERCY
20750 Trees (Three-Part) Violin

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Music Publishers and Dealers
1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
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Educational Study Motes on Music

^Sacred Music1
Soloists and Choirmasters will find Excellent
Suggestions in These Selected Numbers. There
are Many Satisfying Numbers Here for Those
Who Get Solace, Inspiration or Enjoyment
Through Sacred Music in the Home.
Sacred Songs for High Voices
Cat. No.
Title
19934 His Almighty Hand
19577 Is It For Me?
18399 Cling to The Cross
3276 I Heard the Voice of
Jesus Say
5326 Jesus, Lover of My
Soul
19822 Eternal Light!
7268 Only Waiting
12656 God Be Merciful to Me
18475 Oh Master, Let Me
Walk With Thee
17514 Betid Low Dear Lord
16843 1' Know In Whom I
Have Believed
16547 Children of the
Heavenly King
22860 Dear Lord and Master
Mine
23277 Be Near Me, Father
23605 When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross

Composer
Bernard Hamblen
R. M. Stults
Daniel Protheroe

Range
E to g
F to g
E to g

F.r G. Rathbun

d flat to a flat

H. C. Macdougall
A. Buzzi-Peccia
T..D. Williams
F. L. Percippe

F
c
E
F

Paul Ambrose
Will H. Ruebush

E to g
E flat to g flat

to
to
to
to

g
F
g
a flat

.40

.35
.50
.50

Co"pcBer

Site” ^Breathe A. F’ &
£rWaWM“-

c to E flat (Opt. F,

-bW-h“rySo„,|?^|V

cS|fla,.M

vtejtet Richarf Kouuu c to^DfO^t. E flat)
rosin
22754 B, Thou My

La Roxelane, by Franz Joseph Haydn.
'T’ho
of tin’*; niimfipr

.40
.30

.35

19932°’ Mast™'l Would Fol-

Edgar Alden Barrels

.45
.60
.35
.35

d to g

E flat to g

the Junior Etude

• .35

c. to g
. E flat to a flat
E flat to g flat
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Price
$0.50
.60
.50

R. M. Stults

Lawrence Hope

By

i Tuesday, by Mathilde Bilbro.

J. P. Scott

W. Berwald
W. M. Felton

in
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

e A w Dortcll

b to E flat
b ,o E

^
*
|
.45
.40

Tbht Musicians Multiplication Table
By T. L. F

SMote“„Ting’OS°“M

It rains on the umbrellas here,
And on the ships at sea.
R L S■

.

„

From a new set, Child's Garden of Piano Pieces, To be played with crisp touch and automatic precision. Grade 2

A Young Organist

£?&&&&3
THEODORE PRESSER C0y|

MARION HICKMAN
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One of the delightful old classic fragments. Grade 2£
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THE JOLLY JUGGLER IN JAPAN

uM..i THE SANDMAN

From a set entitled, The Little Entertainers.
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DANCE SORRENTO
In the style of a Tarantella requiring- light, delicate finger work. Grade 24

Allegro agitato m.m. J•=144

FRANCES TERRY

EDUCATIONAL WORKS NOW IN GREATER USE THAN
EVER THAT HAVE BEEN A STIMULUS TO THE
SUCCESS OF THOUSANDS OF MUSIC TEACHERS AND
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF MUSIC STUDENTS
Beginner’s Book

Young Folks’ Picture

School for the Pianoforte, Vol. 1

History of Music
By James Francis Cooke
Price, #1.00

By Theodore Presser

Price, #1.00

Child’s Own Book of

By Preston Wore Orem

Price, *1.25
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Of course, we would appreciate as cor¬
rect information as possible upon the
name, address and activities of those to
whom we are to send catalogs, since in this
way we can make certain of sending some¬
thing of interest.
Our friendly service, in giving the music
profession the quickest deliveries, accurate
filling of orders, liberal examination priv¬
ileges, convenient charge accounts and the
best possible professional discounts, is kept
at a high peak of perfection by constant
endeavor to give individual attention to
every transaction.
First Year at the Piano
In Four Parts for
Class Teaching
By John M. Williams
Mr. John M. Williams’ extraordinarily
successful book, The First Year at the
Piano, has been found by many to be
adapted admirably for teaching in class.
Many authorities agree in this. For this
purpose however, it is desirable that the
book be published in four parts. We find
that many teachers have been dividing the
book up in this manner for their own use.
We will now publish this work in four
separate parts according to the author’s
own division. Part One will be from the
beginning of the book to the bottom of
page 32; Part Two will extend on to page
51; Part Three, to page 66; Part Four, to
page 80. This is an admirable division and
we feel that it will prove generally satis¬
factory. The material in this work is so
well handled that for all intents and pur¬
poses it is just as easy to present to the
class as it is to the individual pupil. For
introductory purposes the price will be 20
cents lor each part,
..
.
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too. fast. Those who want a compilation double-stopping, coupled with purity of
of just the kind of marches that are most tone, is a feat difficult of accomplishment,
Our various Orchestra’ Books have, been suitable, should make certain of a copy but the best way of going about it is
remarkably successful and Have- been gen- of this collection. None of the marches admirably developed in this book. Our
e ally acclaimed. So far, we have three in it are difficult for the average pianist to new edition which will be added to the
collections which are more particularly play, but every one is just of the right “Presser Collection” has been carefully
adapted for school or amateur use; these character to inspire and time groups revised and edited by Mr. Otto Meyer,
are Pressor’s Popular Orchestra Book— marching within the space limitations of who is Mr. Sevcik’s authorized representa¬
which is of easy'or intermediate grade; lodge rooms, stages, auditoriums or school tive in this country.
The Crown Orchestra Book—which is more gymnasiums. Of course, thousands will
The special introductory price in ad¬
particularly for Church or Sunday School buy this book when it is on the market, vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
use; The Senior Orchestra Book—which but those who send in an advance of pub¬ postpaid.
is slightly more advanced than the other lication order now will get their copies at
two but adapted for school or conserva¬ a much lower price.
Plano Voluntaries—A Collec¬
tory use. We have now in preparation
The advance of publication offer price
tion for Church and
PresseFs ’ConcexM Orchestra Book which is 30 cents a copy, postpaid.
will be slightly more advanced than the
Sunday Use
last mentioned. This will contain brilliant
Betty Lou—Comic Opera
The pianoforte is an instrument which is
though playable numbers, in various styles,'
By R. M. Stults
very much used in churches and for church
including at least one Overture, Grand
This is a remarkably fine musical com¬ purposes. It seems to have taken the place
Marches, Nocturnes, Reveries and various
fanciful and characteristic pieces chiefly edy for amateur production. It can be very largely that was formerly occupied
by modern and contemporary writers. Our staged, acted and sung so readily that an by the cabinet organ. Naturally there is
amateur group does not need unusual tal¬ very much demand for pieces suitable to
usual care in the instrumentation will be
observed, and the arrangements will be ent or exceptional stage facilities to pre¬ be used as voluntaries on this instrument.
sent it successfully, yet at the same time, Church pianists have learned how to play
made by experts having a practical knowl¬
it is so pretty in text and melodies and
edge of the various instruments and their so delightful in its stage pictures and situ¬ the hymns effectively, as well as other
parts of the service, but they are demand¬
respective capacities. The complete instru¬
ations as to make it worthy of a cast and ing this additional material to be used as
mentation will be: First Violin, Violin
staging rivaling the professional. Any who Preludes, Offertories, and Postludes. Our
Obbligato A, Violin Obbligato B, Solo
are acquainted with the clever plays with new book Piano Voluntaries aims to fill
Violin, Second Violin, Viola, Cello ' (or
books and texts by Lida Larrimore Turner this demand. There is much splendid and
Bassoon), Bass (or E Flat Bass), Flute,
and music by R. M. Stults will need no
First Clarinet in B Flat, Second Clarinet further incentive to get acquainted with appropriate material to be found in the
in B Flat, E Flat Alto Saxophone; C Betty Lou, than the assurance that this works of classic, modern and contemporary
Melody Saxophone (or Oboe), B Flat is perhaps their most delightful offering. writers. The pieces used in this book how¬
Tenor Saxophone, First Cornet in B Flat, Several months will elapse before the edi¬ ever, will not be found in other similar
Second Cornet in B Flat, Third Cornet in torial and mechanical work will be fin¬ volumes.
The special introductory price in ad¬
B Flat, Trombone (Bass Clef), B Flat ished, bringing this to a point of publica¬
Trombone (or Baritone) (Treble Clef), tion, but in the meantime all those who vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
Horns in F (or E Flat Altos), Drums, have any interest in musical comedies for postpaid.
Piano Accompaniment.
Playtime Book
amateurs should avail themselves of an
The special introductory prices are as opportunity to file an order in advance of
By Mildred Adair
follows: Orchestra Parts; 15 cents each; publication.
This is a strictly modern little work
Piano Accompaniment, 30 cents.
The price for a single copy ordered in starting right out from Middle C and
advance of publication is 50 cents, post- using both clefs. It is not exactly an
A Night in Palestine
instruction book but it may be taken up
By Jacob Weinberg
just as soon as the yo#ng student knows
Studies in Musicianship—
Here indeed is a remarkable novelty.
the names of the notes, the note values
An opera in three acts upon a folk sub¬
Selected Studies for
and is able to locate Middle C on the
ject, the first Jewish folk-opera ever
keyboard. It consists chiefly of short and
the Pianoforte
planned for publication. It is the work
easy original pieces arranged in progres¬
By Stephen Heller—In Four Books
which won the first prize for opera at the
sive order, each accompanied by an ap¬
Edited
by
IsrooR
Philipp
Sesqui-Centennial at Philadelphia, the
propriate verse and an illustrative draw¬
judges being Nicola A. Montani, publisher
Every branch of the art of music has ing. The book leads up gradually from
of the Catholic Choir Master; Clarence produced some certain writers, all prac¬ Middle O to the One Octave Seale.
Dickinson, choir master of the Brick Pres¬ tical musicians and teachers, the study of
The special introductory price in ad¬
byterian Church in New York; Kurt whose contributions of educational mate¬ vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
Schindler, director of the Schola Canto- rial is considered an indispensable prepar¬ postpaid.
ation for acquiring a mastery of that par¬
These judges representing diverse sects ticular instrument. For the violin we have O Cho San—Japanese Operetta
and the fact that the work is being pro¬ Mazas, Rode, Fiorillo and Kreutzer, for
for Young People
moted by the Theodore Presser Co., which the voice, Sieber, Concone and the MarBy Mrs. R. R. Forman
has been under Gentile management for chesis, while every piano teacher realizes
Operettas for young people are always
forty-three years, serves to emphasize the the importance of Czerny and Heller,
purely artistic basis upon which this “Czerny for technic, Heller for musician- in demand. Those having certain pic¬
ship” is a well known saying. Both writers turesque or characteristic qualities are all
masterpiece has been considered.
The opera is very colorful and rich in were most prolific, but all of their mate¬ the more desirable. Mrs. Forman’s previ¬
humanistic effects. The libretto is also rial is not deemed suitable for modern ous productions in this line, all of which
by Mr. Weinberg, who is a pupil of needs and it always has been necessary for have proven successful, have been based
Some time ago we published the Selected upon a variety of interesting subjects.
Leschetizky and Safonov, and who con¬
the individual teacher to make selections O Cho San, however, is her first venture
ducted a conservatory in Palestine.
Very novel effects are introduced and from it that required both time and care, in an operetta based upon a Japanese
we are certain that the work will produce Czerny Studies in 3 volumes by Emil Lie- theme. This new work affords a fine op¬
a sensation when the opera is presented, bling. These have been immensely success¬ portunity for tasteful dressing and artis¬
either in whole or in part. As the cost of ful. We are now about to publish the tic production. It is not in the least diffi¬
the publication of a work of this kind is Heller Studies in Musicianship in 4 cult of preparation, however. It may be
produced by large or small groups of
extremely great, it is necessary for us to volumes.
These have been compiled by M. Isidor children. The music is very catchy and
expect that it will be guaranteed at least
in part, before publication, and this can Philipp, Profesor of Pianoforte Playing easy to learn and the dialog is bright and
only be manifested by a strong interest at the Paris Conservatoire, the most dis¬ entertaining.
The special introductory price in ad¬
upon the part of those who desire to pos¬ tinguished of the pupils of Heller. He
has selected from the popular Heller vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
sess a very unusual work.
Accordingly, subscriptions for the com¬ Studies only the most practical, and has postpaid.
plete vocal score of “A Night in Pales¬ included in'these volumes many veritable
Junior Anthem Book for
tine” will be accepted at the rate of $5.00 gems hitherto practicaUy unknown. All of
Unison Voices
per copy for the ordinary edition, and this material is carefully graded and the
$10.00 a copy for the de luxe edition. The editing has been to M. Philipp a labor of
By Edward Shippen Barnes
first edition copies, limited to advance sub¬ love. These four volumes will be published
The engraving of this new book is now
scribers, will be numbered and auto¬ in a short time now, but while they are in completed and the book is ready for the
the printer’s hands, copies may be ordered press. Although many well known anthems
graphed by the composer.
at the special advance price, 60 cents each, have been included, it has been necessary
postpaid.
Book of Indoor Marches for
to make entirely new plates for this work
since all of the anthems have been newly
Preparatory Exercises in
the Pianoforte
arranged, and in addition, some original
Double Stopping—
It is quite a sad thing when the inexnumbers have been written especially for
perienced amateur or the thoughtless pro¬
this collection. This will prove to be one
Violin
fessional endeavors to furnish music for
of the best unison anthem books ever com¬
By O. Sevcik, Op. 9
indoor marching without having given
piled. In all cases the original organ parts
In these days the technical studies by are given and the strong thread of unison
thought to what type of march should be
iised. We have witnessed pathetic instances O Sevcik are absolutely indispensable in melody stands out in all its vigor and
violin
teaching.
Students
advance
more
. this kind when the musician at the
dignity.
piano or the organ was playing a march rapidly bv the use of these studies than m
The special introductory price in ad¬
to which the marchers could not time their any other way. Moreover they require a vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
steps. Grand Marches often are not defi¬ certainty of technic which is highly desir¬ postpaid.
able.
The
Preparatory
Exercises
in
Double
nite enough in their rhythm, Military
(Continued on Page 82)
Stopping
are
especially
good.
Accurate
Marches and Quick Steps invariably are
Advertisement

World

Concert Orchestra Folio

Publisher’s
The Friendly Word
Every day the mail coming to the
Theodore Presser Co. brings orders from
individuals who state that the recommen¬
dation that they secure music from this
great direct mail order music supply house
came to them from a friend or acquaint¬
ance who had found it a certain and con¬
venient Source from which to secure any¬
thing desired in music publications. Busi¬
ness brought to us in this manner by a
friendly word from. 6 satisfied patron has
been ever increasing during many years
back, f
In addition to holding to ideals of ren¬
dering prompt, accurate and satisfactory
service, it is a great source of gratifica¬
tion to realize that there is the additional
reward in making friends who do not hesi¬
tate to tell others about our service. Wc
are very appreciative of these friendly
words passed out by our patrons to others
in the music world.
Since so many have made such personal
recommendations, we feel that there must
be many who would like to make such
personal recommendations, but do not have
the time to come in contact with those
that they know would find it a conveni¬
ence to utilize the direct mail service that
- we have to offer music buyers, and others
who hesitate to give their advice fearing
that the recipient will feel that they are
intruding. Because of this, we would like
to bring to attention our readiness to send
some of our interesting, graded and clas¬
sified catalogs to any whose names are
suggested to us by those who deal with
us regularly.
If you want to give in your next com¬
munication a list of other music teachers
that you know, music supervisors, profes¬
sionals or active music workers, just state
that you would suggest that we acquaint
them with our mail order service, if they
are not already on our lists and we will
send them catalogs without mentioning

tee ETUDE
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SELLING DILIGENCE AND SKILL

F music teachers had show windows in which they might expose to the
public the real things that they have; to sell, their importance to the
community would be more readily recognized. Too many people think
of music teachers as dealers in breakable toys. As a matter of fact they sell
training in memory, accuracy, mind development, patience, good taste, dili¬
gence, concentration and skill. As Samuel Johnson put it in Rasselas:
“Few things are impossible to diligence and skill.” We are proud to be in a
business of publishing materials which teachers have found especially valu¬
able in developing these traits so highly prized in modern education. Many
a student has cultivated, through music lessons, life factors which have
contributed to his success and happiness in other lines.

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFERS—JANUARY, 1928
Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications Also are Given on These Pages. Works
Listed Below are in the Course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be delivered when
Published. The Low Advance Offer Price Then Immediately will be Withdrawn. Thousands
' Teachers and Active Workers Economically Keep Acquainted with Excellent blew Music
•
--- ic Through These Advance Offers.
and' add to Their Libraries
Album of Cboss-Hand Pieces—Piami
Becinker's Method for the Saxophc
Betty Lou—Comic Opera—Stults..
Book of Indoor Marches—Piano. ..
Book of Part Sonos for Boys with

. .30c.

:e Classic Forms
'OR Young Play-

Concert Orchestra Folio—Part;
The Same—Piano Accompania
Concertino, No. I—Violin—Seii

A—Opera—Weinb
—Regul......
The Same—DeLuxe Edition ..
O Cho San—Japanese Operetta
Piano Dialogs—Four Hands—Or
Piano Voluntaries .
Playtime Book—Piano—Adair...
Preparatory Exercises in Doubli
Violin—O. Sevcik op. 9.
Twenty-five Primary Pieces—W

Musical Calendars for 1928

Keyboard Adventures for the

For several years it has been our cus¬
tom to issue a calendar with some ap¬
propriate musical design, supplying these
at reasonable prices, to our music teacher
patrons, both for their own use and as
inexpensive remembrances to students.
Thousands of these calendars have been
distributed into homes, both here and
abroad, where each becomes a sort of mis¬
sionary in the cause of .music, bringing to
those who dwell therein a thought of music
for each of the 365 days. This leap year
there is an extra day for good measure.
Last year we were most fortunate in
being able to present an original, and very
striking design entitled “The Fairyland
of Music.” This was by far the most suc¬
cessful calendar we have ever issued and
the demand for it was so heavy that we
were obliged to make an extra large print¬
ing. There are still a few copies on hand
with 1928 dates and orders will be taken
for them as long as the supply lasts.
For 1928 we have a calendar that is
most significant, entitled “The Musical
Argosies,” the inspiration for which was
obtained from the song of the multitudes
on the great plaza of San Marco at Venice
as the fleets of treasure ships from all the
known world brought back their riches,
“Rejoice! The Argosies are Coming.”
Truly “The Argosies are Coming” to the
musical world and each year brings new
ideas, new developments in music that
were unbelievable a few years ago. This
picture was used as the cover design of
the September 1927 issue of The Etude.
Samples of either calendar may be had
for 10 cents, quantities at the rate of $1.00
a dozen.

Pianoforte
By A. Louis Scarmolln
This is a very interesting little work
designed to help out or supplement any
method or instruction book. The beginner
in piano playing no longer stays for a long
time on the white keys only, or in the
treble clef alone. Both clefs are introduced
at once and the black keys soon follow.
Herein lie the numerous opportunities for
Keyboard Adventures. These little adven¬
tures will prove anything but tasks and
students will enjoy working them out.
They find at once something new and
entertaining to play.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
Little

Study Pieces in the

Music Play for Every Day
Page after page could be written about
the unusual preparations made for the
production, of this remarkable new book.
It is a' pianoforte method for beginners
that in nearly every respect will represent
a pronounced advance in the field of
musical education. In fact, we are at a
loss to know how to describe in the few
words at our disposal even the main feat¬
ures of this unusual work.
We may say, however, that it is based
upon the soundest juvenile pedagogy from
Pestalozzi and Froebel down to the pres¬
ent time.
It is a work of great beauty, lofty ideals
and thoroughly practical character. From
beginning to end the child, and the child
only, is the main consideration. The book
is handsomely illustrated on nearly every
page. One of the illustrations is in three
colors. The text has been prepared by a
board of experts in the subject of child’s
Many of the delightful little composi¬
tions were written by Helen L. Cramm,
who devoted her time exclusively to this
for some months. Excerpts from the great
classics in the very simplest form are in¬
cluded. In fact, we can almost see our
teacher patrons shouting with glee upon
the receipt of the first copy of this book.
Most of the book is designed as a resultproducing book with a view of accom¬
plishing more within a given space of les¬
sons than can be accomplished in any other
way. It will turn the whole elementary
study of pianoforte instruction into an unforgetably delightful experience for the
child.
This book is scheduled for delivery in
March. We have placed the advance pub¬
lication at a special introductory price of
30 cents, so that every teacher who is
interested in her own artistic as well as in
her own bread and butter welfare, may
see this book immediately upon its publi¬
cation.
The book will be sent postpaid as soon
as published to all who send us now this
special price of 30 cents.
Piano Dialogs
By Helen L. Cramm
Two little pianists playing together at
the keyboard! What a charming picture
in the home, the studio or at the pupils’
recital! And what a practical way it is for
the teacher to impart to these children a
sense of rhythm, a security and confidence
in playing!
Miss Cramm, whose books for children
have won well merited fame, gives us in
this work genuine “piano dialogs,” little
duets that are almost as easy as it is pos¬
sible to make them. Each is accompanied
by a cute little verse that will make it
more attractive to the young players.
This book will soon be ready for publi¬
cation and while it is in preparation it
may be obtained at the special advance of
publication price, 30 cents a copy, post¬
paid.

Classic Forms
By Fannie Reed Hammond
All rational study of piano music should
be based upon an early study of the clas¬
sics. Naturally, before taking up even the
easiest classics there must be some prepa¬
ration, and it is such preparation that the
interesting little work now under consider¬
ation is designed to supply. It consists of
a set of original pieces, each one exempli¬
fying one of the classic forms. In each
case, there is explanatory text describing
Twenty-Five Primary Pieces
the form of the piece, together with some
for the Pianoforte
historical data concerning the same. In
point of difficulty, the pieces lie chiefly in
By N. Louise Wright
the early second grade.
After the first brief instruction book has
The special introductory price in ad¬ been completed, or even before, if desired,
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy this book of little pieces may be taken uppostpaid.
They are just right to lead the student
into second grade work and they make a
very good preparation for the first regular
pieces in sheet music form. Miss Wright’s
work with young students has been very
successful and she knows just how to pro¬
duce a book of this character. Her meloTR.are a^.S°0<i and original.
The special introductory price in an"
—Spenser
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
Postpaid,—__

"Dischord ofte in music
makes the sweeter lay”
ADVERTISEMENT!
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(Continued from Page if
A BACH CANTATA SOCIETY has been
ganized at Los Angeles, with Hal Davidson Cr
as conductor. It will be affiliate^ with sim;
organizations in New York and London.
»•—“TANNHAUSER OVERTUHE’U'^on

ner- following in order. Four thousand jisten
submitted an opinion, of whom thifty aSked
jazz,' while one hundred and thirty-five condemi
COMPETITIONS
‘ AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEST

THE PADEREWSKI tPRIZhESt °£ ““ic^and
five hundred dollars for the best piece of cham¬
ber music, by an American-born composer or
one born abroad of American parents, are again
open for competition. The competition closes
March 1, 1928. Further information from Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Allen, 296 Huntingdon Avenue, Bos-

THE NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF
MUSIC CLUBS offers the C. C. Birchard Prize
of one thousand dollars, for a cantata requinng
thirty to fifty minutes in performance. The
Fpbrnarv 1. 1928. and full narticu-

e Poem
a Suite
divided a
for
of two cantatas introducing French-CanadiSn
chansons populates, $500 for a Suite for String
quartet, $250 for a group of arrangements of
chansons populates for male voices and $250
for a group of chansons populates arranged for
mixed voices are offered by E. W. Beatty, Pres¬
ident of the Canadian-Pacific Railway. Montreal,
to’ whom application may be made for further^)*--

THE SCHUBERT CENTENNIAL PRIZES,
with a total of twenty thousand dollars, will be
diverted from the completing of the “Unfinished”
lowing the model of the “Unfinished” and in the
Schubert idiom and style of orchestration. The
contest closes in July, 1928, and particulars may
be had from Miss Helen Love, Secretary of the

may be had by
.. _ .undation, 2300
Pershing Square Buildii ;, New York City.
VIRGINIA COMPOSERS are offered a prize
of one hundred dollars for an Art Song, and
Virginia student composers under twenty-one
years of age are offered a prize of fifty dollaVs
for an Art Song, by the Virginia Federation of
Music Clubs. The contest closes March 1st, and
particulars may be had from Mrs. Lacy K. Wood,
1811 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, Virginia.
A HOLLYWOOD BOWL COMPOSITION
PRIZE of one thousand dollars is offered for an
orchestral overture of not more than eight min¬
utes in length. The contest closes on March 1st,
and particulars may be had from Mrs. Gertrude
Ross, 2273 Holly Drive, Los Angeles, California.
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for the Pianoforte
Of all the technical devices used by the
modern progressive teacher to develop in
the pupil’s playing that smoothness that
is so essential, none is more popular with
the student than cross-hand playing. Dur¬
ing the past few years the demand for
cross-hand pieces has steadily increased
and our judgment in adding a volume of
this kind to our series of Albums of Pieces
for Special Study Purposes has been vindi¬
cated by the tremendous advance sale this
Album of Cross-Hand Pieces is enjoying
since our first announcement of its forth¬
coming publication. There is still an op¬
portunity during the current month to
obtain a copy of this collection of medium
grade compositions at the special advance
of publication price, 30 cents a copy, postMelodious Study Album for

Moods from Nature—Four
Sketches for the
Pianoforte
By Gordon Balcii Nevin
This will be an art work, a book that
will please any good pianist. With each
musical sketch there will be a photographic
reproduction of a scene typifying the mood
that inspired the composition. These pho¬
tographs were taken by the author him¬
self. The compositions are in modern style
but always melodious and interesting.
They are about grade 5 in point of dif¬
ficulty. Mr. Nevin is the son of the well
known American composer, Geo. B. Nevin,
and is himself quite famous for his ex¬
cellent songs and pipe organ compositions,
many of which frequently appear on recital
programs.
The advance of publication price on this
work is 50 cents a copy, postpaid.
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Letters from Etude Friends
Album of Cross-Hand Pieces

First Folk Songs—For Violin
with Piano Accompaniment
By Mabel Madison Watson
First Folk Songs may be used in con¬
junction with any Beginners’ Method for
the Violin. The violin is first and fore¬
most a melody instrument. In this book
the student starts out first of all on the
open strings and following this the sim¬
plest “stopping” is introduced, one finger
at a time. This book might be used admir¬
ably in beginners’ violin classes. All the
students might play together with the
piano accompaniment which is supplied
for each number, and in addition the au¬
thor gives opportunities for introducing
second violin parts. This work may be
taken up almost as soon as the beginner
has learned to draw the bow across the
strings.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpaid.

the

they are given in all of our beginners
books. All unnecessary material which
may tend to confuse the beginner will be
omitted. The idea is to produce a good
tone and to begin to play something as
soon as posible. This book is now well
advanced in preparation.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Book of Part Songs for Boys
with Changing Voices
Although unison singing always has its
uses, nevertheless singing in parts should
be encouraged at as early a stage as pos¬
sible. In the case of boys with changing
voices, it is usually desirable to sing in two
parts for a while, then later in three parts
and finally in four. All this depends
largely upon the development of the voices.
In all cases however, it is necessary for
tlie parts to be of limited compass. AH
these requirements are well provided for
in our new book. Inasmuch as boys are
to sing from this work, the texts are all
such as will prove of interest to them.
All tlie numbers are tuneful and vigorous
and have fine rhythmic swing. This book
will soon be ready.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Young Players
By A. Sartorio
This book is now nearly ready but the
special introductory offer will be continued
during the current month. In the earlier
grades especially, as great a variety of
studies as possible should be provided.
Where there are so many elementary stu¬
dents, teachers themselves become tired of
the same studies so often reiterated. More¬
over, students like to hear new things,
well, they are always melodious and there Advance of Publication Offers
Mr. Sartorio’s studies wear extremely
Withdrawn
is a certain sprightly quality in their
technical requirements. This new book of
Last month we stated that it was the
second grade studies is one of the best last opportunity to secure a copy of Six
that Mr. Sartorio has ever written.
Recreation Pieces for Four Hands by
The special introductory price in ad¬ Georges Bernard at tlie low advance of
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, publication price. This work has now been
postpaid.
published under the title, ‘ Youthf ul Joys.’’
These, interesting four-hand pieces that
Concertino No. 1—Concertino are bound to find quite a place in piano
teaching are now on the market in one
No. 2—Violin and Piano
volume. Teachers may secure copies for
By F. Seitz
examination. These are teacher and pupil
These are two well known works which duets, tlie pupil’s part being in the fivewill be added to our Presser Collection. finger position.
The Concertinos by Seitz are used very
The retail price is 75 cents.
widely, especially Numbers One and Two.
While there are a goodly number of
In fact, they seem to have become a part musical comedies for amateurs on the
of the permanent curriculum for the violin. market, there are not many designed to
They may be considered among the first qualify particularly for use by organiza¬
“display pieces.” After the student has tions connected with churches feeling it
mastered the first position pretty well and best to avoid the sophistications of plots
is beginning to work his way into the and dances that are found acceptable in
third position, one or botli of these works amateur productions given in halls or
may be taken up to advantage and used to buildings not controlled by or connected
develop musicianship in conjunction with with a church. Those managing entertain¬
the regular technical studies. They form ments and performances carried through
an admirable preparation for the larger for the purpose of raising funds for the
works to come and especially for the study benefit of churches and church organiza¬
of the classics.
tions will find Miss Polly’s Patchwork
The special introductory price for cither Quilt by It. M. Stults a musical play that
Concertino is 35 cents per copy, or 60 cents does not incur the disfavor of anyone. It
for both, postpaid.
is a good, clean, interesting bit of enter¬
tainment throughout.
Miss Polly is a
charming, lovable soul and there are many
Eclectic Piano Studies
wonderful folk who are friendly and help¬
Compiled by Louis G. IIeinze
ful to her. The musical work is ideally
Wise indeed is the teacher who keeps suited for amateurs, since it is not diffi¬
constantly at hand a supply of varied cult at any time, yet it is always melodious
study material. One never knows when the and naturally singable. Price, 75 cents.
necessity may arise for some new, fresh
material to encourage the student, to help
Look Out for Subscription
him over some unforseen difficulty, or by
way of variety. This set of studies has
Swindlers
been compiled from the works of the fore¬
We wish to caution our musical friends
most authorities on piano playing by a
successful teacher. They have been tested against paying money to strangers. Every
by him in his own teaching and only the day complaints come to us from different
most useful have been selected for this sections of the country where one of our
book. The book will fit in admirably with subscribers has been imposed on by a
other work being done, by students in the dishonest man or woman. Look out for tlie
latter part of the second grade and about man who offers you “a bargain.” Our reg¬
ready to begin work in grade three. It ularly authorized agents carry official re¬
may be ordered now in advance of'publi¬ ceipts of the Theodore Presser Company
cation at the special price, 35 cents a copy, and The Etude Music Magazine. We will
postpaid.
honor these receipts but no others.
Beginner’s Method for the
Saxophone
By the title, Beginner’s Method for the
Saxophone, we mean just what we say.
This book will start off in the most prac¬
tical manner. It will include a short his¬
tory and description of the saxophone,
followed by the most careful and accurate
instructions as to the production of tone.
The rudiments of music will be presented
in the clear and concise manner in which

What a Minister Accomplished
To The Etude:
In The Etude some time ago I read
an article by Izane Peck on “Why Not
More Home Group Music,” of which I
heartily approve not only as an encourage¬
ment to young people to study music but
also because it tends to bind the children
to home and home influences and promises
much more valuable enjoyment than the
movies or petting parties.
About two years ago, in October, I
think, there appeared in your “Question
and Answer Department,” a letter by
“Constant Reader,” stating that he had a
family orchestra, of cornet, trombone,
song bells, marimba and mando-cello, play¬
ing sacred and classical music, and asking
for suggestions as to additions or better
arrangement.

dFLEJNDID PREMIUMS OFFERED

New Subscriptions
Send post card for attractive four-p
illustrated circular showing many use
and ornamental gifts given for new Et
subscriptions. See inside back cover fc
few especially selected rewards. Many
our musical friends have secured new s
scriptions and obtained these rewards
a number of years and we have yet
hear of the first case of dissatisfactior
Advertisement

send the children to college. The eldest
daughter finishes at York College this
year, and a great deal of help has come in
this way.
Now don’t you think such an organiza¬
tion should be encouraged and such talent
given a chance to develop? These people
are improving all of the time and are giv¬
ing their best to the community, besides
earning their education and endearing
their home associations.
The little boy is clamoring for a horn,
and will soon join the band. Mr. Strickler
has also undertaken to lead the village
band and says they are getting along
nicely. I was told by an expert of the
Lyon and Healy Company that the little
orchestra they have is well balanced and
should give good results.

MEW VEAD AEEPDQ
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Of Standard Magazines
Clubbed with ETUDE
AT REDUCED PRICES

ICAK UITLKO

The following specially selected list of high class publications offers a
substantial saving to the lover of good literature. Now is the time to save
money on these combinations.

Etude Music Magazine (One Full Year) $2.00

ADD!]!

i TO ANY OF THE
ABOVE CLUBS

SATURDAY EVENING POST/
s COUNTRY GENTLEMAN
)r

THE “STRICKLER FAMILY” ORCHESTRA

Fine Etude Binders at
Less Than Cost of
Manufacture
Many of our friends have nearly the
complete set of 12 issues of The Etude for
the year 1927. Keep these in a fine buck¬
ram binder, beautifully and substantially
finished. The binder opens flat, is easy to
stand on the piano or bookraek and will
always keep copies clean and accessible.
The retail price of the binder is $2.25.
If you will send your renewal for Etude
Music Magazine promptly for tlie current
year, add $1.25 to the subscription price
of $2.00, making $3.25 in all, the binder
will be promptly shipped, all charges paid.
We know you will lie pleased with your
investment.
Changes of Address
When asking us to make changes of
address, please give us both the old and
new addresses. Our files are arranged
geographically by state, town and alpha¬
betically by name. It is of the utmost im¬
portance that full information be given us.
Please allow four weeks for the change to
take effect. Wrappers are addressed very
much in advance and this time is absolutely
necessary to make the change.

MUSIC STUDY SUPPLIES
Text Books, Writing Books, Manuscript Paper,
Music Writing Pens and Other Requisites
As\ for Catalog on Anything Desired

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

I wrote to “Constant Reader” and
gained this information. He is the Rev.
L. E. Strickler, pastor of a “little United
Brethren in Christ Church” (now in
Pleasanton, Nebraska), forty-seven years
old; his twelve-year old hoy plays cornet,
his fourteen year old boy, trombone, one
daughter, song bells, the eldest daughter,
marimba or piano, and father, mandocello. They play for the church and
Sunday School services.
Since then we have had a pleasant cor¬
respondence. His organization is improv¬
ing. He wrote me last March that they
now have a cornet, a violin (which one
daughter plays for hymns), song bells in
alto parts, string double-bass (played by
the father), tuba (or mando-cello, if de¬
sired), four-octave marimba and piano.
And,” he goes on to say, “it sounds well.
At least, when we give a concert the church
won’t hold the people. I guess that is
about the best test.” At their concerts
freewill offerings” have been taken—$33
at one of them. The money is used to

I have become very much interested in
this family, because I have been a little of
an amateur musician myself, playing in
bands and orchestras, both good and bad,
and have learned how much fun one can
get out of this kind of play. While much
of the music is below standard, it in¬
culcates a love for music, and, out of the
group, some one member may advance to
quite an honored position in musical cir¬
cles.
The pastor of a small church in a little
town undoubtedly, earns but a very moder¬
ate salary, and to have ambition and selfdenial enough to bring up so large a
family, give them a certain amount of
musical education and good schooling en¬
titles father Strickler to high praise which
his good wife should share. For, though
she is not a musician, “she operates the
lights, sells tickets and looks after the
bunch’’—and the last item is quite a task
for a loving mother.
J, Howard Pearson.

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IfJ
VIOLONCELLO TECHNIC

er—A Case in Point
, A recent number of a musical journal con’n.e<J an article stating the fact tlrat middle?eopIe <'an not lparn music, owing.to
t Jar/ «f adaptation and concentration.
“ forty-six years old and have learned
that y
v*olin> sr> I know by experience
Se„LI?uslp C!m be learned in middle life.
neSje?rs "5° 1 "'as taken ill with
commonly known as nervous
doctor
,and was advised by my family
uervnU + *ake up the study of music for my
iearnea t/„°ub *• 1 did so and have not only
nervousness entirely’"‘ hilV° al8° Cured my
[ amairii!lay crorything in first position, and
tlona T ,V arnd.ving second and third posiiearn’w
, onJy eight lessons by mail.
learnedetohe rest fl'om instruction books. I
time, j°,tune my violin perfectly in a short
nave a large repertoire of pieces I

play by note and also by “car." This does
not affect the note playing in the least, since
I am able to detect discords more quickly than
one who has no knowledge of the so-called
“ear playing.” I have supplied four young¬
sters with violins, and they are making great
plans for the future.
. , ,
Perhaps some advantage was gained by
having a thorough knowledge of music, as
to notation, time and phrasing, and having
had a good piano teacher, a graduate of the
Boston Conservatory of Music, while study¬
ing music years ago.
With persistence and patience and a de¬
sire to achieve something of the beautiful in
this world, music can be learned in middle
life. While not reaching the goal of an artist,
one is, nevertheless, able to play for one's own
amusement and make the sunset of life more
glorious through music.
Mibtle Bell.

By GEORGE F. SCHWARTZ
Ideal Material for Use in Teaching ’Cello Playing-Superb
for Musicians Undertaking “Self-Study” on the ’Cello

T

HE text matter in this volume alone is worth the price of the
book. Careful explanation is given of many tilings in the care
of the instrument; correct position of arm. w.rist, hand and
fingers, correct bowing position; the three clefs; intonation; etc., etc.
Detailed guidance is given with a number of the studies and alto¬
gether all that will help in mastering the fundamentals of ’cello play¬
ing is given. Certainly this set of studies with the illuminating text
matter accompanying them should do much toward giving many first¬
hand opportunity of appreciating the possibilities of the ’cello.
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR
THEODORE PRESSER CO. chestnutstreet PHILA., PA.
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Pianologs and Musical Recitations
Many Elocutionists, Pianists and Singers Enjoy Great Success in the use of Recitations or Readings with
Piano Accompaniments as Novelties or Encores.
Here are some fine Numbers including the Humorous,
Characteristic, Dramatic and Philosophical Types. All are Excellent for Public or Home En er amment.

A Selected Group of Very Recently Published Pianologs
The Eskimo

A Stray Letter
Catalog^No.^23794 ^p'lce, ,0c
^JliSdL?5yike.:lW^i^y„„b'e±:

King Solomon and King
David
By James Francis Cooke

Family Traits
"Trice, 40c
This may be short and sweet but

Nothin’ but You

Of Course She Didn’t

mms®

A Dear Little Goose

I Doubt It

igmmm
Peer Gynt
By Edy. Greig

I Know a Cave

Price. 10c

mmmm
I Wonder Why?
Catalog No. 13119

£3“fi gJSgagg

April First

Price> 30c

Katy Did

Food for Gossip
and The Loyalty of Men
Lissen Ter Dis Story
By Jessie L. Pease

’Um, Not Me!

g£R*Sp5Sr«
AFal
By I..01

llie’s Nightmare
y A. Louis Scarmolin

The Good Little Boy
Woes of a Boy

mssm Skmi
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
*3*5? n

V S5 a°riSfS

TWO NEW
SUBSCRIPTIONS.-

iTheworl«I% great mv$ne ii gn>lctoR*Rerf feafi KEec^ffcILr

CMusic...mt un/vtrsaf fan
The thirty-one short years that formed the life-span of
Franz Schubert witnessed the greatest

outpouring of

melody that ever welled within a human heart. Songs,
operas, symphonies . . . music in every form flowed from
him m a bright and lovely stream. Into the classic forms
he breathed a spirit of romance, a wistful, tender note of
lyric beauty. He died as he had lived, in poverty, with a
song on his lips.

recorded on Victor Red Seal Records Nos. 6663-4-5 by
Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra.

In every way it is a musical achievement,

which all true music-lovers will wish to enjoy.
The amazing realism of this recording is typical of the
results attained by the new Orthophonic method of repro¬
duction.

No matter where you live, Victor Red Seal

Records bring into your home the best music of all the
After his death an unfinished Symphony in B Minor
was found among his effects. It proved to be a work of
the first importance—broadly and nobly conceived, brim¬
ming with marvelous melodies. For a hundred years it
has delighted concert audiences. Now it has been newly

VICTOR

world, interpreted by the foremost artists. . . . Write
today Jor the illustrated booklet, “A Musical Galaxywith
foreword by Leopold Stokowski—a commentary upon six oj
the greatest moments in music.

It is yours Jor the asking.

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camdei , N. J., U. S. A.

fyd Seal

RECORDS

